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Rising costs and payment volumes and increasing
competition have encouraged organisations such as
banks andretailers to look to information technology
to cut the costs of handling payments, improve
service levels and deliver new cash management
services. Electronic payment and cash management
services present opportunities to all potential players
♥ banks, retailers of goods and services, hardware
suppliers and network services providers.

This report reviews the opportunities offered by the
new electronic payment and cash managementser-
vices. Retailers will be put under pressure by the
banks to adoptelectronic funds transfer systemsat
the point of sale (EFTPOS), but could harnessit to
cut costs or even diversify into financial services
themselves. Indeed, an increasing number of
organisations involvedin retailing are now moving into
the banking services arena, thus effectively
competing with established banking and credit card
services.

Corporations can also take advantage of new cash
managementservices and systemsto optimise cash
utilisation and reduce borrowing and transaction
costs, and small companies andprivate investors can
use on-line ☁home banking☂ services to managetheir
financial affairs moreefficiently. This report describes
and discusses the impact of these new systems.



BUTLER COX

Butler Cox has specialised in researching and
analysing developments in information technology
since 1977. It includes the fields of computing,
telecommunications and office automation within its
areas ofinterest.
Businessactivities
Butler Cox☂s main business activities are:
♥Consultancy for individual information techno-logy users and suppliers. This consultancyis gen-erally of a strategic, management and marketingnature, as well as a technical nature.
♥The Butler Cox Foundation. This is an ongoingprogrammeof research and analysis for informa-tion technology users and suppliers. It is fundedOn a subscription basis andis jointly managed byButler Cox and the membersof the Foundation.
♥Multiclient research and analysis. This activityinvolves undertaking major projects for severalorganisations who share the costs and results ofthe projects. The numberof organisations maybe fewer than 100 or several hundreds as is thecase with the Report Series.
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Cashis thelife-blood of companies. How companies
make and receive payments and manage the cash
they hold has a major impact on their functioning, and
even ontheir survival. Developments in information
technology (IT) provide new meansfor organisations
and individuals to make payments and managetheir
cash moreeffectively. In the application of IT to cash
management, new marketsarise for traditional cash
handlers ♥ the banks. But organisations other than
banksarealso attracted to these markets. Hence we
see competition emerging.
Scope of the report
In this report we describe the new fundstransfer and
cash management services and technologies and
identify their implications for businesses. We review
the practical experiences of users and suppliers, and
we assess the current status and future of the market.
The geographic scope of the report is Europe but
major developments elsewhere in the world are
reported and evaluated.
For whom is this report intended? First, we believe
the Financial Director, Treasurer or Controller of
every substantial enterprise should study it. The
Management Services Director (or equivalent) should
also study it. Senior managementin the retail trade
should read it. Marketing managers in financial
institutions and IT suppliers should also readit, for
it maps with as muchprecisionas possible a crucial
and dynamic area of development.
Structure of the report
The report comprises eight chapters. In Chapter 1
we identify changes in the financial and payments
environment, the new electronic payment and cash
managementservices that are becoming available,
and the key issuesthat they raise for corporate users
and IT suppliers. In Chapters 2 to 7 we review the
services and systems which webelieve are likely to
have the greatest impact on businesses: electronic
funds transfer at the point of sale (EFTPOS);
corporate payment and cash managementservices;
and remote banking servicesfor individual customers
and small businesses.

INTRODUCTION

EFTPOSservices are covered inChapters 2,3, 4and5.
Wedescribe the technologies andthe current status
of EFTPOSin Europe and elsewhere, and we present
eleven case histories to illustrate how users and
suppliers have implemented EFTPOSservices. Close
study of these cases will, we believe, lead to
important lessons for the future. We review the
supplier market. We also present the results of our
extensive survey of major UK retailers☂ views on
EFTPOS, their requirements and implementation
plans. Patterns of market development form the basis
for our forecasts of EFTPOS terminal markets.
Chapter6 deals with on-line corporate payment and
cash management services. We review corporate
cash management products and services, their
benefits for users and the practical aspectsof their
implementation.

On-line banking services for the home and small busi-
ness and the opportunities they provide as a payment
mechanism for suppliers of products and services are
described in Chapter7.

In Chapter 8 we review the implications of the new
electronic payment and cash management services
for users, suppliers, and customersat large.

Research methodology
Butler Cox has been monitoring developments in
information technology(IT) since 1977 and has wide-
ranging consultancy experience in the banking,
retailing and large corporate sectors, working for both
users and suppliers of IT products and services. In
addition, we have undertaken an extensive
programmeof research to support the preparation
of this report, including:
♥Apostal questionnaire survey of nearly 400 of the

largest retail organisations in the UK. We received
117 responses, and of these 102 were usablefor
our analysis.

♥Face-to-face and telephone interviews with 40
suppliers of electronic payment and cash manage-
ment products and services in Western Europe.

Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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INTRODUCTION

♥Case histories of 23 users and suppliers of
electronic payment and cash management
systems and services in Europe, the Pacific Basin
and the United States.

♥Interviews with key industry observers.
♥Extensive desk research on electronic fundstransfer services and systems throughout the

world.

The above programmeof research constitutes oneof the mostintensive ofits kind ever conducted byButler Cox.
It taps a huge reservoir of accumulated experiencein the provision and use of electronic systems forpayment and cash management. The researchfindings have also been correlated with numerousother market studies carried out by Butler Cox inrecént years.
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CHAPTER1
THE CHANGING FINANCIAL AND PAYMENTS ENVIRONMENT

It is no exaggeration to say that the managementof
money is in a state of revolutionary change. There
are four main forcesdriving this change, forces which
we describe in the succeeding pages. They are:
changesin costs; deregulation of markets; increased
competition in financial services; and changing
demands on the part of customers. Alone, each of
these forces would be powerful. Together they are
irresistible. We do not regard IT as a force for change
in itself, but as an enabling mechanism by which the
other forces operate.

These forces are revolutionising the banks☂ approach
to the market, the financial services available and the
types of organisations providing them.
Technologyis providing companies with new options
for making and receiving payments and managing
their cash assets andis also revealing a dramatic new
requirement for technical and managementskills. In
the City of London today, for example, we have heard
of astronomic salaries being paid for money market
skills, as the institutions prepare for deregulation. The
whole financial environment is changing, reordering
priorities and introducing new opportunities for
increasing revenuesor cutting costs. These changes
raise a numberof key issues for corporate users of
money transmission services and information
technology suppliers which we discuss in this
chapter.

FORCES OF CHANGEIN THE BANKING WORLD
We examine below the impactof four major forces
of change ♥ cost, deregulation, competition and
customer demand ♥ on the banking world.

The costoftraditional payments services
One leading bank official told Butler Cox that
traditional banking is ☁hopelessly uneconomic☂. What
did he mean?
Banks are under severe pressure from the high and
rising costs of providing traditional cash and paper-
based money transmission services. These costs
arise in a number of areas:

& Partners Limited
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♥Staff costs. Traditional banking and payment
services are labour-intensive and are therefore
affected by rising staff and office costs. Despite
automation, many bank records are still
handwritten.

♥ Branch networks. The extensive branch networks
needed to provide traditional banking services to
retail customers represent large fixed cost, and
the effectiveness of the retail networks must be
maintained by renovating or re-siting branches.

♥ Volume of paper-based payments. In particular, the
volume of cheque and credit card transactionsis
rising fast in many countries, with a consequent
increase in handling costs. The increases in
volume of cheque and credit card transaction for
various European countries are shownin Figures
1.1 and 1.2, respectively. In many countries bank
charges do not cover the costs of handling
cheques for retail customers. In France and
Belgium, for☁example, no charge is usually made
for cheque handling, and in the UK, customers who
keep a minimum credit balance in their current
accounts receive free banking service.

 

 

 

      

Figure 1.1 Increases in volumes of cheque transactions
in various European countries

Country Volume of cheques issued Percentage
by deposit-taking institutions change

(millions)
1978 1983

Belgium 88 99 13
France 1,709 3,030 Kh
Germany 500 600 20
Italy? 612 582 Ss
Netherlands 100 120 20
Sweden 125 120 -4
UK 2,200 2,494 13

Notes:
1. Figures relate to volumeofinstruments exchangedin official inter-bank

circuits, not volume of transactions carried out.
2. Data for 31 banks accounting for 70%of total balance sheet assets of

banking system.
Source: ☁Payment systems in eleven developed countries☂, Bank for
International Settlements, 1985.
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THE CHANGING FINANCIAL AND PAYMENTS ENVIRONMENT

i i itive costs for banks of variousFigure 1.2 Increases in volumesof credit card Figure 1.3 Compara
: transactions in various European countries methods of payment in the UK and France

Country Volumeofcredit card payments Percentage Index number/cost of cheque = 100
Jee (initons are change Method of payment UK (undated) France (1978)

290 Cheques 100 100
ae ze ie Giro transfers 233 ♥Germany insignificant 7 _♥ Autoblog tenetors
Italy 09 4 340 Standing orders 55-186 17-33

Direct debit 45-105 21-53snedeh 2 a0 170 Direct deposit 45 oaUK 100 313 210 Cash
Source: ☁Payment systems in eleven developed countries☂, Bank for Deposit 114 ♥
International Settlements, 1985. Withdrawal at counter 182 ♥

Withdrawal at ATM 114-185 =
 

In the face of such rising costs, and burdened with
a cost structure not easily dismantled, banks are
literally driven by economic necessity towards
electronic payments services which enable them to
avoid some of these major cost elements. The
comparative costs are difficult to establish, but
automation appears to offer some savings, as shown
in Figure 1.3. In addition, average costs per
transaction of electronic funds transfer (EFT) systems
are expectedto fall as the volume of EFT increases.
By contrast, the costsof traditional systems increase
with increasing volumes.
Deregulation
Whoare the banks☂ main competitors? In the past,
the answer was simple ♥ other banks. Today
retailers, financial institutions other than banks and
even the PTTs are also competing to control cash.
Legislative changes under way are affecting the
structure of conventional banking. In a numberof
countries, restrictive legislation governing theprovision of banking servicesis being relaxed, offeringopportunities for organisations other than banks toenter this market. For example, in the UK,acceptanceofthe reportof the Child Committee,setup by the Committee of London Clearing Bankers toreview the ownership, membership and controlof themoneytransmission system, opens up the market forthe provisionof clearing services. Up to now only tenEnglish banks have beenallowedto clear paymentsin England and Wales, and similar arrangementsprevail in Scotland and Northern Ireland. However,from the beginning of 1986 any organisation able todeliver a sufficient volume oftraffic and to meet anumber of technical and financial criteria will begranted settlementfacilities by the Bank of England.In addition, new legislation enabling building societiesto offer a wider range of banking servicesis plannedfor late 1986 or early 1987.
In Australia, rules restricting the numberof licensedbanksto five national banks and an additional bank

     
Source: Revell, JRS, ☁Banking andelectronic fund transfer☂, OECD, 1983.
 

in each state were reviewed late in 1984, and as aresult 16 new licenses have been issued and moreare anticipated.
In the US, a continuing programmeto deregulate thebanking environmenthas, for example, allowedthriftinstitutions (savings banks) to offer commercial loans.
The effect of these changes and ofsimilar changesin other countries has been a sharp increase incompetition to provide moneytransmission and otherbanking services.
Competition and sector convergence
Deregulation is just one of the factors which has
made competition in banking markets more acute.
Established banks are facing increasing competition
from a numberof sourcesin the provision ofretail
and wholesale banking services, including:
♥Foreign banks.
♥Credit card companies.
♥Otherfinancial institutions, eg building societies,

brokers and insurance companies.
♥Retailers, who are increasingly moving into the

financial services area, in order to exploit their
control over massive liquidity.

♥Government savings schemes and post office
services.

♥Large corporations meeting many of their own
financial needs.

Deregulation encourages integration. In London a
series of mergers and acquisitions has taken place
betweenbanks, stockbrokers and jobbers,to create
institutions with an integrated range of servicesin
readiness for the deregulated market which will
operate from ☁☁Big Bang Day☂, as the press have
termedit. In the past thirty years, world centres of
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CHAPTER 1

wealth and production have moved around the globe
at dizzying speed. In the 1960s the OPEC countries,
for instance, were poor. Europe and the USA were
the manufacturing centres for world markets. Japan
was ontherise, but Taiwan and Korea were nowhere.
The rise and fall of industrial powers and wealthy
countries today is like a speeded-up old film. These
rapid changesin industrial trade and national wealth
have obliged American and European banksto follow
their customers overseas as well as bringing Asian
banks to the Western financial centres. Technology
is helping to overcomebarriers of distance, regulation
andcosts of entry into foreign markets. Retail banking
service markets are becoming more competitive. In
particular,financial institutions which were previously
content with sectors of the market complementary
to those of the banks are now competing with the
banks. Governments are increasingly entering the
retail savings market to finance their chronic deficits.
Brokers and insurance companies are seeking. to
offer otherfinancial services in order to secure their
customer base. The retail customer is becoming
increasingly sophisticated in his requirements for
financial services (as is the wholesale customer),
although at the sametime heor she tendsto require
the convenienceof ☁one-stop shopping☂. Technology
is playing a role in many of these developments. We
have already mentioned its role in helping banks
competein foreign markets. But the providersof the
technology, and in particular computer services
companies and telecommunications network services
suppliers, are beginning to emerge as significant
competitors in their own right.

The potential of IT suppliers in the financial
marketplace was amply demonstrated in Britain in
1984, when IBM and British Telecom proposed to set
up a joint venture codenamed Jove. Jove wasto be
a nationwide value added network service (VAN).
Critics of the scheme argued that Jove would create
not only a quasi-monopolistic operator in the VANS
market, but also a single dominant controller in the
distribution of financial services and information. The
Secretary of State for Industry declined to grant the
necessary licence for Jove.

The impact of data processing on banking has been
considerable. Indeed a bank handling manually the
volume of transactions commonplace today would be
unthinkable. The consequences for competition are
only oneaspect, albeit one of the most important. The
use of data processing in banks now dates back 30
years.Initially, it was used primarily to automate back-
Office activities, particularly bookkeeping and
customer account administration. More recently,
front-office activities at the branches have begun to
be automated, with the capture of transaction data
to support counter staff. The widespreadinstallation
of data processing and telecommunications systems

THE CHANGING FINANCIAL AND PAYMENTS ENVIRONMENT

in banks and other financial organisations has had
a numberof major effects:
♥lt has enabled banksto offer new typesof product,

for example ☁sweep☂ accounts which automatically
move funds out of a current account into an
account bearing a higher rate of interest. Some
of the products are more complex than would
previously have been practicable, for example
asset management accounts which combine a
range of banking and brokerage products in a
single package. Products based on modular
components are also feasible.

♥lt has reducedthe costs of somelabour-intensive
activities but, at the sametime,it has resulted in
more impersonal banking services.

♥lt has enabled the remote provision of services
without a branch network.

Theseeffects of data processing have combined to
encourage other organisations to provide payment
and other banking services:
♥More complex products enable organisations other

than banksto reconcile their provision of banking
services with legislation, for example by packaging
payment services with a unit trust product.

♥Organisations specialising in the delivery of other
kindsof financial services can now offer a broader
range of products, including banking services.

♥Theadvent of new technologies and new services
based on them has enabled organisations other
than banksto offer financial services that do not
require the expensive branch network on which
banksrely.

Customer demand
Not least among the forces for change acting on the
banking world are changes in customer demand. We
have already mentioned the retail customer's
requirement for one-stop shopping. But corporate
customers are also becoming more sophisticated,
and their requirements are changing in response to
changes in their environment. Changes in the
environment and requirements of corporate
customers form an important thread in our discussion
of the new electronic funds transfer services in this
report.

NEW DEVELOPMENTSIN BANK SERVICES
Changes in the banking world are not merely of
academicinterest to businesses outside the banking
sector. They have very real effects on other
organisations, whether in the form of new typesof
banking services, newtariffs or tariff structures for
services, or changes in the banking relationship. Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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CHAPTER 1

New services are being developed and launched,
many in electronic form, and among the most
important of these are electronic funds transfer and
cash managementservices.
Companieswill not be able to ignore someof these
services. The decisions about whether to implement
them and, if they are to be implemented, whetherto
lead or to follow others can have a considerable
impact on business. Electronic funds transfer at the
point of sale (EFTPOS) for retailers is one example.
Asit is introduced, some existing services may be
withdrawnor the basis of charging for them changed,
causing difficulties for those who see no benefit in
joining the new services.
Electronic funds transfer and cash management
services
For convenience, electronic funds transfer services
may be categorised under three headings:
♥ Bank networks. Networks have been and are being

developed for handling money transfers and a
range of other messages between banks, both
within and between countries.

♥Payment services. In addition to interbank
payments, there are services to handle large
volumes of payment instructions input by banks
and corporate customers, and to clear high-value
payments rapidly. A somewhatdifferent type of
service, electronic funds transfer at the point of
sale (EFTPOS), allows payments madebyprivate
individuals to retailers to be handledelectronically.
Services exist to cater for specialised payment
instruments, for examplebills of exchange.Finally,
customers can withdraw cash from cash dispens-ers (CDs) or automated teller machines (ATMs).

♥Cash managementservices. Whether the custo-mer who is offered such services is the largestmultinational corporationor anindividual managingthe family budget, the basic principles are thesame. The services provide electronic means ofmanaging cash more efficiently, in particularup-to-date information about balances in one ormore accounts, statementsof recentactivity in anaccount and funds transfer services to enablemoney to be moved between accounts. Paymentfacilities may be provided. Some services alsooffer analysis or modelling capabilities to supportdecision making.
These services may be described in terms of thekinds of facilities they make available to differenttypes of customer: banks, otherfinancialinstitutions,retailers, large and small businesses, and privateindividuals. The services of each type for each kindof customer are shownin Figure 1.4. Services forlarge companies and retailers and home bankingservices are described in moredetail in subsequent
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chapters, and will be described here only briefly;
interbank services, services for financial organ-
isations other than banks and services for private
customers are covered in more detail.
Services for banks
Newelectronic services for banks are of two main
types, payment clearing services and bank networks.
Clearing-houses
Traditionally, the clearing-house for banks was a
central exchange where banks brought chequespaid
in to claim cash from their originators☂ banks. Instead
of each transaction being settled separately, net
settlements between bankscould be calculated. The
modern clearing-house receives payment instruc-
tions, debit or credit, from banks or other large
organisations, distributes them to their recipient
banks, and arrangesnet settlements between banks.

In some countries, clearing is done electronically. A
number of European countries, notably the UK,
Sweden, the Netherlands, Denmark and Belgium,
have automated clearing-houses (ACHs), which
accept magnetic tapes of paymentinstructions and
sort them onto other tapesfor distribution to banks.
Some of these ACHs are now beginning to accept
inputs on-line. Full electronic clearing, in which
paymentinstructions are input and distributed on-line,
is now available in the US (The Clearing House
Interbank Payments System, or CHIPS) and the UK

 

Figure 1.4 Electronic funds transfer servicesfordifferent
types of customer
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CHAPTER1

(Clearing House Automated Payments System, or
CHAPS), giving same-day settlement for high-value
payments. Switching systemsfor distributing point-
of-sale (POS) or automated teller machine (ATM)
transactions between banks also perform a clearing
function. Clearing-house services such as BACSin
the UK are now also available to the banks☂ corporate
customers. (These are described in more detail in
Chapter 6 and Appendix 2.)
Bank networks
Bank networks provide a secure medium for a wide
variety of messages for exchanges betweenlarge
numbers of banks. Instructions for funds transfer
constitute a significant elementof the traffic, but the
networks also carry account statements, foreign
exchange deal confirmations, and query and
administrative messages. BankWire and FedWire in
the US are major examples of such networks, and
the Society for World Interbank Financial Tele-
communications (SWIFT) provides an international
bank network.
SWIFT is a cooperative society, headquartered in
Brussels, formed by banks to provide an international
interbank message transfer service. By the end of
1984 it served 1,656 banks in 51 countries, and
carried 130 million messages ♥ some 25% more
than the previous year. Only banks are allowed to
accessthe service directly, but they may retail SWIFT
services to their customers.
SWIFT operates four computer centres around the
world that are connected by leased telecommuni-
cations circuits. Banks access the centres from
standalone terminals or through interface devices

THE CHANGING FINANCIAL AND PAYMENTS ENVIRONMENT

located ontheir own premisesvia regional processing
centres serving a country or other regionaldivision.
Figure 1.5 shows the regional architecture of the
SWIFT network.
Because of the huge volume and rapid growth of
SWIFTtraffic, the PTTs levy a volume-based charge
rather than the customary fixed rentalfor leasedlines.

SWIFToffers a variety of messaging and transaction
services, including:
♥cCustomerfundstransfers.
♥Banktransfers.
♥Credit/debit advices.
♥Statements.
♥Foreign exchange and money market confir-

mations.
♥Collections.
♥Documentarycredits.
♥lInterbank securities trading.
♥Balance reporting.
♥Payment systems.
It defines standard message formats for each type
of service and transaction.
Two grades of service are offered, ☁normal☂ and
☁priority☂. In addition to membership charges, SWIFT
charges 18 Belgian francs (BF) (about 34 cents) per
normal message up to 325 characters irrespective
of distance, and 36 BF (about 68 cents) for priority

 

Figure 1.5 The SWIFT network
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messages. The current average message chargeis21 BF (about 40 cents). Memberbanksset their owncharges for the services they sell on to customers.

The main benefits of SWIFT that banks can pass onto their customers are fast and accurate transmission
of messages and execution of transactions, and lowcost compared with other telecommunications media.To international treasury managers, who need toquickly ascertain their balances around the world andreliably adjust them by funds transfers, these facilitiescould beparticularly useful. The bankers of the worldfrequently complain about the costs of SWIFT, butmany of them have used it as a valuable tool forsecuring profitable business.

From the viewpoint of a party to a transaction, thespeed of settlement is, of course, more interestingto the creditor than to the debtor. Whatis ofinterestto all bank customers, however, is the reliability ofan electronic payment system. Corporate treasurerscan dotheir jobs effectively only if they know thatsettlements will be completed on schedule, withoutpieces of paper being delayedin the mail or mislaidin an office.

The current SWIFT system is reaching the limits ofits capacity and a replacement network service(SWIFT2)is due to be introduced from 1986. SWIFT2will be a distributed system capable of fastermessage delivery, greater traffic-carrying capacityand modular expansion. It will have additional andimproved capabilities, for example better messageretrieval services, and is designed to enabletransmission costs to be reduced. The growth ofmessagetraffic is expected to arise through furtherautomation of back-office procedures by existingmembers,rather than through a significant increasein the number of member banks.

Services forotherfinancial sector organisations
The electronic funds transfer requirements of otherfinancial sector organisations are broadly similar tothose of the banks, insofar as they are concernedwith collecting and distributing payment instructions.In a numberof countries, building societies, savingsbanksandthrift institutions are handling EFTPOS andATMtransactions, but there has been disagreementOver the terms under which they May participate,notably in the UK, Germany and Australia. Credit cardcompanies havea particularinterest in the electroniccapture and distribution of transaction data, andcomputer bureaux now provide services which sortonto magnetic tapes suchdata that have been inputbyretailers online. Similar services are also Providedas an additional facility by automated clearing-houses.

THE CHANGING FINANCIAL AND PAYMENTS ENVIRONMENT

Services for retailers
Retailers and their customers are the potential usersof electronic funds transfer at the point of sale(EFTPOS)services. These are services which enablethe customerto paythe retailer for goodsor servicesusing a plastic card which is inserted in or wipedthrougha terminal at the point of sale. Data identifyingthe customer and specifying the value of thepayments are forwarded electronically to thecustomer's and retailer's banks for settlement.(EFTPOSservicesare describedin detail in Chapters25615.)

Services for large corporations
Large corporations are increasingly using theautomated clearing-house services for bulkpayments, and in the UK they are beginning to inputpaymentinstructions online to BACS (the UK auto-mated clearing-house)or, for high-value payments,to CHAPS.Larger corporations are also prime usersof cash managementservices. (These services aredescribed in more detail in Chapter6.)
Services for small businesses
Small businesses have only recently been takenseriously as a potentially profitable market for on-linefinancial services. There is now mounting evidencethat they are more enthusiastic customersfor simplecash management (☁home banking☂) services thanare private individuals. Some small businesses,particularly solicitors, accountants and brokers,regularly make high-value payments,and in the UKthey are beginning to use CHAPS. (Cash managementservices for small businesses and individuals arediscussed in Chapters 6 and TA)
Services for individual customers
Individual customers may benefit from four maintypes of electronic funds transfer service: cashdispensers (CDs) and automated teller machines(ATMs), front-office services, and home banking. Inaddition, they may be users of EFTPOS services.Payments they make on a regular basis may beprocessed byretailers using automated Clearing-housefacilities to Operate standing order and directdebit prodedures.
CDs and ATMs are machines which allow theCustomer to withdraw cash and use other bankingfacilities without the assistance of a bank employee.There is no rigidly defined distinction between CDsand ATMs, but machines which provide any functionin addition to cash dispensing are usually referred toas ATMs.Figure 1.6 indicates the wide range offacilities that may be available on ATMs. Most,however, provide a very limited range offacilities.
ATM numbers have grownsteadily since they were
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Figure 1.6 Facilities available on ATMs
 

Cash withdrawal from current or credit card accounts
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Bill paying
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Requests for overdrafts and loans
Balance enquiry
Ordering or display of statements of account
Cheque-book requests
Requesting appointments to see the bank manager
Requestfor financial information, eg interest rates and exchange

rates
Requestfor information about bank services.  
 

 

first introduced in Europe some 10-15 years ago,to
a total of some 25,000 by early 1985. But different
countries have adopted ATMsto differing degrees.
Figure 1.7 shows the approximate proportion of CDs
and ATMsin different European countries.

Increasingly, banks are cooperating by sharing ATM
networksorallowing their networksto interwork with
those of other banks. They see convenience to the
customer as more important in marketing terms than
a proprietary network.
There is some doubt whether ATMs have helped
banks to tackle the problem of cost controlin retail
banking. The economics of ATMs have shown some
interesting and unexpected quirks. Customers
drawing cash from a humanteller tend to draw a
higher amount than from an ATM. No definitive
research has been conducted to determine whythis
is so. Possibly ATMs are so quick and easy to use
that customersare willing to draw cash two or three
times as often. Perhapsthey dislike drawing a small
sum from a human teller because they dislike
seeming impoverished. Whatever the reasons, some
banks have found that ATMs generate many more
transactions for the same cash volume, creating extra
cost and reducing the advantage gained by the use
of ATMs.
Most ATMs are sited on outside walls of bank
buildings or inside banks. However, there is a rapidly
increasing number of ATMs located off bank
premises, for example in supermarkets, petrol
stations, and railway stations. Also, the trend to lobby
banking is spreading from the US to Europe. Lobby
ATMsaresited in a lobby separated from the restof
the bank, to which the customer can gain access
round the clockby using his card. Lobby ATMsoften
offer a much wider rangeof functions than external
ones, anddifferent types of machine are often used
to support different functions. Lobby ATMs are one

Figure 1.7 Proportions of Europeaninstalled base of CDs
and ATMsby country
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aspect of the developmentof the electronic branch
and reflect new thinking about the delivery of branch,
or front-office, services.
The first step in the automationoffront office services
(ie the range of services provided in bank branches
for retail customers) has been the provision of
counter terminals. These terminals are operated by
the counter clerks to access bank computer systems
to capture trarisaction data at the counter, so that
accountinformation can be provided on demand and
payment andfundstransfer instructions handled elec-
tronically. They can speed up and improve customer
service considerably, increasing the productivity of
the counter clerk.
In addition, counter terminals can partially eliminate
the manual clearing of payments by chequeif data
on cheques submitted by payees is electronically
encoded and the cheque (or a record ofit) is retained
in the receiving branch rather than returning it
through the manualclearing process. This, too, helps
to contain staff costs. Some counter terminals require
a customer☂s card to be inserted for account identi-
fication, accentuating the similarity to ATM services.
Investment in counter terminals, estimated to run at
over $3billion in Europe by 1990, islikely to be the
largest single element of European bank automation
expenditure over the nextfive years, and the develop-
ment of the terminal network will represent one of
the most significant growth areas for electronic funds
transfer services.
The electronic bank branch
Many banks are already thinking beyond the
introduction of counter terminals and are trying to

Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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develop meansto encourage customers to carry outmost of their banking transactions themselves byusing terminals without a memberof the bankstaffas an intermediary. (This is part of the whole processof ☁disintermediation☂ ♥ eliminating the intermediary♥ going on in the world of financial services.)Customers would use multifunction ATMs,sited in alobby or the main banking hall of the branch. Suchmultifunction machines are an important componentof a new conceptof branch banking, the electronicbranch.
In an electronic branch, the role of bank staff wouldbeto sell bank services rather than to perform bank-ing transactions, allowing the banksto retail a broaderrange of financial services than at present. Thesecurity divide that now exists between staff andcustomers could be removed and the branchfloormadeopen-plan, withstaff sitting at desks in the mainfloor area to give advice to customers and sell bankproducts, while ATMs could be sited round the wallsto provide transaction services. The sales staff wouldbe provided with workstation terminals to demon-Strate, for example, interest rate and loan repaymentcalculations, but they would handle no cash. Onepossible plan for an automated branch is showninFigure 1.8. Although self-service and lobby banks arebecoming familiar, the full electronic branch concepthas reached thetrial stage at only a few locations.
Charging for services
Bankshavetraditionally relied for a large proportionof their revenues ontheinterest they could earn onfunds deposited above that paid out to accountholders andonfloat (moneyavailable to the bank asa result of funds available between the dates whenthe payeris debited and the Payeeis credited). Theirprime marketing objective was, therefore, to securecustomers☂ deposits, and additional services, forexample cash managementservices, were providedas a meansto this end.

 Figure 1.8 Layout of an automated branch
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Both corporate and private customers areincreasingly sophisticated andless willing to leavedeposits in accounts bearing little or no interest.Where payments are made by electronic fundstransfer, for example to and from large companiesusing bulk paymentservices, float can no longer bejustified on the basis of the time taken by the clearingprocess. The decline in the importance ofthe bankingrelationship and the availability of remote services areencouraging customers to take individual bank pro-ducts and to ☁shop around☂ for the most suitablecombination of services. As a consequence, mostbanks are assessing and reviewing their sources ofrevenueand their marketing strategies. In particular,there is a trend towards charging separately fordifferent services and, as far as possible, bringingchargesinto line with the actual costs of providingthe services.

Banking relationships
Changesin the way banks charge for their servicesare one symptom of the changesin the relationshipbetween banks and their customers. Banks aremoving towardsselling and charging for individualservices rather than offering a complete servicepackage and towards delivering services remotely.This move towards self-help banking inevitably leadsto a more impersonal approach. However, theircustomers may also prefer to shop around forfinancial services, and may find that someof theirneeds can be metnotjustby the traditional providersof banking services but by newcomers such asforeign banks or computer service bureaux.

ISSUES FOR USERS
The developments in electronic payment and cashManagement systems pose many questions forusers. Three questionsare of paramount importance:
♥ Howdothe four major forces for change ♥ costpressure, deregulation, competition and newCustomer demands ♥ influence the individualenterprise?
♥ Dealing with assets under its own control, can theenterprise use advanced Payment and cashManagementtechniques to extract every benefitfrom its liquid resources?
♥Looking outwards, can the enterprise useadvanced cash managementasa toolfor securingbusiness and achieving competitive advantage?
Of the newelectronic fundstransfer services we havedescribed, two are likely to have a major impact onbusinessesin general: EFTPOS and corporate cashManagement services. A third service, remote bank- ~ing, will have a more limited impactin the short tomedium term.
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EFTPOSwill be of importance as a source of cost
reductions and new business opportunities not just
for retailers, but for any organisation or individual who
regularly accepts payments from private customers
at fixed locations. It is of relevance also to pro-
fessionals, for example dentists and solicitors, and
to local authorities collecting local taxes and oper-
ating parking meters, and even churcheswill findit
relevant.

EFTPOS can improve the efficiency of current
customer payment methods in a number of ways.
Transaction times can be faster than for cheque and
credit card transactions, speeding customers☂
passage through the checkoutorthe petrolstation.
Costs associated with cash, credit and cheque
handling can be reduced, fraud made moredifficult,
and float, the delay before a paymentis credited to
the retailer's account, minimised.

EFTPOS can offer retailers an advantage in the
marketplace over their competitors directly, as an
alternative method of payment which they can offer
to customers, or indirectly by allowing unmanned
operation in certain circumstances (eg for petrol
stations) and therefore longer opening hours. It may
also enableretailers to offer an in-house credit card
by reducing the costs associated with the provision
of the service, and the in-store connection to a bank
network may broaden the opportunities for the retailer
to provide other financial services.
Corporate cash management services enable
corporate treasury departments to manage cash and
foreign currency assets more effectively, minimising
interest payments, bank charges and costs
associated with currency dealings, and maximising
income from cash assets.

Cash management services increase the precision
of the information available to a corporate treasurer
about the state of his bank accounts, allowing him
to minimise float and short-term borrowing and
maximiseinterest from short-term investment. They
also facilitate the execution of funds transfer
instructions. Cash managementsystemsprovide the
treasurer with better tools to analyse his cash and
foreign exchange position and also reduce the burden
of routine and clerical tasks associated with cash and
foreign exchange management.

Cash management services and systems, by
providing more scope for cash management than
traditional procedures, may enable businesses to
treat their cash assets as a major source of income
rather than merely consigning them for safekeeping.

Home banking services for private individuals and
small businesses offer a mechanism to support
simple cash managementfor such users. This facility

Cox & Partners Limited
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opens up a potential new distribution channel for
selling banking services to private customers.It is
also likely to be of particular significance to suppliers
selling IT goods and services for the home.
Other related transaction services can offer the
individual customer increased convenience and
speed, for example shopping from home or making
reservations. Remote services can also provide him
or her with relative anonymity for certain transactions
that might be embarrassing if handled person to
person, eg requesting a quotation for a loan or
searching for a partner.

ISSUES FOR SUPPLIERS
A wide variety of suppliers are involved in the market
for information technology products for payment and
cash management. Banks and other financial
institutions, computer bureaux and telecommuni-
cations service suppliers, packaged software and
terminal product suppliers, all have major roles to
play.
The markets for electronic funds transfer terminal
equipment differ considerably in degree of
development. At one end of the scale, the markets
for automated teller machines and counter terminals
are relatively mature, whereasat the other end, the
EFTPOSterminal marketis just beginning to emerge
in most countries. Successful strategies for
approaching these markets will vary accordingly; the
EFTPOSterminal market in particular will display all
the uncertainties characteristic of an emergent
market, and the suppliers who can best judge what
consensus will develop out of the current broad
spread of customer requirements are likely to be
among the most successful.
Banksandfinancial institutions face a numberof key
decisions over the delivery of electronic services.
Among them are howto link their technology and
marketing strategies, whether to develop their own
services, buy in ready-made systemsor subcontract
the operation of the service entirely, and what
partnerships to establish in order to develop and
exploit services. They are torn between a desire to
use packaged software, thus avoiding the costs and
risks of internal development, and the fear of being
just average in a fiercely competitive market.
Electronic payment and cash managementservices
represent a major opportunity for telecommunications
network and service suppliers. They, too, must decide
on the extent to whichthey wishto offer the services
themselves or whether they will develop,install or
operate them with or on behalf of others. The
considerable volumesof traffic which these services
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might contribute have majorimplications for networkdesign and dimensioning, and the financial stakes arehigh.

Overall, the market for payment and cash manage-ment products and services is still undeveloped.However, its potential is enormous andit providesattractive opportunities for a wide variety of suppliers.

THE CHANGING FINANCIAL AND PAYMENTS ENVIRONMENT

SUMMARY
Wehave reviewedthe forces that are changing thefinancial and payments environmentand their effecton different types of organisation, and we haveoutlined the new systems that will fuel furtherchangesin the way cash is handled and regarded.These systems and their potential impact form thesubject of the next chapters.
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CHAPTER 2
EFTPOS: WHAT IS NEEDED FOR SUCCESS?

Acustomerdrives into a petrol station in Manchester,
England. He pays by credit card. The forecourt
attendant inserts the card in a point-of-sale terminal
which records the details of the transaction, prints
a voucher for the customer to sign, and sends the
details of the day☂s transactions to a computer bureau
overnight, for forwarding to the credit card
companies.
A woman shops at a supermarket in Florida, USA.
At the checkoutthe assistant totals the value of her
purchases and wipes her cash-dispenser card
through a terminal while she enters her Personal
Identification Number (the ☁PIN☂) on a keypad. The
terminal immediately communicates with a central
computer at her bank to check if she has enough
money in her account and, if so, debits the
appropriate amount.
A man buys a small trinket at a jewellers in Caen,
France. He inserts a microprocessor-carrying card
(a ☁smart card☂) into a terminal which subtracts the
cost of the item from the credit allowance recorded
in the memory of the card and recordsthe details for
later transmission to the bank.
These are just three examples of electronic funds
transfer at the point of sale (EFTPOS), the electronic
capture of payment or credit instructions. EFTPOS
relies on the use of electronic media, instead of cash
or paper-based media such as cheques and credit
card slips, to effect payments at any place where
transactions are completed between a customer and
a personal representative of a selling organisation,
or an unmannedpiece of equipmentbelongingtoit.
Shops are obvious examples of places where people
meet a representative of a selling organisation to
purchase goodsor services, but the dentist☂s surgery,
a mobile ice-cream van and even the customer's
doorstep when the encyclopaedia salesmancalls, are
all points of sale at which transactions are completed
face-to-face. Payments can also be made at
unmanned vending machines, parking meters and
public telephone kiosks.
As anew meansof payment, EFTPOS has enormous
potential. But for this potential to becomereality,
many issues need to be resolved. In particular:
♥ Whatbenefits may be achieved? The benefits need

to be clearly recognisable by the three main parties
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involved in an EFTPOStransaction ♥ the banks
or other financialinstitutions, the retailers and the
customers.

♥Who should pay for the service? This is perhaps
the most pressing and controversial issue delaying
the wider acceptance of EFTPOS, andit is of
course intimately tied to the question of who
benefits most.

♥Who should provide the service? Banks are
concerned that they should not lose a potentially
very important part of the payment handling
business. But other financial organisations and
even retailers themselves may ♥ and some
already do ♥ provide the service or someofits
elements.

♥ Whatstandards should be adopted? All the parties
involved in EFTPOS acknowledge the need for
standards but their priorities and requirements
differ, leading to delays while attempts are made
to reach agreement.

♥What security aspects are important? To be
successful, EFTPOS requires not only new security
measures but compatibility between the security
requirements of different systems.

Weaddress these issues in this chapter, after first
providing an introductory description of the different
types of EFTPOS.(A fuller description of EFTPOS
technologies is contained in Appendix 1.)

TYPES OF EFTPOS
EFTPOS implementationsdiffer in three basic ways:
the types of payment transactions they support,
whetherthe terminal at the point of sale interacts with
a bank computer on-line (ie while the transaction is
being completed), and the type of card technology
used.
Paymenttransactions
EFTPOStransactions may be of two kinds, credit and
debit.
Credit transactions. Credit transactions by customers
are, strictly speaking, not payments but promises of

11
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payments. When a customer completes a credit card
transaction, he confirms an agreement betweenthree
parties: himself, the retailer and the organisation
operating the credit service (this may be operated by
a credit or charge card companyor as an in-house
service, by the retailer himself). The retailer receives
paymentforthe transaction from the card company,
and the customer makes no paymentuntil he settles
his account with the card company.
However, credit card transactions are an alternative
to true paymentand, in electronic form, use similar
technology. They are therefore included within our
definition of funds transfer.
Debit transactions. Debit transactions involve
subtracting the amount due from the customer's
account and crediting it to the seller's account. A
variant of the debit transaction is the ☁prepaid☂
transaction: the customer pays a specified amount
(either by cash orby subtracting it from his account)
whichis then encoded electronically on a card or in
some other form. Subsequently, the value of each
payment he makesusing the card is subtracted from
the total value encoded in the card until it is
exhausted.

EFTPOSsystems can caterfor either debit or credit
transactions, or both. ☁Credit EFTPOS☂refers to credit
transactions using EFT at the point of sale, ☁debit
EFTPOS☂to debit transactions.

Types of communication
Completing a payment may require two types of
communication with the bank
♥Authorising the transaction,to verify the purchas-

er☂s identity and to check that the value of the
transaction does not exceed authorised funds. This
type of communicationis not always usedin elec-
tronic funds transfer.

♥Communicating the details of the transaction to
enable the paymentto be effected. By definition,
this type of communication is required for
electronic funds transfer.

Either or both of these types of communication may
occur on-line, ie in real time over a communications
link while the transaction is being completed. Either
may also be completed at some other more
convenient time, ie not necessarily involving on-line
communication. Where the communication is not
on-ine, authorisation may simply involve a customer☂s
credit card number being checked againsta list of
stolen or lost cards (the ☁hotlist☂) previously trans-
mitted by the banks, stored in the terminal and
updated periodically. Authorisation may also be by
signature alone, ie without reference to the bank at
all. For data capture the specific details of the

transaction can be collected and stored in the
terminal during the day and communicatedin batch
overnight, together with other similar transactions.
Types of card technology
An important prerequisite for the success of EFTPOS
is a base of card holders who are able to use the
service. Three main types of card technology are
contenders for EFTPOSapplications: magnetic stripe
cards, smart cards and hybrid smart/stripe cards.
Most current EFTPOS systems work with plastic
magnetic stripe cards such as those usedfor credit
cards and automatedteller machines (ATMs). The use
of these cards has the advantage of making the
service accessible to the large base of existing card
holders without the need to market and distribute new
cards.

Smart cards are plastic cards which have an
electronic microcircuit embeddedin the thicknessof
the card. The intelligence built into the card makes
it far more secure against fraudulent use than a
magnetic stripe card. Unlike magnetic cards, smart
cards do not require a communications link with
banksto be set up for verification of the PIN, which
avoids the risk of fraudulent interference with data
transmitted over that link. They are also designed to
be more secure against tampering with the PIN code.
However, smart cards have only recently been
developed, they are still relatively expensive, the
range of applications in which they have proven
themselvesisstill limited, and the numberof current
smart card holders is very small and restricted to only
a few countries, particularly France.

Hybrid cards, incorporating both smart card andmagnetic stripe card characteristics, would be usefulin allowing a smoothtransition from magnetic stripeto smart card technology,allowing existing ATMs andEFTPOSterminals to continue in use. Such hybridcards are currently being introduced in France andtested in other countries.

WHATBENEFITS MAY BE ACHIEVED WITHEFTPOS?
Oneof the arguments frequently made against theintroduction of EFTPOSis that, after all, cash andcheques have proved satisfactory paymentmechanismsfor hundredsof years. Also, the creditcard system has only recently been introduced forconsumercredit transactions and may not yet havebeen fully exploited. What benefits might electronicfunds transfer have, which outweigh the unavoidablecost and inconvenience of its introduction? Whyshouldits use be preferable to conventional paymentmethods? The answerwill be different for each of the
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three parties involved in EFTPOS ♥ the banks and
credit card companies, retailers and the consumer.
For banks and credit card companies
The potential benefits of EFTPOS to banks and credit
card companies are perhaps the most immediate,
particularly those related to reducing costs, orat least
containing them. Banks are contending with the costs
of handling ever-growing volumes of cheques. To
illustrate the magnitude of this trend, Figure 1.1 on
page 1 showsthe recent percentage increase in bank
cheque volume in several European countries. In
most European countries bank charges do not cover
the costs of cheque handling. For example, in
Belgium and France cheque handling is provided as
a free service. In the UK the banks recover only about
20% of the cost of handling cheques for private
customers, and the average cost to the banks of
processing chequesis about 75 pence(just under $1)
per cheque. With volumes processed running at 2,500
million cheques per annum in the UK alone,the scale
of the problem becomes apparent. EFTPOSis not
expected to reduce the volume of chequessignifi-
cantly, but it could at least contain the growth,
especially as most cheques are generated through
the retail trade, and EFTPOSis essentially a system
designed for retailers. However, the cost per EFTPOS
transaction is currently still high, and only once usage
of EFTPOSachieves appreciable volumes can costs
drop to more attractive levels.
Credit card companies are facing even more acute
problemsin terms of the growth in volume of paper
slips (or vouchers) which record transactions. In the
UK, for example, the volume of credit card trans-
actions is growing at about 20% per annum, with
mostof this growth accounted forby the retail sector.
Again, EFTPOS can substantially reduce the costs of
transaction data capture and processing, but only
once mass usage is achieved.
Another significant problem for banks and credit card
companies which EFTPOS could help reduce is
cheque andcredit card fraud. Reportedly, fraud costs
UK banks alone some $65 million a year. EFTPOS can
contribute significantly to reducing these costs:
automatic checking of card numbers on-line or
againstlists stored locally makes detection ofillicit
card use easier andfaster: on-line verification of bank
account status prevents overdrawing without per-
mission; and the use of personal identification
numbers makes impersonation more difficult.

While perhapsnotcritical to a cost/benefit assess-
ment, EFTPOS might also bring the banks other
valuable benefits, for example
♥Cash handling and its associated costs could be

reduced. EFTPOSislikely to have a less immediate
impact on cash payment than on cheque and

credit card transactions. However, substantial use
of EFTPOS might permit banks to make savings
on cash handling costs in their branches.

♥Valuable information to guide the marketing and
selling of financial services could be provided. The
electronic capture of transaction details opens up
possibilities for sophisticated analysis of spending
patterns to assist banks in the development of new
products and the targeting of sales.

Forretailers
Retailers, as the intermediate party in the payment
process between the banks and the customer, must
be able to see clear benefits from EFTPOSif they are
to adoptit. In principle EFTPOS mightdeliver a wide
range of benefits to them. Thoselisted in Figure 2.1
are among the most significant. Some of these
benefits will increase the retailer's competitive edge,
providing him with a means to increase sales and
improve marketing. Others are related to improved
efficiency and lower costs. And finally, there are
benefits in terms of improvements to the payment
mechanism itself. The benefits are, however, less
clearcut than those for banks, and will vary between
retail sectors and also from one country to another,
depending on specific circumstances.

Thus, faster payment can help supermarkets move
customers through their checkouts more quickly and
assist petrol stations in speeding up the throughput
of motorists. But faster throughputis lesslikely to be
of value to a retailer selling high-value items in small
 

Figure 2.1 Potential benefits of EFTPOSto theretailer

Sales and marketing benefits
Attractiveness to customers |
Increased sales per customer
Unmannedoperation, allowing longer opening hours
Opportunities openedupto offer financial services
Opportunities to develop new marketing tools

 

Improved operational efficiency
Faster transaction times per customer
Reduced error rates
Integration of payment with other point-of-sale functions
Easier reconciliation with bank statements
Bookkeeping facilitated
More up-to-date cash managementinformation
A single system for all credit cards

Advantages as a payment mechanism
Risk of cash handling reduced
Costs of cheque and cash handling reduced
Reduced cheque and credit card fraud
Cheque and credit card payments credited to retailer's

account more quickly
Reduced fees to credit card companies
Credit card slip handling eliminated
Credit authorisation telephone calls eliminated
Elimination of rounding down of payment amount in favour

of customer  
   Butler Cox & Partners Limite
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numbers, such as would be the case for most
jewellers, for instance. The jeweller may, however,
be far more worried about cheque fraud than the
typical grocer, whose transactions are almost all
below the limit secured in many countries by a
cheque guarantee card. EFTPOS may bring few
benefits at all to some types ofretail outlet, such as
tobacconists and newsagents, where almostall
transactions are cash and of low value.
The benefits that are potentially achievable with
EFTPOSalso dependto a large extent on customers☂
existing payment habits and, in particular, on the
proportion of payments made by chequeandcredit
card. These vary substantially from one country to
another (see Figure 2.2).

Althoughthese figures need to be treated with some
caution in this context because volumes of cash
payments are notoriously difficult to estimate and
because they include a high proportion of nonretail
payments (for which EFTPOS is not normally
appropriate), they do give anindication of the relative
importance of cashless payments in different
countries and of the different types of cashlessretail
payments that are used.
Payment norms canalso vary considerably between
different industry sectors. For example, in the UK,
grocers tend not to accept credit cards, but clothes
shops do. Even for particular sectors, payment
methodswill vary from one country to another. Thus,
in Belgium, most fuel retailers accept cheques but
not credit cards; in the US they accept credit cards
but not cheques; in the UK they now accept both.
In addition to general retail sector characteristics and
payment norms, specific local factors influence the
benefits EFTPOS may bring. Thus, in US super-
markets there is often a second attendant at each
checkout to pack the groceries for the customer.
Therefore, faster checkout speeds are generally
easier to attain than, say, in the UK, where customers
tend to pack their purchases themselves. A second
 

Figure 2.2 Proportion of total payments(by volume)
accountedfor by cash, bank chequesand credit
cardsin several countries

 

 Country Cash Bankcheques Credit cards
France 82% 11% 0.4%
West Germany 87% 0.15% 0.02%
Sweden 17% 46% 1.5%
UK 94% 3.8% 0.5%
USA 69% 25% 18%ee

Note: Other cashless payments make upthe balance to 100%
Adapted from: Bankfor International Settlements, ☁Payment systemsin eleven
developed countries☂, 1985.
 

example is the custom in Norway of rounding down-
wards the amount paid by the motorist for a fuel
purchase. If EFTPOSeliminatedthis practice,it could
bring substantial benefits to retailers.
Perhaps the mostsignificant of the readily quanti-
fiable potential benefits to retailers are those that
could stem from reductions in bank chargesfor cash
and cheque handling, and from transaction fees pay-
able to credit card companies. They will not, however,
accrue automatically to the retailers but will need to
be obtained in negotiations with the banks.

Where current bank charges most closely reflect
costs and the market for banking services most
closely correspondsto a free market(as is the case
in the US), retailers are already negotiating charges
that reflect the reductions in bank costs for
processing payments that are achieved by using
EFTPOS. But banks in other countries, which have
in the past covered their costs from interest earned
on sumsdeposited, rather than by levying charges
on services provided, may see the new EFTPOS
services as an opportunity to introduce cost-related
charges.
A further quantifiable benefit is reduction in float,
cash due to a retailer as a result of a payment but
unavailable to him whilst a cheque is being cleared
or a paper credit card slip processed. With EFTPOS
the retailer receives the funds due to him several days
earlier than otherwise.
In retail outlets that rely on unmannedoperation (egtelephone booths, parking meters, etc), EFTPOS canbring substantial benefits by reducing security risksand by increasing the convenience for customers,who would no longer needto carry precise coinage.
The marketing advantages of EFTPOSare potentiallygreater than thoserelatedto direct cost savings, butthey are less quantifiable and more risky. The con-venience of the additional paymentalternative cangive the retailer an advantage overhis competitors,at least as long as EFTPOSuseis not widespread.Once it is widely accepted, the advantage coulddisappear, although it may continue, as has beenachieved by someretailers with electronic point-of-sale (EPOS) systems. In particular, if customersswitch their custom to a specific retailer because heoffers EFTPOS,they arelikely, all other things beingequal, to continue buying from that retailer, even onceother retailers follow suit. It is likely, too, that, oncewidespread, EFTPOS will become a necessary☁hygiene factor☂ whose absence would alienate custo-mers, as has happened with credit cards in somesectors.

The extent to whichretailers perceive the potentialbenefits of EFTPOS to be importantto their business
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is crucial to the successof the service, and we have
provided only a summary here. The benefits, as
anticipated and achieved in practicebyretailers, are
more fully discussed in the next chapter, ☁The
Retailer's Perspective☂.

For the customer
The development of EFTPOSis predicated on the
assumption that customers will accept and even
welcomeit. Customers are notoriously unpredictable
in termsof their acceptance of new technology, but
there are a numberof potential advantages for the
customer:
♥More convenience compared with writing cheques

or making a cash withdrawal.
♥Less waiting at checkouts.
♥Theability to make guaranteed payments above

cheque-cardlimits.
♥Avoiding the need to carry coins of specific

denominations, eg for buses, telephones and
vending machines.

♥Lowerbank charges (assuming that banks pass on
cost reductions, at least partly, to customers).

These benefits are likely to prove attractive to some
customers,but for others theywill not outweigh the
disadvantages of having to remember a personal
identification number and contend with the unfamiliar
technology of the terminal. In addition, allowancewill
need to be made for the current practice in many
countries of allowing credit card customers to defer
payment without penalty for several weeks. Unless
EFTPOSsystems are devised that allow a continua-
tion of this practice, customer resistance will be
extremely difficult to overcome. Similarly, debit
EFTPOS systems should allow for the same period
between issue date and clearing as is usual for
cheques(typically 2-3 days) to gain full customer
acceptance.
Customer acceptance may also vary depending on
whether credit or debit EFTPOS is used. Debit
EFTPOS offers the customer an alternative but
unfamiliar payment mechanism. By contrast, credit
EFTPOSis used simply to automate familiar credit
card transactions.

WHO SHOULD PAY FOR THE SERVICE?
The problem which, more than any other, has delayed
the implementation of EFTPOSis the question of who
pays: should it be the banks,the retailers, or the
customer, or should costs be split in some way
between different parties? EFTPOS requires
substantial investment in bank systems, retail
terminals and communications between them, and

the issue will need to be resolved before investment
is committed.
In most cases, it is the banks who perceive the most
immediate benefits from EFTPOS,principally because
it should lead to reduced costs of processing
payments. However, their reluctance to meet thefull
costs and their desire in some cases to introduce new
charges or to charge more for EFTPOS than for
current means of payment reflect more than just
normal commercial motivation to maximise return on
investment. In many countries bank charges for
processing cheques are well below the actual costs
incurred, and in some, such as France and Belgium,
no charge is madeat all. The banks☂ incentive to
reduce paymentprocessing cost is coupled, there-
fore, with the desire to bring costs and charges more
in line. As a consequence,banks wish to introduce
charges for EFTPOS(as they have done, for example
in Belgium, and as they propose to do in France).
These charges are of course resisted by retailers,
where they have the negotiating power to do so
effectively.

Competition between banks and between other
EFTPOSservices might, in theory, allow the market
to resolve the charging question, but the nature of
the service, which has many of the characteristics
of a public utility, preclude this. Furthermore,the fixed
costs of providing the service are high. These factors
have already forced banks in many countries (such
as in Germany, the UK, and the USA) to share ATM
networks. The concentration of retailers requiring
EFTPOS services is greater than that needed for
ATMs.In addition, retailers are unlikely to tolerate
multiple EFTPOS system terminals at their checkouts.
The pressures on banks for sharing or at least
interworking EFTPOS networks are therefore very
strong.
In a numberof countries, notably in the UK, Germany
and Denmark, the arguments for coordinating the
provision of EFTPOSservices have been recognised,
and plans for national services drawnup.In France,
negotiations on the charging structure andlevels for
EFTPOSservices are being conducted at national
level. In both France and the UK, this coordinated
national approach has, however, encouraged intran-
sigence from retailers over the proposed charges,
which threatensto delay the planned introduction of
the service. Retailers are worried, perhaps not
surprisingly, about dealing with a banking cartel in
effective sole control of EFTPOS.
In the US, where some ATM networks serve large
numbers of banks, the principles of reciprocal
charging for ATM usage and network charges have
beenwell worked out. In some casestheseprinciples
have been extended to cover the charging for
EFTPOStransactions, too. Since network and bank
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ownership are divorced in the US andthe principles
wereoriginally developed to coverinterbank dealings,
the questionoftariffs for EFTPOS services has been
separated from that of paying for other aspects of
the banks☂ payment processing service.
☁Unbundling☂, the separation of a service into its
components for the purposes oftariffing and com-
pliance with regulations governing fair competition,
is a familiar concept in the US environment. In the
longer term, it is likely to be seen as a desirable goal
in European EFT services, too, for the following
reasons:
♥lIt represents a logical approach to resolving

tariffing problems.
♥lIt can help to ensure fair competition.
♥ It establishes the principles by whichretailers may

provide varying levels of service (eg by merely
providing EFTPOS terminals, or by also handling
the networking and switching for all their
branches).

However, this approach requires a reasonableinitialalignment between costs and charges. In many
European countries,this alignment does not now existfor banks☂ payment processing services. AlthoughEuropean banks are beginning to shift the basis ofthe tariffs for some of their services towards a closerrelationship with costs, accomplishing such changesfor their retail banking services is likely to be an
extremely slow process.

WHO SHOULD PROVIDE THE EFTPOS
SERVICE?
The question of who should provide debit EFTPOS
services has aroused considerable controversy in a
numberof countries, notably Australia, Belgium, the
UK and the United States. The question has a number
of facets, including:
♥Should financial institutions other than banks, such

as building societies, participate in national
EFTPOSservices?

♥Should retailers operate debit EFTPOSservices?
♥Should EFT beintegrated with point of sale (POS)

systems?
There is, however, less controversy over the provision
of credit EFTPOS, than over debit EFTPOS.

Tied to the issue of who should provide the service
are specific issues that need to be addressed by
EFTPOSservices provided on a national basis and
services provided in competition.

Issues for debit EFTPOS
The controversy over debit EFTPOS has arisen
because EFT permits the retail payment clearing
process to be unbundled, so that the different
components of the service may be undertaken by
different organisations. Cheque clearing, acceptance
of the cheque by the payee☂s bank, its return to the
bankofits originator, authorisation of payment and
subsequent settlement between banksaretradition-
ally a.monopoly of the banks. With EFT the different
payment handling elements may be separated,
enabling some of them to be undertaken off bank
premises, and makingit potentially attractive for non-
bank organisations to provide them. Four separate
elements make up a debit EFTPOS service, as
indicated in Figure 2.3.

 

Figure 2.3 Elements of a debit EFTPOS service
 

♥ Capture of transaction data.

♥ Networking, ie the infrastructure for transmitting and
switching EFTPOS communications.

♥ Account management and authorisation of transactions,
ie taking deposits and holding them in debit accounts,or operating credit accounts, which can be accessedand authorised for EFT transactions.

♥ A settlement mechanism, allowing funds to be trans-ferred betweenthefinancial institutions concerned,usually the customer's andretailer's banks.   
 

In practice, responsibility for providing the differentelements canbedivided in a numberof ways. Figure2.4 illustrates possible combinations in variousEFTPOS schemesaroundthe world. At one extremeBancontact in Belgium, for example, insists onproviding the complete EFT system, and evenmanufacturing parts of it. At the other extreme, inNorway, the banks considerit the responsibilty of theretailer to deliver paymentinstructions to the bank,whetherelectronically or on Paper. In the case ofEFTPOSthis requires a communication link to IDA,the banks☂ data Processing centre. In the US thereare examples of both banks and retailers beingresponsible for data capture for a bank network (egthe lowa Transfer System).
Should non-bankfinancial institutions participatein national EFTPOSservices?The commercial banks are understandably reluctantto relinquish elements of the payments handlingprocess.In particular, two specific areas of concernare evident:
♥Theywishto retain control over paymentclearing.
♥They wish to retain control of activities whichimpacttheir financial risks.
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On the other hand, the commercial opportunities of
EFT are attracting other types of organisation to
payment handling services. In addition, fair trading
regulations in a number of countries and related
regulation in domains such as telecommunications
may prevent banks from retaining their monopoly
over all aspects of debit EFTPOS.

Competition from building societies and similar
deposit-taking institutions is likely to be particularly
serious for the banks, because the ability of these
organisations to take deposits and manage accounts
would enable them to offer a complete payment
handling service in competition with the banks. The
participation of building societies in EFTPOSservices
is a particularly pressing issue in the UK and
Australia. In Australia the banks point out that the
building societies would not be competing with them
on equal terms, since they are not subject to the
same regulations governing ratios, and in principle
the risk of a building society not being able to honour
a guarantee of paymentis therefore greater. In the
UK, the building societies have, to date, been
excluded from direct participation in the inter-bank
clearing process,but following the implementation of
the recommendations of the Child Committee* they

* The Child Committee was set up by the Committee of
LondonClearing Bankers to make recomendations on the
future of the payment clearing system. It reported in
December 1984, recommending a broadening of the range
of financialinstitutions allowed to participate in the clearing
process.

will in principle have accessto the clearing process
underthe auspicesof the newly instituted Association
for Payment Clearing Services.

Should retailers operate debit EFTPOS services?
Whereretailers offer debit EFTPOS services,they do
not in most cases offer a complete payment handling
service competing with that of the banks. For
example, Publix, a supermarket chain in Florida, is
capturing and networking ATM and EFTPOStrans-
action data, but does not operate deposit accounts.
However, it is now able to charge banks for services
for which banks previously charged Publix. In
Belgium, GB-Inno-BM, a large retail conglomerate,is
capturing and collecting transaction data within its
retail stores, and in some cases concentrating it at
its head office computer system, but the networking
and other functions are performedby the banks. GIB
does, however, compete with the banks in the
provision of financial services; their in-house card
gives customers the option of drawing on a credit
account with GIB or of having their bank accounts
debited by means of a conventional direct debit.
Carrefour in France come nearest to providing a
complete payments service for purchases made in
their hypermarkets. They provide a card for use as
a debit or credit card in their EFTPOS system, and
both the debit and credit options draw on accounts
held with the store.

Should EFT be integrated with POS systems?
A particular area of controversy between banks and
retailers is responsibility for data capture for EFTPOS
 Figure 2.4 Responsibilities undertaken by debit EFTPOS system operators

 

 

 

 
Responsibilities undertaken by operator

Settlement
EFTPOSoperator Country Data capture Networking Account management mechanism
Anglia Building Society UK Yes Customer☂s accountbut Wheretheretailer does

not necessarily retailer's not have an Anglia
account, through
Anglia☂s bank

Bancontact Belgium Yes Memberbanks Between banks

Carrefour France Yes Yes For accounts held
with Carrefour only

GB ♥ Inno ♥ BM Belgium Yes No Between customer's
and retailer's bank

IDA Norway Retailer Networking: Memberbanks Betweenbanks
Norwegian PTT,
Switching: IDA

lowa Transfer System USA Memberbanks Yes Memberbanks Between banks
or retailer

Publix USA Yes Yes No Between customer's
and retailer☂s bank

Westpac/Commonwealth Banks Australia Yes Yes Yes Between banks       
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services. Aspects of this issue are whether banks or
retailers should provide in-store EFT terminals, and,
in paticular, whether EFT should be integrated with
POS (point-of-sale) systems.

Somebank EFTPOSoperatorsinsist on providing the
terminals in order to be able to ensure the security
of the system. For example, it has been the policy
of Bancontact, one of the two EFT networks in
Belgium,to provideall the equipment in the EFTPOS
communications chain, and to insist on physical
separation between EFTandall other retail systems.
Notonly do they supply the pinpad (a secure keypad
at which customers can enter their personal
identification number), they manufactureit as well in
order to retain control.
Retailers, on the other hand, tend to prefer the
convenience of integrated EFT/POS terminals to
eliminate dual keying of transaction values, to
facilitate reconciliation and to avoid duplication of
wiring and equipment. Variouslevels of integration
are possible. At the extreme, both POS and EFT
functions may be performedby a single terminal, and
both types of communications carried on the same
network. The exchangeof transaction data can also
be achieved, however, if the two functions are
supported by separate terminals, store processors
and wiring, but there is a connection at terminal or
store processorlevel. This arrangement can satisfy
the banks☂ requirements for physical separation and
dedicated equipmentfor secure communications, but
at the cost of some duplication of wiring and storeprocessors.
Issues for credit EFTPOS
Far less controversy surroundsthe provision of credit
EFTPOSservices, for two main reasons:
♥Whereauthorisation is by signature, securityrequirements are less stringent because the needto prevent unauthorised interception of the

customer's PIN does notarise.
♥Awide variety of organisations already operatecredit schemes and issue credit cards. Forexample, manyretailers already operate in-house

credit card schemes.
Credit EFTPOS schemes are already operated by
retailers as well as by banks, their subsidiaries and
related organisations, and transaction data may also
be processed bythird parties, as in the case in the
Cresta Teletran service in the UK (Cresta is a small
computerservices companyoffering a credit author-
isation and EFTPOSservice in conjunction with British
Telecom).

National EFTPOS schemes and competing
services
Few individual banks develop their own EFTPOS

networks beyondthetrial stage. For a full commercial
service, the arguments for cooperation outlined in theprevious section are too persuasive. Indeed, fewbanks have the penetration, even in particularregions, to offer a viable service by themselves.
In some countries, the banks are putting their weight
behind a national scheme;in others they are joining
large competing consortia. In almost all cases, the
companyoperating the serviceis jointly owned by a
numberof banks. Most handle the crucial payment
clearing aspect, but they vary on whetherthey alsoprovide the networking and the retailers☂ EFT
terminals. National EFTPOS schemes and competing
network consortia must address somewhatdifferent
sets of issues.
For national EFTPOS schemes, the main policy issuesthat need to be resolved are:
♥Financial arrangements between banks and

retailers for equipment provision and service
utilisation.

♥Technical standards, especially for communication.
♥Service security and contingency arrangements.
♥Options for the customerinterface.
In addition, the aim of national EFTPOS schemesisusually that the financial arrangements should notdiscriminate between different retail sectors oragainst other specific groups such as smallerretailers. Technical standards need to be establishedto maximise compatibility with existing equipment andto permit fair competition between EFTPOSterminalsuppliers. Most important perhaps, is the ability tocater for all cards, including in-house cards.
By contrast, where networks are in competition,procuring terminals from a single supplier and usingproprietary communications protocols may be themost cost-effective approach to providing anattractive serviceto the retailer. Exclusivity to a cardor set of cards rather than multi-card operationwillprobably be a requirement specified by competingnetworks.Also, rather than standardisation, aspectsof the service such as security featureswill be thebasis for differentiating competitive products, and theselection ofretailers to whom theservice is marketedwill be governed by commercial considerations ratherthan ones of equity.
The amalgamation of competing networks orinterworking agreements which give such networksa de facto monopoly may have some side-effects,since the arrangements will inevitably reflect thepriorities of a competitive environment.In particular,some equipmentsuppliers without early accessto theservice mayfind themselves subsequently excludedfrom terminal provision, either explicitly or throughthe use of proprietary protocols.
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WHAT STANDARDS SHOULD BE ADOPTED?
Most new technologies suffer initially from lackof,
and disagreement over, standards, and EFTPOSis
no exception. Indeed, technical standards have been
a major topic of discussion in the negotiations on
setting up EFTPOSservices, especially where the
provision of the service is being coordinated on a
nationalbasis. All parties involved, whether suppliers,
retailers or network providers, have an interest in
establishing standards, but their priorities and
requirements differ:
Suppliers want:
♥To accessas large a market as possible with the

smallest numberof different products. Dominant
suppliers, however, may prefer to adhereto their
proprietary standards as a meansof preventing
existing users of their equipment from buying new
equipment from other suppliers.

Retailers want:

♥Asingle terminal at the point of sale to handleall
cards.

communications
in-store EFT

♥To minimise the cost of
interfaces, in the terminal or
processor.

♥To be able to purchase POS equipment compatible
with future EFT systems.

Network providers want:
♥Asingle network solution for all cards and card

issuers.
♥To be able to interwork with other networks as

required (for national or international service).

National standards for EFT systems have been
established in Australia and Norway but elsewhere
they are still under discussion, although several
announcements are imminent. Thus, by early 1986
the specifications for the French Carte Bancaire
system should have been announced. Even in France,
however, the bank system will need to workside by
side with proprietary systemsinstalled by retailers.
Especially where thelatter are designed to handle in-
housecredit cards only, it may be some time before
they adopt the same standards. A need for inter-
national standards has been expressed by many, and
multinational equipment suppliers in particular
strongly favour their development. However, except
in the area of card standardisation discussed below,
little progress has yet been made. So far, com-
patibility and interworking problems have been solved
by a combination of proprietary solutions and tech-
nologicalfixes.
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Standards are being sought in a numberof areas:
♥Cards.
♥Communications protocols and message formats.
♥Security.
♥EFT terminal interfaces with electronic cash

registers (ECRs) and pinpads.
♥EFTterminal layouts and message displays.
♥Network gateways.
In terms of cards, ISO standards have been
established governing the positioning and function of
data tracks on magnetic stripe cards, but banksdiffer
in the nature and format of the data they encode.
Discussions are currently being conducted in ISO (the
International Standards Organisation) on the
standardisation of smart cards.
A wide range of protocols has been considered for
EFT terminal-host communications. Compatibility with
EPOS(electronic point-of-sale) protocols and broader
applicability outside EFTPOS will be important
considerations in the final choice.
There have also been calls for standardising EFT
terminal layouts and customer message displays.
Although there is some merit in standardising the
customer interface, good design is generally
perceived to be more important in avoiding customer
problems than standardisation.

WHAT SECURITY ASPECTS ARE IMPORTANT?
Security is a major concern to all participants in
EFTPOS, and adequate levels of security are
essential for the service to be viable.
Two aspects of security need to be distinguished in
the design of EFTPOSsystems,physical security and
logical security. Physical security means ensuring
that important system components (eg pinpads) are
proof against mechanical interference. Logical or
electrical security means that transaction or PIN
information cannot be obtained from the system in
usable form by intercepting communications or by
tapping into equipmentcircuitry.
Compatibility of security requirements between card
issuers is one of the most crucial factors for success
of EFTPOS amongretailers, since it will determine
whetherthe retailer can service all cards with a single
terminal at the checkout.This will require at least the
co-location within a pinpad of the security logic
serving a number of card issuers, and hence
agreement on the physical security of the pinpad.

In the longer term, with perhaps many hundreds of
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card issuers, the maintenanceof physical separationbetweenthe security logic circuitry within the pinpadis unlikely to be practicable. Therefore, agreement onstandards of security permitting some sharing of logiccircuitry will be necessary. The level of securityrequired and the techniques appropriate for attainingit are currently the subject of disagreement andcompetition between equipment suppliers andbetweennetworkproviders. As a consequence, theachievement of standards in this domain will bedifficult and is likely to be a protracted process.

 

SUMMARY
Manyobstacles need to be overcome before EFTPOSwill be introduced and used successfully on a widescale. The sheer numberof parties involved,theirdifferent backgrounds and their often conflictingpriorities are a major handicap for short termsuccess. However, despite the inevitable setbacksthat will be experiencedinitially, the promise ofsubstantial long-term benefits that can be achievedwill either encourage the different parties to seekagreementor,alternatively, will lead to market forcesalone governing the development and success ofEFTPOS,albeit in a fragmentary fashion. The formercourse of events is perhaps the more desirable, thelatter the morelikely.
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CHAPTER 3
EFTPOS: THE RETAILER☂S PERSPECTIVE

☜We will introduce EFTPOSonly if it increases our
profits. This probably means reducedcosts, as it is
hard to see how revenueswill increase as a result
of its implementation. We will not betrail blazers!☝

This statement, by a large UK retailer, epitomises the
current view of the manyretailers who have given
us their views on EFTPOS. They encompass a
multitude of feelings: doubt and uncertainty, an
emphasis on achieving cost savings, a hazy view of
the marketing advantages of EFTPOS and an
unwillingness to pioneer.

Without the acceptanceofretailers, EFTPOS cannot
succeed, andtheir views, requirements and plans are
thus of fundamental importance. We have therefore
conducted a major survey of UK retailers, designed
to shed light on retailers☂ views on EFTPOS. We
describe and analyse the results in this chapter and
we discuss the extent to which EFTPOS hassofar
delivered the benefits retailers anticipate. We also
examinecriteria by which retailers can judge whether
and when EFTPOSislikely to deliver the benefits they
expect.

OUR SURVEY RESULTS
The survey questionnaire was sent to nearly 400 of
the largest UK retail organisations. Of these, 102
returned usable replies in time for our analysis. The
survey andreplies covered all major retail sectors,
as shownin Figure 3.1.
The questionnaire asked retailers:
♥Whatbenefits they expected EFTPOSto bring to

their business.
♥What concerns they had about EFTPOS, when

they expected to begin installing EFTPOS
equipment, and the factors that would determine
the timing.

♥W)hether they would prefer to integrate EFTPOS
with existing point-of-sale equipment or buy new
equipment.

♥Whose EFTPOSnetwork they would be mostlikely
to use.

Buter Cox & Partners Limited
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♥Whatfinancial services they already provide.
Wealso asked retailers in the survey for various
details of their operations, including main line of
business, number of sites and payment points
operated and methods of payment used by
customers. Figures 3.2 to 3.4 (overleaf) provide the
profile of our respondents in termsof these factors.
These factors enabled us to determine the extent to
whichretailers differin their priorities for EFTPOS and
in their plansforinstalling it, and to identify the factors
underlying these differences.
Benefits
In general, retailers appeared to see the benefits of
EFTPOS as stemming from cost reductions and
 

Figure 3.1 Sectors covered in questionnaire survey of
retailers☂ views on EFTPOS
 

Grocers
Cash & carry
Hypermarkets/supermarkets

Foodretailing:

 

Cooperative societies
 

Department stores
 

Non-food multiples: Variety chain stores
DIY (Do-it-yourself)
Hardware/china/glass
Electricals/TV/rentals/records
Furniture/carpets
Chemists
Car accessories
Car rentals
Bookshops/cards/stationery
Toys and sports goods
Travel agents
Jewellers
Offticences (Wines andspirits)
Confectioners, tobacconists and

 

 

newsagents
Footwear
Clothing

Fuelretailing
Utilities
 

Hotels and restaurants
 

Mail order   
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increased efficiency in payment handling rather thanfrom increased sales and marketing opportunities(see Figure 3.5). Almost 60%of retailers expectedEFTPOSto reducethe costs of handling cheques andcash, and almost 50% expected EFTPOSto reducethe risks of cash handling, enable cheque and creditcard paymentsto becredited to their accounts morequickly and reducetransaction times per customer.
 Figure 3.2 Numberof sites from whichretailers sellgoods and services
 

Percentage of

 

Numberof retailers respondingsites to survey
1-5 26-10 311-20 521-50 1851-100 26101-200 20201-500 15501-1,000 51,000 + 6
 

Note: Sites include all types ofretail outlet including such sites as ticketOffices, petrol stations and hotels
 

 Figure 3.3 Numberof payment points at retailers☂

 

 

 
premises

Numberof Percentage ofpaymentpoints retailers
1-5 16-10 011-20 321-50 951-100 12101-200 23201-500 15501-1,000 201,000 + A:

 

Notes: The numberofretail Paymentpoints refers to all such pointsatallsites operated by theretailer.
Paymentpoints includeall individual cash registers, supermarketcheckouts, box office windows and receptionist positions.
 

Forty-five per cent expected reduced payments tocredit card companies. The last was one of severalcosts and inefficiencies mentioned that are relatedto credit card handling which EFTPOSis expectedto reduce. Over 30% of retailers in our surveyexpected EFTPOS to permit the introduction of asingle system for all credit cards, to eliminate creditcard slip handling and credit-authorisation telephonecalls, and to reduce cheque and credit card fraud.
By contrast, very few retailers expected EFTPOStobring sales or marketing benefits. This emphasis oncost reduction rather than revenueincreaseis likelyto causeretailers to take a very hardnosed approachto EFTPOSservice and equipmentcosts. Perhapssurprisingly, very few retailers in our survey plan touse EFTPOSasa vehicle for movingin on financialservices markets.
The only widely expected benefit not directlyconcerned with the payment process is fastertransaction times per customer. Integration ofpayment with otherpoint-of-sale functions and moreup-to-date cash managementinformation are alsosought by about 30% of retailers. This marketsegment is unlikely to find rigid separation of EFTservices from other POS functions a satisfactorysolution.
The benefits anticipated do, however, vary from oneretail sector to another(see Figure 3.6 on page 24),reflecting the different characteristics of the sectorsand the paymenthabits of their customers. Success-ful EFTPOS equipment and service suppliers will needto take full account of these differences in require-ments.
Concerns
Two concerns about EFTPOS were expressed by thevast majority of retailers responding to the survey(see Figure 3.7 on page 25) ♥ equipmentcosts andcustomer acceptance. More than half the respon-dents were uncertain about the banks☂ plansfortheirEFTPOSservice andfor other methodsof payment.
 Figure 3.4 Most common methodsof Paymentusedbyretailers☂ customers
 

 

   
 

  

 

The most important payment method for all sectors except car rental, mail order and hotelsImportantforall, exceptcarrental and hotels. Most importantfor mail orderMostimportantfor car rental and hotels
Important for department stores and DIY stores

Rankorder ofPayment method frequency ofuse

|

Comments
Cash 13
Cheque 23
Third-party credit card 34
In-housecredit card 3.6
Credit account 3:7 Importantfor utilities
Direct debit 41 Importantforelectricals and TV rentals

  

  

 

  
  

Note: Other payments methods usedto

a

lesserextentinclude Standing orders, vouchers and Paymentstampsissuedbyutilities.
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 Figure 3.5 Benefits expected from EFTPOSbyretailers

Cost of cheque and cash handling reduced

Risks of cash handling reduced

Cheque and credit card payments
credited to retailer's account more quickly

Faster transaction times per customer

Reducedfees to credit card companies

A single system for all credit cards

Credit card slip handling eliminated

Credit-authorisation telephone callseliminated

Integration of payment with other POSfunctions

Reduced cheque and credit card fraud

More up-to-date cash managementinformation

Easier reconciliation with bankStatements

Competitiveness with othersinstallingEFTPOS maintained

Increased sales per customer

Attractive to customers

Longer opening hours possible

Opportunities to offer financial services
opened up  

Percentageofretailers expecting benefit
20 30 40 50 60

 

Thirty per cent or more were concerned about system
reliability and vulnerability, the integration of EFTPOS
with point-of-sale equipment, the possibility that
EFTPOS could embarrass customers if they are
refused authorisation to pay by card at the checkout,
and a possible lack of national coverage, at least in
the early years of service.
Theseresults imply that banks will need to undertake
a major marketing and public relations exercise,
aimed at both customers andretailers,if they are to
promote EFTPOS successfully. If there is any
justification for retailers☂ fears about plans for
EFTPOS and competing methods of payment (such
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as an increasein the cost of cheque handling,or the
integration of EFT with point-of-sale systems, or
limited geographical coverage) which would limit the
benefits for retailers with a nationwide presence,the
level of concern expressed should encourage the
banks to review their strategies.

Surprisingly few retailers see a lack of defined
technical standards for EFTPOS as a problem. They
apparently expect proprietary solutions and technical
remedies for incompatibility to provide satisfactory
solutions for equipmentinterworking and to cope with
multicard and multi-card-issuer environments.
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 Figure 3.6 Benefits most frequently cited byretailers indifferent sectors

Sector
Food retailing: Risks of cash handling reducedSupermarkets and hypermarkets

|

Costs of cheque and cash handlingreduced
Increased sales per customer
More up-to-date cash managementinformation
Easier reconciliation with bankstatements

 
Benefits

 
Costs of cheque and cash handling

reduced
Cooperative societies

 DIY (Do-it-yourself) Faster transaction times per
customer

Integration of paymentwith other
POSfunctions

Cheque and credit card Payments
creditedto retailer's account
more quickly

Reduced feesto credit card
companies
 
Confectioners, tobacconists and

newsagents Fastertransaction times per
customer

Risks of cash handling reduced
 

Fastertransaction times percustomer
Reducedfeesto credit card

companies
Reduced chequeand credit card

fraud
Credit cardslip handling eliminatedLongeropening hours

Fuelretailers 
 Restaurants Costs of cash and cheque handlingreduced

Risks of cash handling reduced
More up-to-date cash managementinformation

Timing ofinstallation

  
 

Figure 3.8 on page 26 shows whenretailers in ourSurvey expect to begin to install EFTPOS equipment.Half of our respondents expectto begin installingEFTPOSwithin the nextfive years. Those expectingto install EFTPOSwithin three years included all thefuel retailers who responded (indeed, all but oneexpected to have EFT equipmentinstalled within ayear), but otherwise responseswere scattered acrossa wide range of sectors. Within the range of organ-isations surveyed, the expected dateoffirst instal-lation did not appear to depend onthesize of theretailer (as defined by the numberofsites or paymentpoints).
The factors whichwill determine whenretailersinstallEFTPOS,accordingto our survey, are shown on page26 in Figure 3.9. Customer acceptanceis rated aheadevenof the availability of the banks☂ EFTPOSservice.Equipment costs, implementation of other retailsystemsand the implementation of EFTPOS by com-petitors are all considered important. Many retailersobviously see EFTPOSas one elementin a broaderretail systems strategy, and manywill be reluctant

to go ahead until others in their sector have blazedthe trail.
The type of equipmentcurrently installed is the mostimportantfactorin the anticipated timing of EFTPOSinstallation. Two thirds of retailers with electroniccash registers (ECRs) only do not expectto installEFTPOSin the next 5 years, but only a quarter ofthose with POS systems or both POS and ECRsystems expect to wait that long. Therefore, earlyadopters of EFT arelikely to be those more advancedin terms of usage of other retail systems.
Equipmentpreferences
Figure 3.10 on page26indicates the extent to whichdifferent types of equipment are already installed atthe premises of the retailers who responded to oursurvey.
In terms of EFTPOS, 55%indicated that they wouldprefer to integrate EFTPOS with their current point-of-sale equipment, while only 28% said they wouldprefer to acquire new equipment(see Figure 3.11 onPage 26). Whenthetypeof point-of-sale equipmentcurrently installed is taken into account, four out offive retailers with electronic point-of-sale systemsinstalled would prefer to integrate them with EFTfacilities, while those with electronic cash registers(ECRs) or a mixture of ECRs and EPOSare evenlydivided betweenthe options of integrating with EFTand buying new equipment.
Network provision
When asked whose EFTPOSnetwork they would bemostlikely to use, 56%of the retailers opted for anetwork provided by the banks, 22% for a networkprovidedby a third-party network service provider and14% for a network of their own (see Figure 3.12 onpage 26).
Financial services
Although retailers did not link EFTPOS with anyambitions they might have as providers offinancialservices, the survey provided evidenceof the extentto whichretailers already offer such services and therange of services offered (see Figure 3.13 on page26). Largeretailers are already well establishedin thismarket, rather than being on the point of enteringit.Credit facilities and in-house credit cards, used by46% and 37%ofretailers, respectively, were themost popular services.
Lessonsofthe survey
In conclusion, a number of key messages haveemerged from the survey:
♥Retailers see EFTPOS as a way of reducing costsrather than generating additional revenue and arelikely to judge investment decisions accordingly.
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 Figure 3.7 Retailers☂ concerns about EFTPOS

Equipment purchase, installation and usage costs

Customer acceptance and usagelevels uncertain

Uncertainty about the banks☂ plans for their EFTPOSservice and for other methodsof payment, eg cheques

System reliability and vulnerability

Integration of EFTPOS with current or chosenpoint-
of-sale equipment

Potential for customer embarrassment

Lack of national coverage, at leastinitially

Duplication of equipment at the point of sale

Increased bank charges

Slowertransaction times per customer

May not be compatible with all credit cards

System support and maintenance

The equipment will take up valuable space

Uncertainty about technical details

Lack of technical standards

Risk of fraud

Insufficient ability to determine customers☂
creditworthiness

Increased delaysin crediting paymentsto retailer's
account

Loss of control, eg over types of transactions
accepted  

Percentageof retailers expressing concern
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

76

 

♥Retailers see EFTPOS in the context of their
broaderretail systems strategies. Their views on
integrating EFTPOSwith otherretail systems and
the timing ofits introduction are influenced bythis
perspective.

♥Thelevel of an organisation☂s sophistication in
retail automation is likely to be one of the most
important factors determining the timing of
EFTPOSinstallation.

♥Thebanksface a critical task in the marketing of
EFTPOStoretailers and their customers. It would
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be difficult to overestimate the importance of
promotion, productdefinition, pricing and launch
planning in determining the success of EFTPOS
schemes.

♥The survey also provides much evidence of
attitudes to EFTPOS which will need to be changed
if the service is to take off. In particular, the
emphasis on using EFTPOS as a meansto save
costs rather than to achieve a competitive
advantageis likely to lead to considerable caution
among manyretailers.
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 Figure 3.8 Whenretailers expect to begininstallingEFTPOS equipment
Percentageofretailers surveyed
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Figure 3.9 Key factors determining whenretailers willinstall EFTPOS
Percentageofretailers
identifying factor
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 Figure 3.10 Types of equipmentinstalled at retailers☂premises
Type of equipment Percentage ofretailers
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Figure 3.11 Equipmentpreferences for EFTPOS
Percentageofretailers
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 Figure 3.12 Network preferences for EFTPOS
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   Figure 3.13 Financial services offered byretailers
Percentageofretailers offering service0 10 20 30 40 50
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ISSUES FOR RETAILERS
Many strategic and practical issues influence the
decision by retailers to install EFTPOS. First, lessons
can be learned from the wayin which leading-edge
retailers have adopted EFTPOS,and secondly, their
experience sheds light on the extent to which
anticipated benefits can be achieved in practice,in
so far as today☂s EFTPOS technology will allow.
We discusstheseissues in the following sections and
also review a set of decision criteria designed to help
retailers decide whether, when and howto introduceEFTPOS.
The experience of leading-edge sectors
Overall, the retail sectors which have so far taken the
lead in EFTPOSinstallation are fuel retailing and
supermarkets and hypermarkets.

Fuelretailing
Fuel retailing has been the leading sector in many
countries, despite marked differences in customer
payment habits, implementation objectives and
approach. Thus in the UK, EFTPOS has been
developed to handle credit card sales at petrol
stations, whereas in Belgium, where credit cards are
not accepted (apart from in-house credit cards for
fleet owners), a debit system has been developed.In
the US, Mobil☂s system caters for both debit and
credit payments. However, whereas in Europe debit
might be expected to substitute for cheque payments,
Mobil do not accept cheques for petrol and are
offering debit simply as an additional payment
mechanism. In many countries EFTPOS also helps
with in-house credit card and customer account
schemes.
Differences in approachare also evidentin the choice
between the sales office and the forecourt as the
locus of payment. In Belgium and Scandinavia,
forecourt systems have becomepopular, permitting
unmannedoperation and therefore extended opening
hours. Many station operators in the UK, however,
would prefer customers to pay at sales offices,
increasing the likelihood of additional sales of goods
from sales office shops. In the US particularly, fire
and safety regulations restrict the use of unmanned
operations.
The main similarity between countries where EFTPOS
at the petrol station is well advanced is that the petrol
retailing market is characterised by intense
competition between a few very large companies.
Their operations are on a sufficient scale to enable
them to make the necessary investment to obtain the
marketing advantage offered by an additional
payment alternative, and to achieve worthwhile
savings on bad debts, float and better operational
efficiency.

r

Supermarkets and hypermarkets
Similar features, in terms of the scale of operation
necessary to take theinitiative and a very competitive
marketplace, characterise the development of
EFTPOSin supermarkets and hypermarkets.
Here, too, the potential benefits to the retailer
encompass more than just cost savings. The
checkout and its attendant queueing is seento be the
Achilles heel of hypermarkets, whichatleast partially
offsets the advantages of shopping at this type of
store. The retailer who finds means to solve this
problem could win a substantial bonus in terms of
increased sales and a higher market share, at least
in the short term. If EFTPOS can reduce payment
time at the checkout (and it has the potential to do
so, especially where cheque paymentis frequent),it
can make a contribution to reducing queues and
thereby attracting more customers.

Sectors benefiting mostand least from EFTPOS
As we discussed under the previous heading, the
leading edge sectors in EFTPOS ♥ fuelretailers and
hypermarkets and supermarkets ♥ stand to gain
increased sales revenuein the short term as well as
being able to achieve cost savings.
Other sectors where EFTPOS might bring specific
benefits are:
♥Retailers whose average transaction value is high,

and for whom, therefore, cheque acceptance and
credit card authorisation can present problems.
Retailers of furniture, jewellery and luxury goods
and travel agentsfall into this category.

♥Other retail sectors adopting a supermarket
approach, such as do-it-yourself and convenience
stores.

♥Sectors where expenditure has to be authorised
some time beforeit is incurred, such as car hire
firms and hotels.

♥Sectors where credit card fraud is a particular
problem. Since the credit card companies would
be the specific beneficiaries here, the motivation
to the retailer would haveto lie in changesin the
card companies☂ fee structure.

♥Retailers with in-house credit card schemes.
♥ Unattended vending machines, particularly if smart

card technology can be used.
Based on our research, sectors that probably have
least to gain are:
♥Small retailers, for whom the cost-benefit picture

is least attractive.
♥Retailers with large volumes of low-value cash

transactions, such as confectioners, tobacconists
and newsagents.
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However, some EFTPOSservice providers havealready introducedtariffs whichdifferentiate betweensectors. Where this happens, the relativeattractiveness of EFTPOSto different retailers willdepend onthetariff structure in force. Therefore,EFTPOScould still be attractive to some smallerretailers.It is also possible for small retailers to joinforces, thereby negotiating as a more powerful groupwith EFTPOSservice providers.

THE EFTPOS BALANCE SHEETIN PRACTICE
Wereview andanalysein this section the key factorsthat affect the profitability of EFTPOS implementationfor the retailer, the benefits achieved in practice,customer usage levels (which determine theproportion of total transactions on which thosebenefits are realised) and costs.
Benefits achieved in practice
Because EFTPOSis such a new technology, andmost current systemsarestill in a trial stage or new,the extent to which benefits achieved can be readilytranslated to future systemsis not easily assessed.Current experience does, however, provide anindication of the magnitude of benefits, and thecircumstances under which they may be achieved.Our research indicates that many, of the projectedbenefits are indeed obtained by most organisationsbutthat their achievementis by no means automatic.
Faster throughput of customersTransaction times are important where volume ofbusiness dependson the speed with which customerscan be cleared ♥ from the garage forecourt orthrough the supermarket checkout, for example.EFTPOScanindeed reduce throughputtimes,butinsome cases they have actually been increased.
Faster throughput of customers can be achieved onlyif a number of conditions are met. First, EFTPOSsavestimeonlyif the time taken to make the paymentdetermines speed through the checkout. lf, inpractice, it is the time taken by the customerto packthe shopping whichis critical to throughput, then theintroduction of EFTPOSwill not help. Only studies ina particular retail context would determine whetherpackingis a critical factor. For example,in the US,where EFTPOS has demonstrably speeded transitthrough the checkout, it is normal practice to havea second employee at the checkout to pack thegoods.
Secondly, staff need to be adequately trained to takeadvantage of the potential of EFTPOS. The USexperience in particular emphasises the importanceof staff training to achieve fast throughput. Indeed,we have observed sites where EFTPOS equipment

 

actually slowed down customer throughput becauseit was more complex to use than equipment usedpreviously, and staff were unfamiliar with itsoperation. Raising the awareness of customers andfamiliarising them with the use of the system are alsoimportant.
Thirdly, where on-line communications are used,whetherfor data capture or solely for authorisation,system responsetimeis critical. The response timewill include communications delays in the networkand the responsetime of bank computer systems.The.one-minute delays experienced in sometrials areunlikely to be acceptable at a supermarket checkout,and in some countries the PTTs have not yet providedsufficiently rapid, reliable and cost-effectivecommunications for on-line applications to be viable.Checkout throughput maybecritical only at peaktimes; these mayalso be peak times for the EFTPOSSystem as a whole. Unless the network and banksystems are capable of rapid response evenat peaktimes, benefits from faster checkout transactiontimes are unlikely to accrue.

Reduced bank charges
Retailers can sharein the projected savings on paperhandling which EFTPOSdebit transactions will bringthe banks. As an extreme example, someretailerson the lowa Transfer System EFTPOS networkreceive a credit of 10 cents from the banks for eachEFTPOStransactionif they haveinstalled the EFTterminals themselves. Alternatively, they pay nothingwhere the bank provides and supports the EFTequipment.
Elsewhere, however, banks see electronic servicesas an opportunity to introduce charges morein linewith costs, especially where a free service wasprovided before. In Belgium, for example, wherebanks do not normally charge retailers for chequehandling, the network Operators charge for debitEFTPOStransactions. In France (also a countryaccustomed to☁free☂ cheques) the banks insist onincluding value-added componentsin their EFTPOSservice for which they charge the retailers.
Reductions in transaction chargesReductionsin credit card transaction charges havealso been obtainedbyretailers submitting transactiondetails electronically. For example, a saving of 6pence(over 8 cents) per transaction has been quotedby a UK fuelretailer. In the case of both debit andcredit transactions, retailers do, however, need tobargain hard to obtain such reductions. The size ofthe benefits per transaction achieved depends verymuch on the size of the retailer and the relativenegotiating ☁muscle☂ofretailers and banks. In the US,large retailers wield considerable power overnumerous small local banks. In Belgium, GIB, thelarge supermarket chain, appears to have obtained
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a better deal from a bank network than have smaller
retailers. In the UK, reductions on credit card
transactions are negotiated individually betweenfuel
retailers and the credit card companies. In the UK
and France, where both banks and retailers are
powerfully represented, the debate about charges
actually threatens to hold back EFTPOS development.
Float savings
Projected float savings have been obtained in many
EFTPOSinstallations we researched. As electronic
payment radically reduces the time to clear and
process payments and makesthe time required for
the process almost fully predictable, the point at
which the retailer☂s account is credited can be
definedin the initial contracts specifying the system
and its design. Float savings are therefore among the
benefits EFTPOS can deliver mostreliably.
Fraud reduction
EFTPOS has in many instances contributed to
reducing cheque and credit-card fraud. Retailers with
on-line debit card systems almost unanimously report
that bad cheques are no longer a worry to them. Even
offline magnetic card systems with signature authen-
tication have been found to reduce credit card fraud.

The reduction may not, however, remain so marked
when EFTPOS becomes more widespread and
familiar. ATM fraud, where a PIN as well as a
magnetic stripe card is required, is burgeoning, and
some of the deterrent effect of current EFTPOS
systems may simply be due to unfamiliarity. Criminals
do not yet know enough about how the new systems
work to know whether theywill allow their intended
fraud.
Error reductions
Where EFT is integrated with the cash register or POS
system, a further benefit is the elimination of the
rekeying or writing out of paymenttotals; this removes
a significant source of error and facilitates
reconciliation. Double entry has been a significant
sourceof problems on some non-integrated EFTPOS
installations.
Paperslip handling
Eliminating credit card slip handling by using EFTPOS
is another benefit that tends to be achieved in
practice. At a petrol station, for example, this
representsa savingin staff time required to sort the
slips and take them to the bank. Larger companies
operating their own credit card schemesalso achieve
savings at head office by eliminating or reducing
paper slip handling and data entry.

Increase in customer spending
Perhaps unexpectedly, debit EFTPOS appears to
encourage customers to spend more. Oneretailer we
investigated reports the average EFTPOStransaction

value to be higher than that for credit cards, cheques
or cash. Another found that the average transaction
value at dedicated EFTPOS checkouts was 50%
higher than at his other checkouts, and even some
petrol stations have found the value of EFTPOS
transactions to be higher than those using other
forms of payment. One supermarketis concentrating
its new EFTPOS terminal installations at those
counters where impulse buying is most significant.
High spending may, however, be a characteristic of
those customers whoare early EFTPOS usersrather
than one encouraged by the payment mediumitself.
Typically, younger and moreaffluent customers have
adopted EFTPOS mostenthusiastically. Also, the way
in which EFTPOSis implemented affects its impact
on spending. For example, petrol station systems
which allow card payment on the forecourt rather
than in the sales office may reduce sales of other
items in the sales office shop.
Competitive advantage
Petrol retailers, grocery supermarkets and even small
retailers all cite the additional marketing advantage
of being the first to offer their customers an
alternative payment mechanism. Someretailers we
investigated felt that use of the debit card tied
customers moretightly to their stores. Such benefits
are, however, intrinsically difficult to quantify.
Conventional credit cards provide an interesting
comparison: the perceived marketing advantage
which theyinitially conveyed (and which was used
as an argumentto offset the cost of the transaction
fees levied on retailers by the card companies) has
disappeared or becomeless marked as they have
become more widely accepted.In thoseretail sectors
in which their use is prevalent, they are a facility
which customers have come to expect as a matter
of course, so that any marketing advantage now
exists only in the negative sense,in that absenceof
the facility may result in loss of custom.

Thereis already evidence of the same kind of change
in the perceived marketing value of debit card
EFTPOS where it has become commonplace, for
example in fuel retailing in Belgium. Aside from the
other benefits of EFTPOS,its marketing advantages
may be worth pursuing evenif they are likely to be
only transient. They may last some years and may
act as a springboard to further developments. Indeed,
leadership in the application of technologyto retailing
has proved in the past to be a successful commercial
strategy for many major retail organisations.

Impact on usagelevels
Whereexisting credit card schemes are automated
using EFTPOS,the benefits can be obtainedforall
credit transactions. If EFTPOS makesthis type of
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payment moreattractive to the customer,for exampleby speeding up the transaction, it can increase theshare of total credit transactions. For example,EFTPOS is said by one UKfuel retailer to haveincreased credit sales from 12% to 25%.
By contrast, whereit is introduced to support a newpayment medium, whether in-house cards or directdebit, the resultant benefits will depend on theproportion of total transactions captured by the newmedium. In both fuel retailing and large stores, thecurrent proportion of transactions handled byEFTPOSranges from very low,-where a scheme hasjust been introduced andlittle marketing effort hasbeen devoted to it, to as high as 10% for well-established and actively marketed operations wherea high proportion of customers have appropriatecards. Exceptionally, in Belgium EFTPOS accountsfor over 30% of the turnover of petrol stationsequipped for EFT, and fuel retailing in Belgium mustbe regarded asa prototype for other mature EFTPOSmarkets. Usage may vary quite markedly betweendifferent sites belonging to one organisation, however.

Overall, in both the fuel retailing (outside Belgium) andthe large stores sectors, leading EFTPOSusers aresetting themselves a short-term target for EFTPOStransactions of 15% of the total, say, one to two yearsafter introduction.
Among small retailers, the proportion of EFTPOStransactionswill ordinarily depend onthe nature ofthe business and the effectiveness with which theEFTPOSsevice is marketed by its operator.
Costs
Costpatterns vary widely, depending on the degreeto which a retailer participates in service andequipmentprovision, the nature of his business, thetariff structure of the EFT service operator, hisgeographic location, and the nature of the EETservice. Fuelretailers, small shops andlarge retailestablishments havevery different EFT requirementsand wereview the costs for each of these sectorsin turn.

In the fuel sector, retailers report site equipmentcosts ranging from $1,450 for a simple EFT terminalwith no other functions in the US,to $8,000-10,000for a fully communicating off-line kiosk EFTPOSsystem in the UK (including about $950 for a modemand telephone line connection) and around $13,000for a forecourt card reader system in Belgium.Communicationscosts(at least localcall charges),installation, staff training, and maintenancecosts areadditionalin all cases. In addition, the retailer faceschargesbyfinancialinstitutions and service bureaux.For debit transactions, these range from zero in theUS, wherethe oil company networks transactions to

 

the banks, to 8 cents per transaction on

a

trial sitein the UK, and $105 per month for connection andthe first 1,000 transactions plus between 6 and 4cents (on a declining scale) for each subsequenttransaction in Belgium. For credit card transactionsin the UK retailers might pay $60-75 per site permonth to the service bureau for Processing thetransactions, but then achieve a reduction of some8 cents per transaction in the credit card companies☂merchant fee.
Among small retailers, EFT is encountered to asignificant degree only in Belgium and France. InBelgium they pay between $21 and $35 per monthfor service and terminal rental, in addition to some8 cents per transaction for transaction andcommunications charges.
Costsfacing the large retailer include someorall ofthe following:
♥Terminals.
♥Store EFT processor.
♥Wiring.
♥ Installation.
♥ Staff training.
♥Maintenance and system support.
♥ Bankcharges.
Costs of terminals Currently beinginstalled are in therange $800-1,450. A number of retailers weresearched reported higher terminal costs, but theserelated to systemsinstalled two to four years ago.
One Belgian EFTPOSservice Operator we researchedput the cost of a store processor at some $7,250.Wherethe service provider does not insist on theseparation of EFT and POS Processors, a separateEFT processor may not be necessary, or the POSprocessor may simply be upgraded. Retailers quotedequipmentcostsperstore, including terminals andthe store processor, of $1,000-2,000 per terminalfora 12- to 25-lane supermarket. Where POS systemwiring cannot be used, wiring costs will be anadditional expense.
Bank charges reported by retailers ranged from 8cents per transaction to zero where the banks hadprovided in-store EFT equipment, and from zero toa payment of 10 cents per transaction from bank toretailer where the retailer Provided in-storeequipment. Wheretheretailer undertook networkinghimself, the associated costs were so large that theydwarfed all in-store costs. Estimates of systemmaintenance and Support costs quoted byorganisations we researched varied enormously ♥from $19 to $500 per terminal per year!
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DECISION CRITERIA FOR EFTPOS
INSTALLATION
In Figure 3.14 we present a checklist of factors for
retailers designed to help in deciding whetheror not
to go ahead with the implementation of EFTPOS. Most
critical are the strategic decisions, which define the
business objectives being pursued and consequently
the type or types of system that would be required.
Theywill also set the framework for parametersthat
can be used to evaluate the system subsequently, if
a decision to proceed is taken. The decision to
implement EFTPOSwill also depend on consideration
of the following factors:
♥What will installation and running costs be?
♥Whatwould be the best timing and schedule for
EFTPOS implementation?

♥What technology, and what expertise, will be
needed to implement and run the system?

Checklists covering these factors are given overleaf
in Figures 3.15 to 3.17.
A numberof strategic decisions on the nature of the
EFTPOSservice to be provided and discussed below
are closely linked to the commercial motivation for
offering the service:
♥Should the service support in-house cards, cards

issued by other organisations, or both?
♥Should it support debit, credit or both types of

transaction?
♥Should the organisation develop an_ in-house

system, or choose an EFTPOSservice provider?
In-house cards
The decision to develop an in-house card schemewill
depend on marketing and commercial factors related
to the schemeitself. But in-house card schemes and
EFTPOS can be mutually beneficial: the use of an
EFTPOS system for handling in-house credit card
transactions can cut the operating costs of the card
scheme, make it more flexible and attractive and
increaseits poweras a tool for capturing marketing
information. Conversely, support of an in-house card
scheme can make the economics of installing
EFTPOS moreattractive.
If the primary motivation for installing EFTPOSis to
support an in-house card scheme, the decision
whether to support cards issued by financial
institutions is likely to be secondary. Typically,
supermarket and hypermarket chains with in-house
card EFTPOSsystemstake decisions on the support
of other cards on a store-by-store basis, on commer-
cial rather than technical grounds.It could be argued
that supporting bank cards might undermine the
attractiveness of the in-house card, but may be
necessary to cost-jusiify the system.

¢ Cox & Partners Limited
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An important issue consequent on the decision to
proceed with an in-house card schemeis whetherthe
retailer should manage the scheme himself or
contractit out, say to a specialist finance house. This
will, however, have only a secondary impact on
overall EFTPOS system planning, the decision
depending primarily on questions of relative
economics and technical expertise, rather than on
market-related questions.
 

Figure 3.14 Checklist of decision criteria for EFTPOS
installation
 

Strategic decisions:
♥- Whatbusinessobjectives would EFTPOShelp achieve (eg cost

reduction, marketing advantage, enablein-housecredit card to
be launched)?

♥ Whattransactions would you wantto handle electronically (debit,
credit card, in-housecredit or debit card, or some combination of
these)?

♥ ls an appropriate EFTPOSservice available from third parties, or
would one haveto be developed in-house?If the latter,is the
scale of your operation sufficient to makeit viable?

♥ Whowouldberesponsible for marketing the service, and how
would it be marketed?

♥ What benefits would youlook for?

Decisioncriteria on debit EFTPOS schemes:
Marketing advantage conveyed byoffering an additional method of
payment?
Increased sales per customer?
Risks of cash handling reduced?
Costs of cash and cheque handling reduced?
Bank charges reduced(orability to charge banksfor payment
processing)?
Reduced cheque fraud?

Decision criteria on credit EFTPOS schemes:
Credit-authorisation telephonecalls eliminated?
Reducedcredit card fraud?
Reducedfees to credit card companies?
Credit card slip sorting and handling eliminated?

Decision criteria on in-house credit or debit card schemes:
Is EFTPOS neededto makein-house card schemeviable?
If yes, Ability of the organisation to operate the scheme?

(either by managingit in-house,or contractingit out)
Costs and benefits of scheme(marketing benefits,
reducedfeesto credit card companies,etc)?

Ifno, More effective credit control?
Increased efficiency or manpower reductionin in-house
card schemeoperation?

Forall EFTPOS schemes:
A better or moreattractive service to customers?
Longer opening hourspossible?
Opportunities to offer financial services opened up?
Fastertransaction times per customer?
Reductionin errorsat the point of sale?
Reductionin ☁negative float☂ ♥ paymentscredited to your account
morequickly?
Reconciliation facilitated?
Moreup-to-date cash managementinformation available? Customer acceptance?
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 Figure 3.15 Checklist of EFTPOS cost items
 

♥ Terminals
♥ In-store wiring
♥ In-store processors/concentrators
♥ Communications ♥ fixed network costs

♥ costs pertransaction
♥ Central processing and switching (or bureau service)
♥ Systeminstallation
♥ System support and maintenance
♥ Bank charges
♥ Staff training
♥ Marketing and promotion
 
 

 Figure 3.16 Checklist of issues governing timing ofEFTPOSintroduction

   ♥ Whenwill a third-party-operated system be available?

  

♥ Do wewantto beleaders with the technology, or to learnfrom the experience of others?   

 

♥ Will timing be affected by the need to upgrade point-of-sale or other systemsin the organisation?    ♥ Doestiming depend on equipment, service or other costtrends?   

 

♥ How long will system implementation and testing take?

  

♥ Howlongwill it take for the system to achievefullacceptance by customers?   

 

♥ Should

a

pilot installation be used first, or should weProceeddirectly to full implementation?

 

   
 

 Figure 3.17 Checklist of EFTPOS technologicalconsiderations
ee

Senll)

In addition to the usualcriteria for technology andsupplier choice, the following factors are particularlyimportant for EFTPOS:
♥ If a third-party-operated system is to be used, to whatextent does it constrain choice of technology?
♥ Will EFTPOSbeintegrated with existing equipment, orwill EFTPOS equipment stand alone?
♥ Is an on-ine or off-line system required?
♥ How are communications to be carried, and to whatcommunications standards and protocols must theyconform?
♥ Doesthe overall system design and the specificequipment chosen allow for our security criteria and,where relevant, for those of a third-party-serviceoperator to be met?
♥ How can systemreliability be ensured?
♥ What additional functions will the equipment have toperform?
♥ Is equipmentof the required specification available off-  the-shelf? 
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Debit or credit service
The characteristics of existing paymentpatterns andother commercialfactors which lead an organisationto proceed with EFTPOS will to a large extentdetermine whether it adopts a debit or a creditservice. If the aim is to reduce fees to credit cardcompanies,it will be a credit service: if it is to providean alternative payment mechanism,a debit service.However, the EFTPOSinfrastructure is justified onthe basis of one type of transaction, the benefits ofadding the other may well outweigh the additionalmarginal costs that may beinvolved.
The choice is more openif the main motivation forEFTPOSis to support an in-house card scheme. Inmany casesa debit card scheme would not beviablewithout EFTPOS, and such a scheme may depend onthe existence of a sufficiently fast and flexible nationalclearing system. Leading-edgeretailers preferto takeadvantage of EFTPOSto offer their custamers themost attractive option ♥ a single card that can beusedin debit or credit mode according to preferenceon any particular occasion.
In-house EFTPOS systems
There are a numberof questions that need to beaddressed if EFTPOS systems are to be developedin-house:
♥Howand by whom is networking to be provided,ie how is the collection of EFTPOS communica-tions from retail outlets and the transmission ofthisinformation to the appropriate banks to beundertaken.
♥Where EFTservice operators provide anin-storesystem as part of the service package, whethera different in- store system for connection totheirnetwork should be adopted by the retailer.

IMPLEMENTATION
Once commercial Objectives have defined someofthe basic parameters of the system, a number ofimportant issues in implementation must be con-sidered, which we discuss in this section:
♥Choice of any remaining system Parameters, egOn- oroff-line operation, verification method.
♥Supplier selection, equipment choice andintegration with existing systems.
♥Networking options.
♥Timescales and phasing of the implementation.
♥Service marketing.
♥Staff training.
♥System support.
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♥Sponsoring the technical development of a
proprietary in-store system.

Not all these aspects are necessarily relevantin all
cases of in-house EFTPOS system development,
although networking is a common denominator.

Perhaps the most important criteria affecting the
decision to develop an in-house system are the size
and market dominance of the retailer considering it
and the type of EFTPOS system he requires.
Networking and the sponsorship of technical
developmentare likely to be cost-effective only for
the largest retail organisations. And only the most
powerful and dominantretailers arelikely to be able
to force banks to accept their participation in
networking or the adoption of their own in-store
system, if these activities do not conform totheinitial
terms of the banks☂ services.

System parameters
lf an EFTPOS service provided by another organ-
isation is being used, all the major decisions on
system characteristics will normally already have
been taken.If an in-house service is being developed,
however, commercial decisions on whose cards to
accept and whetherto offer credit or debit service
will leave some important system parameters
undefined. Chief among these are whether the
service should be on-or off-line, and the method used
to verify the identity of the customer.

The main advantage of on-line working is greater
security. An up-to-the-minute check can be made on
the status of the card and the funds available in the
account. On-line working does, however, incur
substantially higher communications costs, and
transaction times can be slower becauseof the need
io wait for system response. On-line terminals using
less sophisticated technology may beslightly cheaper
than off-line terminals.

A number of compromise solutions are available.
Early EFT technology offered on-line credit
authorisation andverification, but transaction details
were downloaded in batch. The more sophisticated
programmable terminals now available provide
considerably moreflexibility, operating basicallyin off-
line mode but switchingto on-lineif the floor limit for
authorisation is exceeded, or for random, checks or
for checks at prespecified times.

The alternatives for verifying the identity of the
customerare the traditional signature and the entry
of a PersonalIdentification Number (PIN). The PIN
ig much more secure than the signature, which has
given rise to the current problems of cheque and
credit card fraud. However, the pinpad and
communicationslink to the central computer enabling

the PIN to be verified need to be highly secure, and
they are therefore costly.
Supplier selection, equipment choice and
integration
Key factors in supplier selection and equipment
choice vary betweenretail sectors. For small retailers
the choice will be verylimited, since theyarelikely
to take equipment provided or approved by their
EFTPOSservice supplier.
For petrol stations where EFT and POSfunctions are
combined in a single sales office terminal, retailers
emphasised the importance of using equipment and
software not only fitted to fuel retailing in general, but
also capable of being tailored to specific in-house
reporting procedures. Simplicity, of operation and
keyboard layout and the absence of unnecessary
functions are considered important. Also, both kiosk
EFTPOSterminals and forecourt card readers need
to be compatible with existing equipment (pumps,
control units, tank gauges, etc) so that replacement
can be avoided.
Compatibility with existing equipment, achieving a
high level of integration, and also with bank networks
and systems, is by a considerable margin the most
important issue for the large retail store chains we
investigated. Proven system reliability is also an
important factor.
A number of approachesto in-store integration are
possible:
♥Complete integration, with the POS terminal

handling both EFT and POS functions over the
same communicationslink.

♥Separate EFT and POS terminals and networks,
connected at the terminal.

♥Separate EFT and POSterminals and networks,
connected at the store controller level.

In the absence of standards, the higher levels of
integration with existing equipment usually mean
choosing the same supplier. In some cases, too, bank
networks support proprietary EFTPOS protocols. If
retailers feel obliged to use their existing POS system
supplier for EFTPOS equipmentaswell, they arelikely
to be even moretied to this supplier subsequently.

Onelarge retailer we talked to, who wasless then
happy with his EFTPOS system, felt that he would
nevertheless need to continue with the same supplier
because he did not want to jeopardise an already
operational system. In this particular instance, the
learning costs were very high (it had taken two to
three years to master the system fully), and,in his
view, the costs of switching to a different system
would consequently be enormous.
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Chains that operate a decentralised POS equipmentpurchasingpolicy may needto integrate EFTPOS withseveral different kinds of POS equipment. Bespoketechnical solutions to such incompatibilities can beachieved,although they tend to be less complete andSatisfactory than a single supplier's ready-madesolution.
Networking
Networking and centralised processing andtransmission of EFT transactions to a number ofbanksorfinance organisations are the major sourceof costs and perhaps the most critical factor inimplementation for the minority of retailers whodecide to undertake networking themselves. Forexample, physically establishing the communicationsnetwork will be a critical factor in determining thetiming of EFTPOS implementation at individualsites.
Timescales and Phasing of implementation
There are three important phases in the implemen-tation of an EFTPOS system:
♥Piloting and technical testing.
♥Installation in all selected retail outlets.
♥Thebuild-up of customer usage at eachsite.
Early EFTPOSinstallations needed up to four yearsto test the service and to achieve Satisfactory levelsof system performance and reliability. Experience andthe availability of production equipment have reducedthis time, butit still tends to take a yearto install acomplex system, test out new equipment ortrial-market a new EFTPOS-based service such as an in-house EFTPOScard.
After a successful pilot trial, some retailers rapidlyinstall EFTPOSinall their outlets, while others plana programme phased over a numberof years. Theneed to spread investment over a numberof yearsis the main reason for the latter approach, althoughsomechains introduce EFTPOSinto an outlet at thetime whenitis likely to becomecost-effective there.One danger of phasing system introduction over along period is that the equipment supplier may wellmake major changesin his product range, as someretailers we researched have found.

Where EFTPOS handles existing credit cardtransactions only and has no impact on the paymentalternatives available to the customer, the problemof customer acceptance doesnotarise, but whereit is designed to support a new payment mechanismsuch as debit EFTPOSorin-house cards,retailers findthat customers need considerable time to accept andadapt to the new payment medium.In the case ofdebit EFTPOS, the length of adjustment timecustomers need will depend ontheir familiarity with

the concept ofdebit cards in general (eg degree ofuse of ATM machines) and EFTPOS in particular(especially in. the same retail sector). Even in therelatively advanced EFTPOS marketoffuel retailingin Belgium, operatorsstill estimate that it takes twoto three years for usage of a forecourt card readerat a given site to reach its peak.

Site selection and terminal numbers
A retailer operating a large number of outlets, oroutlets whosesize, turnoveror transaction profilesvary widely, mayfind it economic to install EFTPOSat somelocations but notothers.In addition to marketconsiderations, implementation costs mayalso varyfrom onesite to another, depending,for example, oncommunicationscosts.
Because of the very competitive environment inwhich they operate, fuel retailers in particular needto choose sites where EFTPOS is likely to beeconomic, although definitions of what constitutes an☁economic☂site differ. In the UK, for example, themost importantfactor is seen to be turnover. In theUS Mobil has developed

a

setof interlinked criteria,in particular total business volume, volume of creditcard sales and cost of connecting the site to Mobil☂scommunications network. (Mobil☂s EFTPOS systemis described in more detail on Page 62.)
In addition, retailers with multiple points of sale oneach site, and particularly supermarkets andhypermarkets, need to decide whether to equipallcheckouts for EFT or only a few. We found examplesof both strategies but as terminal costs fall and debitEFTPOS becomes more widely accepted as apayment medium more establishments are likely toequip all checkouts. This will also be the only viablestrategy wherecredit card transactions are handledby EFT.

Service marketing
There is unanimous agreement among the organis-ations we researched on the importance of marketingand promoting EFTPOS services. In general, twokinds of promotion are required:
♥Generic, mass-media advertising to develop custo-mer awarenessof the service.
♥Marketing atthe point of sale to remind the custo-mer of the availability of EFTPOS as a paymentalternative.
Generic advertising is beyond the scope of smallretailers and therefore needs to be undertaken, atleast in their case, by the service provider.

Marketing at the point of sale is seen to be particularlyimportant in promoting usage and ensuring that the
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potential benefits of EFTPOSare realised. It has a
number of major purposes;
♥To remind the customer that EFTPOSis available

as a payment alternative in the store.
♥To teach the customer how to use EFTPOS.
♥Toindicate the points of sale at which EFTPOSis

available, and whetherthey are also open to other
types of payment.

Checkoutstaff also have an importantrole in selling
EFTPOSto the customer and showing him how to use
it, but properly designed displays will reduce the
burden on them and speed checkout transactions.

Staff training
Experience has shown that appropriate training of
staff at the point of saleis critical to the achievement
of faster transaction times, minimisation of system
problems and successful selling of EFTPOS service
to the customer. It also determines to a large extent
whether the introduction of EFTPOS hasa positive
or negative effect on staff morale. Indeed, many of
the problems with early EFTPOS systems have been
attributable to inadequate training and motivation of
checkout or point-of-sale staff. Even retailers. who
have taken the development of staff training
programmesseriously have found it necessary to
modify and intensify the programme to achieve
acceptable levels of performance.
System support
System support is an important consideration in
ensuring the reliability and availability of EFTPOS
systems, asit is for other complex systems. Two
aspects have been foundto beparticularly significant

Cox& Partners Limited
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for EFTPOS ♥ helpfor staff at the point of sale and
fault diagnosis and repair. The formeris likely to be
a particular problem for fuel retailers, who tend to
have large numbersof widely scattered sites with only
a small numberof staff at each. One fuel retailer
reports that providing help and advice for service
station attendants required setting up a central
24-hour help desk to cope with problems ♥ a much
bigger undertaking than was envisaged at the outset.
Equipment maintenance and technical system
support costs vary widely among equipment providers
and among EFTservice providers. As already noted,
estimates of maintenancecosts per terminal varied
among supermarket operators we interviewed from
$19 to $500 per year. Similarly, estimates of system
support costs vary widely.

SUMMARY
Retailers are still extremely cautious about introduc-
ing EFTPOS. Much current experience with the
technology is still too recent and scant to shed
sufficient light on many of the benefits that may be
achieved. As a consequence, mostretailers insist on
seeing clear benefits in terms of cost savings, as
opposed to marketing advantages. However, and
although cost savings are achieved, say, by savings
in float or bank charges, the experience of EFTPOS
pioneers demonstrates that in many cases the
marketing advantages, be they faster throughputof
customers or 24-hour operation, can deliver the most
value. Retail operations will vary on the kinds of
benefits they are mostlikely to achieve and we have
presented and discussed decisioncriteria designed
to help retailers in making a decisionthatis likely to
have far-reaching consequencesfor their business.
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CHAPTER 4
EFTPOS: THE CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK OFTHE MARKET

It is not without reason that in some countriesEFTPOSis very advanced while in others it is barelyin the early trial stages. Different cultures, differentpayment habits, and different retailing and bankingstructures determine the propensity for EFTPOStobe adopted. Thesefactorsalso affect the nature andsegmentation of the supplier market and the futureoutlook for EFTPOS in each country.
Webeginthis chapter by discussing the main reasonsthat underlie the differences in EETPOS developmentand describethesituation in the major countries andin those where EFTPOSis most advanced. Althoughthe scope of our report is Europe,wealso review themain developments elsewherein the world.
Wethen describe suppliers of EFTPOS services andequipmentand discuss how the marketis segmentedfrom the suppliers☂ point of view: we also provide ouranalysis of future market trends and our forecasts.The forecasts are based on a model which takesintoaccountthe environmentthat governs the timing ofadoption and growth of EFTPOSin different countries.

REASONS UNDERLYINGTHEDIFFERENCESINEFTPOS DEVELOPMENT
The extent to which EFTPOSis developed and thetypes of organisations pioneering its use varyconsiderably from one country to another. The statusof EFTPOSin several major countries is shown inFigure 4.1. The reasons underlying the differencesare many, but the most significant are currentpayment practices and the local structure of thebanking andretail sectors.

Paymentpractices
The nature of current payment Practices in eachcountry (as indicated in Figure 4.1) is an importantfactor determining the extent to which EFTPOS hasdeveloped. In particular, where use of cheques andcredit cards is widespread, the motivation to adoptEFTPOSis highest.
The costs associated with cheque handling are amajor incentive for banks to look at electronic

alternatives, and the extent to which cheques areused is therefore importantin determining EFTPOSgrowth. The use of chequesis particularly widespreadin the United States, France, and the United Kingdom,but muchless so in Germany and the Netherlands(where giros account for a much greater share of non-retail payments than cheques) andin Italy, wheregreat reliance is still placed on cash. EFTPOS is,therefore, a much more important developmentforthe banks in the former countries than in the latter.
Similarly, both retailers and companies operatingcredit card schemestend to be motivated to adoptEFTPOSin order to reduce credit card slip handlingand the associated costs and inefficiencies, such asdelays in funds being credited to the retailer☂saccount. This applies particularly to countries suchas the UK and the USA, where card usageis high.
Structure of the banking system
The relationship between cheque and credit cardusage and EFTPOS developmentindicated in Figure4.1 is not, however, a simple one, and the structureof the banking system has also profoundly affectedthe way EFTPOS has developedin different countriesto date. Thus, in the UK the numberof clearingbanks is smaller than in most other countries, makingit, in principle, easier for them to reach agreement.Coordination between them has allowed a jointapproachto planning the development of a nationalEFTPOSsystem.
By contrast, in the US the large numberof banks andtheir unwillingness to Cooperate havelargely preven-ted the establishment of EFTPOS services able toattract a sufficient volume of transactions to beviable, although US banks could, in theory, benefitfrom less cheque usage at least as much as thosein the UK. In some cases, retailers with sufficientlocalor national coverage have been able to establishsystems instead. However,the structure of the USbanking system is determined by legislation at bothnational andstate level, and in some states regulationhas favoured the development of shared ATMnetworks. The existence of such networks and thebasis of cooperation on which they depend, meansthata significant barrier to EETPOS introduction has
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already been overcome, albeit at state rather than
national level.

However, national coordination between banks to
introduce EFTPOSis not necessarily a prerequisite
for success. It is notable that in those European
countries in which EFTPOS is furthest advanced,
namely France and Belgium, its spread has been
stimulated by competition between rival commercial
networks. Only now that the market in both countries
has reached a certain degree of maturity, have the
advantagesof a single network outweighed thoseof
independent growth, and in both countries the rival
networks have agreed to cooperate, interworking
their services.

By contrast, in those countries where a coordinated
approach has been adopted, notably in the UK and
West Germany, progress has been slowed by
disagreementsovertariffs, standards and roles. In
some countries where the basis for a coordinated
approachbythe banks exists, notably in Sweden and
Norway, the initiative has in fact been taken by
retailers.

The structure of the retail market
The benefits of EFTPOS are moreclear-cut for some
retail sectors than others. Retail markets with large
chains of retail outlets will tend to accept EFTPOS
more readily, both because card and cheque usage
tends to be high in such establishments and because
they are sizeable enough to have the power to
negotiate with the banks. By contrast wheretheretail
market consists mainly of small independentretailers,
there will be less propensity to adopt EFTPOS,even
if the total retail market is large. (These differences
in the structure of the retail market in different
countries are taken into accountin our forecasts, and
Figures 4.12 and 4.13, on page 47, give the total

numberof retailers and the numberofretailerslikely
to adopt the technology, based on the structure of
the retail market in each country.)

Interaction betweendifferent factors
None of the factors we discussed appears to have
been sufficient by itself to determine the extent of
development of EFTPOS. For example, the retail
market structure in West Germany is in principle
favourable, as it includes many large chains, but
current payment practices and the banking structure
are not. As a consequence, the German market is
highly underdeveloped, compared to the UK and
France and even smaller countries such as Belgium.
In addition to the main overall factors that influence
EFTPOS development in any country, there are also
particular local circumstances that have encouraged
the (albeit still piecemeal) development of EFTPOS
in some countries. We discuss these in the next
section where we describe developments country by
country.

THE CURRENT STATUS OF EFTPOSIN
VARIOUS COUNTRIES
Wedescribe and discuss EFTPOS developments in
both European and non-European countries in this
section. Figure 4.2, overleaf, provides an overview
of the status of EFTPOSin different countries in mid
1985. Although several countries in Europe lead in
terms of EFTPOS development, some interesting
trials and services exist outside Europe.The position
in each countryis changing rapidly, however, and we
review major trends below in each country or
geographic area.

Europe
Overall, two countries, France and Belgium,are the

 Figure 4.1 Paymentpractices and EFTPOS development in different countries

 

 
 

 
EFTPOSterminals installed Volume payments perinhabitantper year

Country Total Inhabitants per terminal Cheques Credit card

Germany 50 = 10 01
Italy 60 ♥ 10 0.07
Netherlands 0 at 85 small
Sweden >1000 <8,300 15 5
Belgium 2,500 3,900 10 NIA
France 50,000 1,080 60 2
Switzerland 20 = 10 0.5
UK 330 170,000 45 6

USA 6,000 40,000 170 12    
 Notes: ) Estimate, August 1985.
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 Figure 4.2 Status of EFTPOS in European countries

 

 

Retailer initiatives

 

 

   

 

  

            

        
     

 

Carrefour and other
    

  

        

 

  

 

   

  

   

 

         
       

 

             

Status of EFTPOSterminalsCountry EFTPOS☝ installed National coordination of EFTPOS
Austria ea <10 Almost all major banks and financialsectors to participate in Bankomat EFTnetwork.
Belgium AEREK 2,500 Mister Cash and Bancontact, the two GB-Inno-BMcompeting EFTPOS networks, have nowagreed to interwork.
Denmark Raae 600 National Dankort scheme operated by PKK(the national bank card company).Finland ** <100 Mostly authorisation telephones only.EFTPOS network underdiscussion.France cease 50,000 Most banks nationalised. Tariffs beingnegotiated nationally. Government hypermarkets,Promotion of smart card technology. Carte

|

fuel retailersBleue and Credit Agricole, largest EFTPOS

|

(eg Total, Shell)system operators have formed Groupe-ment-Carte Bancaire to establish anational interbank EFTPOS system.Germany we 50 Banks coordinating through theGesellschaft ftir Zahlungssysteme.Italy rs 60 Trials conducted under auspicesofItalianBankers Association (ABI)Credit card companies undertaking jointtrial.
Luxembourg Se 250
Netherlands iF 0 All banks, majoroil companies except onehave agreed to Participatein trial.Norway ey 600 Infrastructure exists for national system: Fuelretailers (Esso,there is a national bank card and Shell, Norol)commercial and savings banks EFTnetworks interwork.Spain 7a% 250
Sweden ae 1,000-1,500 FuelretailersSwitzerland a 20 PTT, Nationalbank and major commercialbanks preparinginitiative.UK Aas 330 Committee of London Clearing Bankers, House of FraserCoordinating national development.    

Notes: Relative status of EFTPOS: ***** Extensive commercial service**** Limited commercial serviceExtensive trials
ae Limited trials
* Notrials yet under way

  

Estimate, August 1985. Theinstalled base of EFTPOSterminals is rising rapidly in all countries.

 

most advanced in terms of current EFTPOSdevelopment in Europe. The UK, Luxembourg and theScandinavian countries follow. EFTPOS is leastdeveloped in West Germany, the Netherlands, andin the remaining European countries.
France
France is unquestionably the most advanced countryin Europein termsof the current extent of installationof EFTPOS.

The market has developed in a number of distinctsectors:
♥Banknetworks.
♥Smart card applications.
♥Supermarket chains.
♥ Petrolstations.
Figure 4.3 shows theinstalled base of terminals ineachof these sectors in France.
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Figure 4.3 The installed base of EFTPOSterminals in
France
 

 
Sector No. of terminals installed
Bank networks 40,000
Smart card terminals 3,000
(including payphones)
Supermarket chains
(in-house cards)

5,000 terminals
(100 stores)

2,500  Petrol stations
 
 

The Crédit Agricole and Carte Bleue credit and
banking organisations have developed EFTPOS
systems supporting some 20,000 terminals each and
accepting their respective magnetic stripe credit
cards (☁Carte Verte☂ in the case of Crédit Agricole).
The terminals are installed in all types of retail
establishments. Both systemsare off-line but differ
in the procedure for downloading transaction data.
In the Crédit Agricole systems the central computer
polls the terminal, whereas in the Carte Bleue system
the terminal initiates the call.
The two organisations have now agreed to operate
as the Groupement Carte Bancaire in the develop-
ment of a joint system using hybrid smart/stripe
cards. Both debit and credit EFTPOSoptionsarelikely
to be available. Plans include the ordering and placing
of 70,000 EFTPOS terminals by the end of 1988. In
addition, they hopeto distribute 300,000☁certifiers☂
(small terminals which will accept smart card pay-
ments but have no communicationsfacilities; trans-
action details are recorded on paper vouchersfor the
bank instead ♥ see Appendix 1 for a more detailed
description). Underthe terms of the agreement, the
existing Crédit Agricole and Carte Bleue systems are
also to be made compatible.
Threetrials of smart cards involving a total of 650
terminals wereinitiated in Blois, Lyon and Caenin
1982. In addition, the PTT is conducting a programme
of installing smart card payphones: 17,000 are
expected to be installed by the end of 1985. The use

of smart cards in public transport is also being tested,
but the next step for smart card technology in the
retail sector as a whole is the Groupement Carte
Bancaire proposal for hybrid cards.
Developments in major hypermarket and super-
market chains have been proceeding along an
independent path. A number of major chains have
developed EFTPOSservices using in-house cards,
and there are now some 5,000 terminals in approxi-
mately 100 shops. Carrefour operates the largest
system, with 3,300 terminals in 45 stores. In constrast
to the other EFTPOS terminal markets, which are
dominated by domestic suppliers, the market leaders
in this sector are IBM and NCR.
Finally, the major oil companies are developing their
own EFTPOS networks. Total, for example, has
installed terminals at 1,000 petrol stations, with 2,000
more on order, and Shellis installing 1,400 terminals
at its petrol stations.
Belgium
The Belgian EFTPOS market is one of the most
advanced in Europe, second onlyto that of France.
The development of the market wasinitially driven
by the competition betweentworival bank networks,
Bancontact and Mister Cash, offering on-line debit
services. The incompatibility between the two
networks increasingly impeded development, and
these two network operators therefore agreed that
the networks should interwork, allowing the cards of
each to be used at the terminals of the other.

The current Belgian market for EFTPOS divides
clearly into three sectors: fuelretailing, large stores
and smaller shops (see Figure 4.4).

The petrol station market has already been
substantially penetrated, with over 1,300 out of 7,000
sites already equipped with forecourt card readers,
and with the ultimate potential market in this sector
estimated to be 5,000 petrol stations. Other retail
establishments make up the total of some 2,500
terminals installed in Belgium.
 

Figure 4.4 The Belgian EFT market
 

 

Type Total installed base
of all terminals

bee 675
EFTPOS:oil sector 1326
EFTPOS:large retailers 23 (stores)

EFTPOS:small retailers 565
Source: Bancontact and Generale de Banque, 1985.

 

   
Total potential Projected installed

market estimated base 1990

5000 4000
83 hypermarkets 521 stores
438 supermarkets

10,000 checkouts
80,000 30,000
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The large-store market has been the mostaffectedSo far by the incompatibility between the two EFTPOSnetworks. Several chain stores are equipping a singlestore within their chain on

a

trial basis. The agree-ment between the two networks to interwork theirsystems may now helpthis market take off. Both net-works havealso installed several hundred terminalsin smaller shops, but the economic case for EFTPOSin this sector is more doubtful as, for example, theexperience of the Pauli chain of bookshops, describedon page 60, illustrates.
United Kingdom
A national scheme for on-line debit EFTPOSis beingdeveloped by the Committee of London ClearingBankers (CLCB), butit is not expected to be fullyOperational before 1988.In the meantime, a numberof services have been developed and trials are beingundertaken.
The Clydesdale Bank has installed terminals in 26petrol stations (the first was installed in 1982) andone supermarket. Three further trials have beenannounced: Barclaycard, the credit card company,with 1,000 terminals, initially at Brent Cross (nearLondon) and accepting credit cards only; MidlandBank, with 30 terminals at Milton Keynes; and theNational Westminster Bank, with terminals at 25petrol stations. In addition, the Anglia Building SocietyStarted

a

trial at the end of October 1985 with over100 terminals in Northampton.
Cresta, a small UK service supplier backed by BritishTelecom has recently launched a service calledTeletran, offering on-line authorisation and off-linedata capture for credit card transactions.
EFTPOSin fuelretailing has developed aheadofotherretail sectors. Some 300 petrol stations now haveEFTPOSterminals installed, mostly off-line systemsat sales offices used to handle credit cardtransactions (see Figure 4.5).
Off-line credit card-handling systems, downloadingtransaction details to the credit card companies viaBACS(the automated clearing-house for commercialbanks), are beginning to appear in other sectors.
 Figure 4.5 EFTPOSin UK fuel retailing

 

 Total fuel stations 25,000
Fuel stations suitable for EFTPOS 6,000 aCurrent total EFTPOSsites 300
Debit cardsites, on-line 26
Credit-card sites, on-line 53
Credit-card sites, off-line 220
 

Note: Estimate, August 1985.
 

Luxembourg
Luxembourg is well advanced in terms of EFTPOS,with Crédit Européen operating an EFTPOS systemfor both debit and Visa credit card transactions. Thesystem supports 200 on-line and 20 conventionaloff-line terminals, and theinstallation of a further 300off-line hybrid card terminalsis in progress, with some30 of these installed by mid 1985, making upthetotalof some 250 terminals installed at that time.

Scandinavia
The market for EFTPOS at petrol stations hasdeveloped in Norway, Sweden and Finland, althoughdiffering approaches havebeentakenin the differentcountries. Activity in other sectors has been limitedso far.

Overall, some 600 EFTPOSterminals are installed inNorway, the large majority in petrol stations. Twomajor oil companies, Shell and Esso, are operatingon-line systems using bank debit cards. Togethertheyserve some 200petrol stations. Norol, the other majorNorwegianoil company, operates anoff-line in-housecredit card system for 70 petrol stations.
In Norway, the IDA (the banks☂ data processingOrganisation), the PTT, and a numberof Norwegianbanks are also setting up a smart card EFTPOStrialin Lillestrom. A total of 36 POS terminals and 24 smartcard payphones are being installed.
The Norwegian commercial banks and savings bankseach have a jointly owned EFT network, and thedifferent networks now interwork, giving Norway thebasis for a national EFTPOS service.
In Sweden, some 1,000 to 1 ,900 terminals have beeninstalled by oil companies, and they accept creditcards and in-house debit cards. Thus, Esso hasdeveloped an in-house debit card scheme Operatingat 164 petrolstations, and Shellis now following suit.In addition, an on-line trial system comprising some400 terminals has been installed, covering differentretail sectors in large cities. However, in Swedenmostretail payments are madein Cash, providinglittleincentive for EFTPOS development.
Denmark is developing a national EFT servicecoordinated by PKK,the national bank Card company.Some 600 EFTPOSterminals are installed and currentplans envisage a total of some 10,000 by 1988.Although the PKK coordinates the system, terminalsare ordered by and available from the PTT. Theterminals are manufactured by Great NorthernTelecom.At present, only bank cards are accepted,but the system will be Openeduptoall types of card.
In Finland, EFTPOSis still in its very early stages,
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although a small number of credit authorisation
terminals (less than 100) have beeninstalled, and an
EFTPOStrial was carried out in 1983/84. But savings
panks and cooperative banks have now cometo an
agreement and are expected to develop an EFTPOS
network.

Germany
In Germany, the banks and savings institutions are
cooperating with the Gesellschaft flr Zahlungs-
systeme (GZS), an organisation whichis responsible
for organising the development of EFTPOS on a
national basis. Activity is at present limitedto trials:
a small trial using off-line operation in Munich with
just 17 terminals has been joined this year by an on-
line trial in Berlin, where 100 terminals are to be
installed by the end of 1985, and another in Frankfurt,
where over 500 terminals will be connected over the
next two years. The Eurocheque cheque guarantee
card is being used in all cases.
In addition, the Deutsche Bundespost is conducting
a trial with 30 smart card pay telephones.

The Netherlands
The efficiency of the existing payments system in the
Netherlands has delayed interest in EFTPOS, but a
trial at about 60 petrol stations in the Eindhoven/
Tilburg region is plannedto start by early 1986, with
the participation of all the banks and a numberofoil
companies. The intention is that terminals will com-
bine on-line and off-line solutions.

Other European countries
Italy has come late onto the EFTPOS scene, but a
numberof trials are starting. Its major credit card
companies are planning a 1,500-terminaloff-line trial
and Bancomathas launched a 60-terminal on-line trial
using its ATM debit card. A 35-terminal smart card
trial was conducted in Bormio in Spring 1985 under
the auspicesof the Italian Bankers Association (ABI);
this trial was of limited duration and has been
discontinued.
A trial with over 1000 terminals is planned for 1986.
The terminals are to be installed in various types of
retail outlets located in six regions throughoutItaly.
The trial is open to banks linked into the Bancomat
ATM system,the objective being to take advantage
of the 3.2 million Bancomat cards in circulation in
Italy.

In Spain savings banks are running trials in Pamplona
and Madrid of 130 and 100 terminals respectively.
The Madridtrial is to be expanded to 1,000 terminals.

In Austria, for the last three to four years an EFTPOS
trial has been running in Salzburg, involving the
Salzburger Sparkasse and the Interspar chain of

<8. Partners Limited
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supermarkets. However, under the umbrella of GABE
(Geldausgabe Automation Services), which runs the
Bankomat network of ATMs, the Austrian banks have
started pilot trial in December 1985, beginning with
the installation of a Nixdorf terminal at a railway
station in Vienna. The system will be supported by
all the major Austrian banks.
In Switzerland, only some 20 terminals have so far
been installed at petrol stations (eg Shell, Migrol), but
the number is expected to rise. The Swiss are
planning a large trial and have set up a working party
consisting of the banks, the PTT and a numberof
retailers to evaluate alternatives. The system is
expected to start before 1990.

The Americas
EFTPOSservices are being developed in countries
in both North and South America.
In the USA, the MasterCard MAPP credit card net-
work supports some 28,000 terminals. ATM networks,
eg the lowa Transfer System and Network Exchange,
are also connecting EFTPOSterminals, andretailers,
notably someoil companies, are installing their own
systems.
In Canada, the Hudson Bay Company has 300 stores
on-line for credit card transactions, and small debit
EFTPOStrials are under way. In Brazil, about 150
petrol stations now use EFTPOS.

Australasia
Australia appears to be embracing EFTPOS enthusi-
astically, with some 1,400 terminals now operating.
Of these, the Westpac and Commonwealth Banknet-
works, which have now reached an interworking
agreement, account for some 1,200. A national
standard has been agreed for terminals, but the
principles for network sharing on a national basis are
still being discussed. Non-bank institutions such as
building societies are also interested in participating
in a national network.

In New Zealand, three EFTPOS schemesare being
developed, by the Bankers Association, Trusteebank,
and EFT (an independent network operator part
ownedby Fletcher Challenge, one of New Zealand☂s
largest companies).

Far East
In Hong Kong the 29 major banks have organised an
EFTPOStrial to last until the end of 1985. The ☁Easy
Pay System☂ has 270 terminals installed in 100 shops
owned by some40different retail organisations. The
system accepts both debit and credit cards but at
present provides only transaction authorisation and
not data capture for credit cards.
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In Singapore, an EFTPOSpilot, ☁Network for Elec-tronic Transfers☂ (NETS), has been launched byfivemajor banks, with 65 terminals installed in 30 retailestablishments of the twelve retailers who are par-ticipating. Ten thousand customers have been issuedwith suitable debit cards.
A numberoftrials are also taking place in Japan,some using smart card technology.

PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS
Which suppliers are active in the EFTPOS market?Whatkinds of products do they offer? How is themarket segmented in terms of requirementsfor equip-ment? And howisit likely to develop? Theseareallquestions of concern to both users and suppliers ofEFTPOSand are addressedin this section. Theinfor-mation is based on a survey of 25 major suppliersundertaken for this study.
Characteristics and segmentation of theequipment market
Several conclusions about the market for EFTPOSequipment emergefrom our researchin termsofitssegmentation, maturity and product requirementsindifferent retail sectors.
National market segmentation and differencesinmarket maturity
The marketis clearly segmented along nationallines.Within each country EFTPOSis being coordinated ona national basis, or, alternatively, banks andretailerswith national network coverage are takinginitiatives.There has been some discussion at internationallevelon the need to allow customers to use their bankcards outside their country of origin, and multinationalequipment suppliers are seeking to sell equipmentworking to the same proprietary standards in anumberof countries. However, the impact of thesehomogenising trends onthe overall picture has beena minor one sofar.
In most European countries the market for EFTPOSequipment has not yet developed beyond thetrialinstallation stage. Theinstalled base of equipmentissmall, and although the scale of trials may beexpected to increase, in most cases plans for fullcommercial service still have to be finalised. Inparticular, the specification of the equipment to beused and the technical standards to whichit will haveto conform have yet to be agreed upon.
The exceptions to these general observations areFrance, Belgium and Luxembourg. Here, EFTPOSisa commercialreality in most sectors, except perhapsamong small retailers, where it has yet to proveitscommercialviability.

In the UK andin Scandinavian countries, commercialEFTPOS services have developedin fuel retailing,albeit in different forms in each case. In the UK therequirement now is predominantly for credit cardhandling, accounting for some 90% of currentEFTPOSinstallations. Of credit cardinstallations most(80%) are off-line. Almost all EFTPOSterminals arehousedin the sales office; however, there are about30 experimental forecourt card readers.
In Norway, Esso and Shell operate bank card debitsystems,but the third large Norwegianoil company,Norol, and all companies with EFTPOSfuel stationsin Sweden use EFTPOSoff-line for their in-housecredit card schemes. Extensive use is made offourcourt card readers in Norway and Sweden,butEFTPOS payments may also be madein the salesoffice to encourage sales of other goodsas well asfuel.
Differences in product requirements betweenretail sectors
There are differences betweenretail sectors in termsof both market development and product require-ments. The fuel retailing sector has the highestpenetration of EFTPOS systemsin most countries.Supermarkets and hypermarkets have also takenEFTPOSinitiatives to a significant degree. In Franceand Belgium, a broader spread ofretailers, albeitpredominantly large ones, have begun to use EFTPOSsignificantly.
The differences in product requirements betweensectors depend on the constraints placed by thebanks on the waytheserviceis implemented. Wherethey insist on complete separation betweenretailpoint-of-sale systems and electronic funds transferequipment(except perhapsfor a connection at cashregister or store controller level to allow purchasetotals to be transferredto the funds transfer system),EFT terminals must stand alone, and thereis rela-tively little scope for differentiation to suit differentretail sectors. However, general types of configura-tion for in-store EFT equipment have evolvedto suitthe requirements of petrol stations and largeretailestablishments. (Further variations may be antici-pated when EFTPOS begins to make headwayinother sectors, where requirements arelikely to differyet again.)
A typical EFTPOS configuration for a petrol stationis shownin Figure 4.6. This kind of layout, with EFTintegrated with POS functions, is the most commonin the UK and Scandinavia. The card readers mayincorporate pinpads if PINs are being used forverification. In Belgium, however, forecourt cardreaders usually operate as self-contained EFTPOSterminals.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show two possible EFTPOS
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 Figure 4.6 Typical configuration for a petrol station
EFTPOS system
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Figure 4.8 Separate EFT and POS systemsin a large
retail establishment
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Figure 4.7 Integrated EPOS/EFT system for a largeretail specification may be either a retailer or a bank, and

establishment ta oe . oodles A vestheir differing priorities are reflected in system design
requirements. Retailers tend to prefer integrated
approaches. But for a banking organisation (which
may subsequently sell, rent or loan terminals to

i] er 2 = retailers) security considerations dictate a preference
for separate solutions. These different priorities may

I I also bereflectedin criteria used to choose a supplier,
depending on whether the retailer or the bank has
the ultimate say.

Store 7
Cash processor Suppliers

ee eee Supplier activity in the EFTPOSfield also reflects the
Card Pinpac fragmentation of the market along nationallines. In
pacer : most countries, national companies are taking the

Externalline to 4 A Mf
data collection lead, in particular where EFTPOS developmentis

Printer centre being nationally coordinated or where the banks are

 

configurations for a large retail establishment. Figure
4.7 shows an integrated EFT and EPOS system such
as might be suitable, for example, for an in-house
credit card operation. In this and the other con-
figurations described in this section the card reader
and receiptprinter are often integrated with the cash
register terminal (or EFT terminal, where applicable).

Figure 4.8 shows a configuration where separation
between POS and EFT systems has been ensured.
Purchase values may be communicated from the
cashregister to the EFT terminalif a link between
the twois provided, or they may have to be rekeyed
into the EFT system. The two system configurations
illustrated represent extremes, and intermediate
approachesare also possible.

Cox & Partners Limited
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taking the initiative. Examples are Nixdorf in
Germany, Olivetti in Italy, and a numberof domestic
manufacturers in France. ICL, Racal and Fortronic
are prominent in bank-driven systems in the UK, as
Prodata, Cableprint and GTE/ATEAare in Belgium.
Whereretailers are taking the initiative, established
retail suppliers, notably IBM and NCR and the
Scandinavian suppliers of petrol station equipment,
are prominent.

EFTPOSis still a new market, and equipment
suppliers are converging on it from a numberof
different product areas, notably banking systems,
retail systems and communications products (see
Figure 4.9 overleaf). The extent to which their
approach to EFTPOSreflects their prior experience
is notable, and at present they appear strongest at
selling to their existing client base, rather than to new
customers.
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Two main factors complicate an analysis of thesupplier market. First, most EFTPOS systemscomprise a number of components, and somesuppliers specialise in certain components, as wellas supplying complete systems. For example,Ericsson specialise in pinpads, whichthey sell for usein conjunction with products from other suppliers aswell as incorporating them in their own products.

In addition, point-of-sale system products, where mostof the functions are implemented in the software,differ little between EFT and non-EFT applications. Ofthe installed base of about 500 Edacom 10 point-of-sale terminals in UK fuel stations, about 220 are usedin the communicating, EFT, mode but the remainder

could be upgraded through software modificationsand the addition of a cardwipe and modem.
Therefore, numbers of EFT terminals currentlyinstalled do not necessarily reflect either theremaining potential market or the currentinstalledbase of specific products. Most suppliers of largePOS systems now offer cardwipes and claim EETCapability, at least for in-house card systems.However, our emphasis in compiling a list of EFTequipmentsuppliers has been on those who accountfor a significant number of EFT installations. Withthese qualifications, we provide in Figure 4.10

a

listof major suppliers active in the EFT equipmentmarket, their primary markets, and the Principal typesof products they supply.

 Figure 4.9 Related product offerings of EFTPOS system suppliers

Supplier
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Notes:
1. Crouzet produces automatic vending equipment
2. Ericsson also have connectionswith Autotank. a wholly owned subsidiary,
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3. Cableprint is a Subsidiary of the ASLK bank of Belgium.4. ICL is now a subsidiary of STC, who Produce authorisation telephones
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Figure 4.10 Major EFTPOS equipmentsuppliers active in European and other countries

 

   
   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

Company Primary markets Products Comments |

♥♥ Scandinavia, Belgium Forecourt card reader Wholly owned subsidiary of Ericsson

Bull France Smart cards, smart card EFT terminals, smart
|card certifiers

Burroughs Australia, New Zealand [ert systems | use CSEEterminals |

Cableprint Belgium | Forecourt card reader, EFT terminal, pinpads Subsidiary of ASLK bank. Distributed by
Ambitron in UK.

Casio Japan, US Smart cards |

CKD France Smart/stripe EFT terminal

Cresta UK Credit card EFT terminal Rented through British Telecom as part
of an on-line service package

Crouzet France EFT terminal with pinpad, smart card EFT
terminal, portable EFT terminal, smart card pay
phone

CSEE France, Australia, New

|

EFT terminal, petrol-station EFT terminal, mixed-

|

Products distributed by Burroughs in Far
Zealand, Hong Kong card EFT terminal East

Dresser Wayne

|

Scandinavia Petrol-station systems, forecourt card reader Systemsincorporate Datapoint 1560 mini
(Ljungmans) as station processor, Edacom 10 cash

terminals

Edacom Scandinavia, UK POS systems with EFT capability Primary market fuel retailers

Electronique France EFT terminals, smart card EFT terminals,
| Serge Dassault POS/EFT systems, authorisation telephones
|| Ericsson Europe, Australia Pinpads, authorisation telephone, EFT terminal,
| store EFT controller
Flonic France, Luxembourg Smart card payphone, smart cards, smart card
Schlumberger EFT terminals, mixed card EFT terminals

Fortronic UK, Far East | EFT terminal with pinpad Distributed by ICL in Far East

GAO | Germany | smart cards
GTE/ATEA Europe, US | Authorisation telephone, EFT terminal, pinpad Joint venture with Ferranti in UK

IBM US, Europe EFT terminals, store controllers, POS/EFT
systems

ICL UK, South East Asia POS/EFT systems

NCR US, Europe POS/EFT systems

Nixdorf Germany, Scandinavia, EFT terminals, POS/EFT systems
UK| ee

Olivetti Italy EFT terminals, EFT/POS systems

Omron Far East, Australia EFT terminal, authorisation telephone, POS/EFT    

  

Philips France, Holland
systems
 

Smart cards, smart card EFT terminals, mixed-
card EFT terminals, petrol-station EFT terminals
 

 

 

     Prodata Belgium EFT terminals, petrol-station EFT terminals, EFT
store processors

Racal UK, Australia, EFT terminal with pinpad, authorisation telephone
Scandinavia, Far East

RTC UK Petrol-station EFT terminal, POS systems with
EFT capability

Siemens Germany Smart card payphone

[Toshiba Japan Smart cards, smart card EFT terminal
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THE MARKET FOR SMARTCARDSAND SMART-CARD-RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
Smart card technology is now emerging from thedevelopmentphase.Its development and useis ledby France, where ambitious plans have beenlaiddown,but the technologyis also being tested in othercountries.
The French banks have set up a consortium, theGroupement Carte Bancaire,to exploit smart cardtechnology, and have drawn up ambitious plans tointroduce smart cards nationwide over the next fouryears. They are planning to issue over 16 millioncards supplied by Bull and Philips at an average priceof $2.94 per card (see Figure 4.1 1). The first stage,to take place in 1985/1986,calls for the distributionof 3 million cards in four regions, Britanny, Normandy,Lyon and the Cote d'Azur. The plans also envisageprocuring 70,000 EFTPOSterminals, to accept bothsmart and magnetic stripe cards, and 300,000certifiers. (These are small stand-alone devicescosting about $50 each which checkthe PIN enteredby the customer against the number storedin thecard and display a confirmatory code for recordingon a paper receipt by the retailer and subsequentchecking by the bank.)
The French PTT is also investing in smart cardtechnology for its public telephones andfor use inconjunction with its videotex service. It is installingsmart card payphonesata rate of 15,000 per annum,a process whichstarted in late 1984, and has ordered500,000 prepaid memory cards and 350,000 intelli-gent cards. It has also ordered 50,000 card readersfor connectionto its Minitel videotex terminals, to beavailable from end-1985 at a monthly rental of some40 FF ($6).
Outside France, smart cards are being evaluatedintrials in Germany, Italy and Norway. The cards arealso being tested in Japan.
Mostsignificant perhapsfor the future of smart cardsis the fact that the international credit card Organ-isations Visa and MasterCard are evaluating them.MasterCard are planning twotrials in the US withsmart cards supplied by Bull and Casio.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTSIN EFTPOS
TECHNOLOGY
Technical and product developments over the nextfew yearsarelikely to be characteristic of a maturingmarket, and most suppliers do not anticipate radicaldevelopments.In fact, the view among suppliers wehave talked to is that consumers, banks andretailersnow need to catch up with the capabilities of thetechnology that already exists.

 Figure 4.11 The smart card programmein France
 

Over 12 million smart cards have been ordered from Bull,according to the following programme:
200,000 in 1985

3,000,000 in 1986
4,000,000 in 1987
5,000,000 in 1988

A further 4 million are to be ordered from Philips
 

 

As EFTPOS movesfrom trials to full commercialservice, a greater consensus on market requirementsand product definitions is likely to emerge. Thisprocesswill be encouraged by suppliers interestedin minimising the numberofdifferent productsin theirrange and maximising the volume of each sold, andit will also be eased by the developmentof standards.One major area of diversity at present is securityrequirements. Thevariety of requirements is likely tobe lessened as banksandretailers understand andspecify their requirements with greater certainty.
Terminals arelikely to develop in the direction ofgreater programmability and modularity to providemore flexibility for different and changing require-ments. In particular, debates on the relative meritsof on-line andoff-line operation and on the need forseparation between EFT and POS equipmentare farfrom resolved, but the trendsin equipment develop-mentarelikely to make them less important. Alreadythe more sophisticated terminals can be adaptedrelatively easily to on-line or off-line working, and amodular approachin which interfaces between POSand EFTfunctions are carefully designed should per-mit retail information and bank security requirementsto be more easily reconciled.
Given these trends, the marketis likely to see theemergence of equipmenttailored to specific retailsectors, as has already happened forfuel retailing.Equipmentintegrating other automated POS functions(for example bar-code reading) with EFT shouldincreasingly become available. Where practicable,the emphasisislikely to shift towards transaction datacapture and utilisation; credit authorisation appli-cations will be supplemented by transaction datacapture, and retailers are likely to require a singleentry of the nonsecure elements of the transactiondetails, to serve both EFT andretail managementpurposes.
As regards prices of EFT terminals, it is the generalConsensus amongsuppliers that these will stabilise.Increases in production volume should cause pricesto fall, but market inertia is likely to preclude the100,000-unit production runs which would allowsubstantial economies of scale to be achieved,for
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some time to come. If increased production volumes
are accompanied by a demandfor both additional
security and increasing numbersof other features,
a significant net reduction in prices is unlikely to
result.

EFTPOS MARKET FORECASTS
In this section we present our market forecasts for
EFTPOS. We forecast markets for communicating
EFTPOSterminals,ie all funds transfer devices at the
point of sale with a communications capability.

Webase our forecasting assumptions on two main
factors: the structure of the retail market and an
analysis of the market propensity for EFTPOS in a
particular country.
The structure of the retail market
Figure 4.12 provides the numberof retailers in various
European countries. As we have discussed on page
37, the structure of the retail market differs from
country to country in terms of the numbersof outlets
of different types and their size. For example, in
Germany or the United Kingdom the ratio of the
numberof shops to the numberofinhabitants is low,
the average shopis relatively large, and the pro-
portion of outlets operated by large multiple retailers
is high. By contrast, in some countries, such asItaly,
there are a very large number of shops, and small
independent retailers predominate.

Onthe basis of our research we assumethatfor the
next five years EFTPOS terminals will be installed
almost exclusively in hypermarkets, department
stores andretail outlets belonging to large multiple
 

Figure 4.12 Numberofretail outlets in different
European countries
 

 

 
Numberofretail

County establishments
Austria 41,000
Belgium 111,000
Denmark 51,000
Finland 38,000
France 615,000
Germany 413,000
Italy 909,000
Netherlands 91,000
Norway 33,000
Spain 391,000
Sweden 66,000
Switzerland 60,000

|_UK 350,000  
 

groups,ie retail organisations operating ten outlets
or more. This will include supermarkets, variety
stores, petrol stations and food and non-food
multiples. This implies that the take-up of EFTPOSin
small multiple groups and independentretailers lags
behind the large multiples by several years. In
Belgium, however, becauseof the advancedstate of
the market, we expect EFTPOSto begin to establish
itself among smaller retailers as well towards the end
of our forecasting timeframe. In France we expect
this segment of the market to be taken by non-
communicating smart card certifiers. (We have
discussed the smart card certifiers in more detail on
page 46.)
In Figure 4.13 we therefore present the numbers of
retail outlets in each country which representthe total
potential market for communicating EFTPOS
terminals (ie the market ceiling) within our forecasting
horizon. These include the typesof retailer we have
indicated in the previous paragraph. Barring a small
numberof exceptions, earliest installations are and
will continue to be those byfuel retailers and by the
largest retail outlets. But we assumethat after the
first two years, as the market matures,there will be
no marked differences betweenthe retail sectors☂
multiple groupsin their propensity to install EFTPOS.

The second column in Figure 4.13 shows the
estimated average numberof pointsof sale perretail
outlet in the sectors that represent the potential
market. These numbers also reflect the character-
istics of national retail markets. For example, retailing
in Spain has developed from small independent out-
lets to hypermarkets and large self-service stores,
bypassing the intermediate stage of variety and chain
 

Figure 4.13 Potential marketceiling and average number
of terminals per establishmentin different
European countries
 

 

Potential market |Average numberof|
ceiling points of sale per

(establishments) |establishmentin
Country potential market
Austria 12,800 29
Belgium 35,500 AS:
Denmark 14,600 2.9
Finland 6,300 3:9)
France 63,500 24
Germany 45,000 4.0
Italy 22,800 3.6
Netherlands 14,300 3.4
Norway 5,400 3.9
Spain 3,200 78
Sweden 10,800 3:9
Switzerland 13,300 29
UK 55,000 3.4    
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stores. The retail outlets in Spain which have thepotential to adopt EFTPOSin the next five years,although few in number,are therefore, on average,very large in terms of numberof points of sale. Onthe other hand, the low average numberof points ofsale perretail outlet in Belgium reflects our assump-tion that the potential marketin that country includessome smaller outlets.

Market propensity for EFTPOS
There are certain factors which influence the extentto which anyparticular country is ready for EFTPOSdevelopment, which we have discussed under theheading ☁Reasons underlying the differences inEFTPOS development☂ on page 36.
To recapitulate briefly, curren: paymenthabits affectthe potential size of the market, in that a countrywhere payments by cheque and credit card arecommon, EFTPOS is likely to be more readilyadopted. Also, the national banking environmentina country may be more,or less, favourable than inothers.

 Figure 4.14 Estimated time lags between France andother European EFTPOS markets

Austria

Belgium :

Denmark

 

Finland

Germany

 

Italy

 

Netherlands Fé

 

Norway

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK 
Time lag behind France (numberof years)

 

bla

Predisposing factors are technological sophisticationamong the banks, a market composedofrelativelyfew large banks, and a mode of market conductwhich is either strongly competitive (to generatecompeting networks) or strongly cooperative (toproducea shared network). The availability of nationalEFTPOSserviceswill undoubtedly encourage marketgrowth, but will by no meansbethe sole determinantof market propensity.
Onthe basis of these factors we have estimated thetime lags between France, the most developedEuropean EFTPOS market, and the other countries,as measuredbythetimeit will take them to reachan equivalent level of penetration of the potentialmarket. The time lags are presented in Figure 4.14.

The forecasting model
Figure 4.15 shows our forecasting model inschematic form. The take-up of new applications ininformation technology, as measured by thepercentage penetration of the potential market, tendsto follow a pattern of growth represented by thelogistic, or S-curve. Curvesfor different countries areoffset by the amountof the time lag between them.

The forecast
Our forecast of the European market for EFTPOSterminals to 1990 is shownin Figure 4.16. Figure 4.17gives country-by-country forecasts for EFTPOSterminals for 1990, while Figure 4.18 gives theproportions of the European market accounted for bydifferent countries in 1985 and 1990.

 Figure 4.15 The forecasting model
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Figure 4.16 Forecast of the installed base of EFTPOSterminals in Europe Figure 4.17 Country-by-country forecasts for EFTPOS
terminals for 1990
 

 

 
400
380 Numberof

establishments Total terminals
360 adopting EFTPOS
340

| 320 4 Austria 2,400 7,000
300 Belgium 21,000 27,000

Installed base 280 4
of EFTPOS 260 4 Denmark 4,200 12,000
terminals .(thousands) 240 4 Finland 1,900 7,400

220 France 63,000 132,000200
180 Germany 8,600 34,000
160 Italy 5,600 20,000
140
i Netherlands 2,700 9,200
100 4 Norway 2,400 9,400
80 Spain 1,000 7,80060
40 Sweden 3,300 13,000
20 Switzerland 4,000 12,000
0
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 UK 14,000 48,000

pea Total 134,100 338,800|    
 Note: Forecasts are for the status at the beginning of each year.
 

 

Figure 4.18 Geographic breakdownoftheinstalled base of EFTPOSterminals
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CHAPTER 5
EFTPOS: THE USER EXPERIENCE

Full commercial EFTPOS implementations, asopposedtotrials, are still in their infancy. Enoughpractical experience has, however, been gained frombothtrials and full servicestoillustrate the practicalissues and to spotlight problem areas.
Different goals drive EFTPOSin different countriesand retail sectors, as we have discussed in thepreceding chapters. Thesedifferences are inevitablyreflected in approaches to, and experiences with,implementation. The case histories we have chosenillustrate the range of contexts in which EFTPOS isbeing used, approaches taken by different organ-isations, the benefits achieved and the problemsencountered.
Wereview eleven casehistories of EFTPOS imple-mentations in Europe, the US and Australia. Sevenof these describe the experiences of retailersinstalling EFTPOS, and four are of banks and otherfinancial organisations offering EFTPOS services.
The bank and financial institution case histories wedescribe are:
♥ Crédit Européen (CE), Luxembourg. CE, a medium-sized bank, has tried several types of EFTPOStechnology in tailoring its service to marketrequirements.
♥Bancontact, Belgium. Bancontact has identifiedthe priorities for a bank EFTPOS network: in acompetitive environment.
♥Clydesdale Bank, Scotland, and the Northern Co-Operative Society (Norco). Clydesdale☂s trialEFTPOSinstallation in a Norco supermarketillus-trates the benefits andlimitations that are evidentin many EFTPOStrials.
♥Wesipac,Australia. Deregulation and geographyinfluenced Westpac☂s decision to establish anationwide EFTPOSservice.
The retailer case histories are:
♥ Publix, Florida, USA. Publix supermarkets havedemonstrated that taking over banking operations

can beprofitable to a retailer.

♥Hy-Vee, lowa, USA. A bank-provided EFTPOSsystem can also bring benefits to the retailerwithout the headachesof network management.
♥GB-Inno-BM (GIB), Belgium. GIB☂s EFT and in-housecard strategies for their Maxi hypermarketsare closely interlinked, and, faced with twocompeting EFTPOS networks, they have decidedto reducetheir reliance on the banks byinstallingtheir own EFTPOS system.
♥ Pauli Bookshops, Belgium. Pauli is a good exampleof a small retailer pioneering EFTPOSapplications.
♥Dart Oil and Centrefile☂s PISCES system, UK. Arelatively basic EFTPOS service can payforitselfvery quickly, as is demonstrated by the Dart Oilexperience.
♥Esso, Belgium. The fuel retailing market is one ofthe few in Belgium in which EFTPOSis relativelywell established. Esso hopesfor increased salesfrom 24-hour opening, made possible by use ofERTROS!
♥Mobil, USA. Mobil has developed a careful cost/benefit approach to EFTPOS,andit expects dif-ferent benefits from debit and credit EFTPOSapplications.

LESSONS EMERGING FROM THE CASEHISTORIES
Someoverall lessons emerge from the casehistories.
@ The cost/benefit picture is much moreattractivefor large retailers than for small ones. For smallerretailers, cost savings are more difficult to achieve,although they maygaininitial marketing advant-ages from offering EFTPOS. Larger retailers havemuchgreater power when negotiating with banksOver services and charges.
@ A national EFTPOS schemeis not necessarily aprerequisite for success. However, unless and untilindividual competing EFTPOS schemes agree tointerwork, success will be piecemeal andfullacceptancebyretailers will be hindered.
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@ Retailers can achieve the greatest control over confidential code (his PIN) and may demand a receipt
EFTPOSif they operate their own in-house sys- on the spot.
tems. However, initial investment for such systems
is high and their market appeal will be limited, Technically, the system was a success, and the bank
unless third-party, as well as in-house, cards are feels that it greatly enhancedits skills in electronic
supported. moneytransfer systems. The system also promoted

@ Effective marketing of the service and adequate CE☂s standing in ie ieneplace SSIPOOeee
training for staff working at the point of sale are audiiciwatacoking pang Conmerealy: Howevercritical to the success of any EFTPOSservice. the system wasonly a limited success:the tendency

of customers to forget their PIN, the low overall
@ Many systemsstill suffer from technical short- number of terminals, the low numberof Visa cards
comings that prevent the benefits of EFTPOS from in circulation at that time, and the reluctance among
being fully realised. In particular, long response suppliers to provide competitively priced equipment
times, reliability problems and a lack of standards greatly reduced the appealof the system from strict
mean some systemsarelessattractive to retailers commercial point of view.
and customers than they might be.

PhaseII: The VISA PHONE|
The bank, therefore, opted for a new generation of
telephone-based terminals produced by GTE/ATEA (a

eeSTORIES large Belgian supplier, subsidiary of GTE), enhanced
Crédit Européen ♥ A medium-sized bank☂s and adapted by the bank☂s own data processing
AiBHipE fo exploil. EFTPOS. to achieve service company. The system, which combinescredit
eepetitive Eiantece authorisation and data capture, is not PIN-based but

has several advantages:
The Crédit Européen (CE), founded in 1960, is a
medium-sized bank operating in the Grand Duchyof ♥The average time required for a transaction is
Luxembourg (where it has some 13 agencies) and in reduced from 1 minute, using conventional
Belgium.In addition, the Crédit Européenis the sole methods, to 30 seconds.
local representative for the Visa card, which is: ♥Thesystemis on-line, which considerably reducesLuxembourg☂s most popular credit card. the risk of fraud.

The bankfirst decided to develop an EFTPOSsystem agnornational Visaleatas) ean peraccepled:
in 1979, even though there wasat that timelittle ♥lt is designed as an open system, and could, in
specialist knowledge and no suitable hardware, and principle, be used for non-Visa cards as well.
no such systems were in operation from which
experience could be gained. Nevertheless, the bank The Crédit Européen charges about 1,110 Luxem-
decided to go ahead, mainly for the following reasons: bourg francs (about $20) per month for each terminal,
&) PA EN a and a small fee per transaction. Telephone callIt expected EFTPOSto provideit with a competitive Sharces arerecditional

advantage.
♥lt intended to provideits staff members with the

relevant skills for the impending technological
revolution in the banking industry.

Overall, the system has proved to be very popular
with retailers, and todayit is linked to some 200ter-
minals in various retailing sectors. It was also

♥lIt wanted to align the objectives of equipment introduced in Belgium, whereit is used for the Visa
suppliers more closely with its own objectives. operations of the bank☂s Belgian subsidiary.

Clearly, and as the bankitself acknowledges, the However, there are two basic disadvantages of the
initial decision was not an accountant☂s decision, but system, especially for fast-turnover businesses.
an entrepreneur☂s decision. ♥Although transaction time has been reduced from

1 minute to 30 seconds, this maystill be toolong
for some categories of businesses, such as
hypermarkets, which require fast throughput of

The Crédit Européen has since implemented several
different systems. The development path comprised
three distinct phases: customers.
Phase|: The first-generation POS system ♥In addition, the telephone chargepercall (one local
In 1980, the bank startedits first POS trials, and by call unit) may prove to be a heavy burden on the
July 1981 some 20 POSterminals were installed in already tight margins of some businesses, such
retail outlets and petrol stations;in this first system, as petrol stations, which operate in fiercely com-
whichis still in use today, the customerkeysin his petitive environments.
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PhaseIll: The VISA PHONEII
In order to overcomethese disadvantages,the CréditEuropéen is implementing a new system, the VISAPHONEII, which is being installed in over 300locations. The VISA PHONEII is based on equipmentdelivered by Flonic Schlumberger SA (a Frenchsupplier of EFT equipment), and has the followingcharacteristics:
♥ It is based onoff-line operation, with the exceptionof transactions paid for by international Visa cardsand those exceeding a preset ceiling. These twotypes of transaction use on-line operation.
♥Thepresetceiling amount changes daily.
♥Transactions falling below that amount arechecked on a random basis.
♥Eachterminal containsa list of 4,000 ☁oppositions☂(stolen or invalid cards), which is updated daily.
♥Each terminal can store up to 400 transactions,which are transmitted to the bank☂s dataprocessing system at a preset time during thenight.
♥Up to 15 dumb terminals can be connected toeach POS terminal.
Lessons of CE experienceOverall, the following lessons emerge from the CréditEuropéen EFTPOS experience:
♥An EFTPOSsystem evolves over a period of time,andit is necessaryto build up skills over thattime.A learning period may be required to identify thetechnology best suited to the market.
♥It is possible for a medium-sized bank to developa competitive EFTPOS system if it has thenecessary motivation and especiallyif it perceivesa likely long-term competitive advantage (eg theexclusive link betweenVisa and Crédit Européen).
♥ Different types of businesses tend to require verydifferent types of EFTPOS systems.
Bancontact ♥ A banking consortium operatingEFTPOSservices in a competitive environment
The Bancontact EFTPOSventureis one of the mostadvancedin Europe. Bancontactis an organisationformed by three large and 21 smaller Belgian banksto operate a shared EFT network. The Bancontactnetworkis one of two large competing networks inBelgium supporting ATMs and EFTPOS terminals, theother being Mister Cash. (In addition to these twomain EFT networks, the Belgian Post Office bankoperates the smaller Postomat ATM network.)
In mid-1985 Bancontact had equipped 1,025establishments with EFTPOS, outofa total Belgianmarket of 1,915 equipped establishments.

 

a
After competing with each other for some time,Bancontact and Mister Cash have agreedto alloweach other☂s cards to be used at their EFTPOSterminals; the transaction data will be switchedbetween the two DP centres as required.
Bancontact hasits own dedicated DP centre operat-ing on DEC equipment. On-line operations will beswitchedin early 1986 to Tandem equipment runningsoftware developed in-house. Batch operations,forthe transfer of transactions to the Chambre deCompensation (the Belgian interbank clearing-house),will continue to run on a DEC VAX.
In terms of marketing policy, Bancontact hasdeveloped separate marketing and pricing strategiesfor three retail sectors:
♥Large retailers.
♥Smaller retailers.
♥Fuelretailers.
Largeretailers
Bancontact offer three alternative system architec-tures for large stores (see Figure 5.1). Thefirst optionis for an EFT system completely independentof cashregisters or point-of-sale systems, and is suitablewhere cashregisters or point-of-sale systems alreadyinstalled or being purchased now donotoffer suitableinterfaces for interconnection. The shop assistantuses a separate cardwipe and keypad on which thetotal value of the purchase is entered. The secondandthird optionsallow for connection between POSand EFT systems for communication of Bancontactcard information and purchase amount. In thesecases, theretail system has cardwipes attached tocashregister terminals andinterfaces for communi-cating the information to the EFT system. In oneoption, the communicationlink is betweenthe cashregister and the pinpad,while in the other,it is at thestore processorlevel.
The EFT store processor was designed by Ban-contact and is manufactured for them by Prodata, alocal supplier. Bancontact manufacture the shopterminals and decoding black box themselves.Bancontact bear the cost of the store processor,which amounts to BF400,000 (around $7,600); theretailer pays BF1 ($0.02) per transaction: and theleasedtelephoneline costs BF5,600(about $100) permonth.
Current penetration of the service is largely in thebigger towns andincludes:
♥2 Delhaize supermarkets.
♥1 GB supermarket.
♥1 large Cora supermarket.
♥1 Makro supermarket.
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Figure 5.1 Three EFT system architectures offered byBancontactfor large stores
Option 1: EFT system independent of cash registers
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All these are considered by both network operators
as test cases. All the large retail chains had waited
for compatibility between the two EFT networks
before committing themselves substantially. After
extending their presencein theseretail chains, Ban-
contact☂s next objective will be to attract the smaller
and more numerous supermarkets of the same
chains.
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Smaller retailers
For smaller retail organisations, Bancontactoffer an
EFT terminal coupled to a Teledata phone provided
by the Beglian PTT and equipped with a card-reading
slot. Bancontactis not happy with this system, which
is slow and not very secure, and to date only some
200 have been installed. The retailer pays between
BF1,100 and 1,800 ($20 to $35) per monthto rent the
terminal, plus the price of a normaltelephonecall for
each transaction. At these prices, Bancontact con-
sider that EFT is a profitable proposition only for those
small retailers selling high-priced luxury items.

Fuel retailers
Forecourt EFT terminals for petrol stations have also
been developed and patented by Bancontact and they
are also manufactured by Prodata. The customer
inserts his card into the terminal and enters his PIN
and choice of petrol pump for authorisation before
filling up. When the petrol has been dispensed, the
amount and costis transmitted to Bancontact. The
customer can obtain a receipt on the spot if he
requires one. The EFT terminals can controlupto four
petrol pumps each.
Each EFT terminal averages 1,200 transactions per
month; this hasrisen to 2,000 per monthfor terminals
that have been installed for two years or more. EFT
payments account on average for over 30% of
turnoverin petrol stations where EFT is installed.

The costs to the petrol station operator are:
♥Thecost of the terminal.
♥Installation and maintenance charges.
♥A monthly fee of BF5,600 (about $107) which

covers connection to the network and thefirst
1,000 transactions per month.

♥BF3.25 ($0.06) per transaction for the 1001st to
the 3000th transaction.

♥BF2.5 ($0.05) per transaction for all additional
transactions.

Oil companies in Belgium have been willing to
undertake this investment because EFT enables them
to offer longer opening hours and hence generate
higher sales. Bancontact☂s strategy for this market,
which has givenit market leadership,wasto ally itself
with a leading oil company (Shell), which was quick
to introduce EFT atits petrol stations.
Security measures
Security has been a key element in Bancontact☂s
product strategy. Now that interworking of the
Bancontact and Mister Cash networks has been
agreed, competition between them will be on service
features, such as extra security. Bancontact feel that
a guarantee of payment will be a key competitive
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aspect of EFTPOSservicestoretailers: this requiresa high level of security in the EFT system, andBancontactfeelit has a competitive advantagein thisrespect.

Bancontact☂s approach to security is based on theseparation of retailing and EFT equipment. In thisrespectthey claim to differ from Mister Cash and alsofrom GB-Inno-BM (the Belgian retail organisationwhichis setting up its own EFTPOSsystem for bothretail and EFT systems). They also manufacture,supply, install and maintain the pinpad themselves.This enables them to ensurethatit meets their strictcriteria of both physical and logical security. Inaddition, since accountdetails encoded on the cardand the customer's PIN reside togetherin the pinpadand nowhere else (and it is these two pieces ofinformation together which enable counterfeit cardsto be produced), the pinpad is the elementin thesystem mostcritical to security. Bancontactfeel thatif it were provided by other suppliers, it would benearly impossible to trace the source of any leakageof this information.

Bancontactcite two further reasons for supplying EFTterminals themselves. They have upgraded theirsystem continuously over the pastfive years, and feelthat this would have been impossibleif they had hada number of suppliers, each producing equipmentwith different characteristics and limitations. Theyalso believe that if a number of suppliers wereproducing EFT terminals, the cost of testing thevarious types of equipment would be prohibitive.

A third element in Bancontact☂s approachto securityis to protect their ATM operations from securityproblemsarising with EFTPOS.Theydothis by usingdifferent tracks on the card for data relating to ATMand EFTPOStransactions. (ISO ♥ the InternationalStandards Organisation ♥ has specified a standardfor coding data on magnetic strip cards, defining theposition and function of three tracks on the Stripe.These tracks are commonly referred to as ISO neand 3, and Bancontact use ISO 2 for EFTPOS andISO 3 for ATMs.)

Bancontacthaveevolved their product and marketingstrategy for an environment with competing EFTnetworks, and they may be regarded as a prototypeby participantsin similar markets when they developelsewhere. Their approach to security may, however,require modification for interworking with othernetworks, let alone for a ☁multi-card, multi-card-issuer☂environment. Similar retention of the monopoly of theEFT terminal supply would probably be untenable fora nationally coordinated EFTPOSservice or for aservice provider with a de facto monopoly.
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Clydesdale Bank and Norco ♥ A pioneeringEFTPOS venture between bank andretailer
In February 1982 the Clydesdale Bank began anEFTPOStrial with two BPpetrol stationsin Aberdeen,UK. It has now expandedthetrial to 28 BP petrolstations and to the Northern Co-operative Society(Norco) supermarket in Aberdeen. Thetrial was thefirst on-line EFTPOStrial in the UK and, until the startof the Anglia Building Societytrial in NorthamptoninOctober 1985, it was the only debit EFTPOS schemein the country.

The Clydesdale Bank is the smallest of the threeScottish clearing banks. It has some 380 branchesin Scotland, three in the North of England and fourin London. It is a wholly owned subsidiary of theMidland Bank, one of the ☁Big Four☂ English clearingbanks. As a member of the Committee of LondonClearing Bankers,it is cooperating with the otherbanks in the development of plans for a nationalEFTPOS system.

The Clydesdale Bank has equippedall its tellingpositions with on-line counter terminals, which allowcustomers to withdraworpay in funds using a plasticcard, without writing a cheque or using a pay-in slip.The counter terminals and over 250 cash dispensersare connected by the Clydesdale Autobank NetworkSystem (CLANS), which provides an infrastructure onwhich the EFTPOStrial can be based.
In the long term, the bank sees EFTPOS as a wayof containing the increase in the volumeof chequesit has to handle. The current exercise was conceivedstrictly as a trial: the terminals supplied by Fortronic,a UK-based supplier of EFT equipment, are notpurpose-built point-of-sale terminals but a modifiedversion of the bank counter terminals.
The system accepts bank debit and credit cards fromthe Midland bank group (issued by the Midland,Clydesdale and Northern banks), their Accesscounterparts and National Westminster bank cards.Clydesdale has a high market share in those areaswhere the EFTPOSserviceis on offer. Its researchhas shown that where EFTPOS is available, itsubstitutes for 50% of Midland group cheques.
Norco (the Northern Co-operative Society) is a co-operative retailing society Operating in northeastScotland. Its 22-checkout Aberdeen superstore is theflagship of its food operation. By May 1984 three ofits checkouts were fitted with Counterplus EFTterminals. Norco also operates a petrol station nearthe store, which also uses Counterplus equipment,and there is an in-store Clydesdale ATM for use bycustomers. The Counterplus terminals accept bothdebit and credit transactions. At the Norco
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supermarket, EFTPOS now accounts for about 4%
of all transactions, or about 10%of all cheques.

As well as reducing cheque handling, Norco☂s
experience shows that checkout times have been
reduced with EFTPOS. The processing of the
payment is completed within four seconds. In
addition, the value of the average EFTPOStrans-
action is some 50%higher than those for the other
checkouts, so Norcoinstalled a fourth terminal on the
wines andspirits counter, where impulse purchases
have been found to be the mostsignificant.
The economics of the trial do not reflect the
economics of a fully commercial service. The four
terminals cost about £10,500 ($15,225). In addition,
Norco paid Clydesdale some £500 ($725) for
installation and training, and pay £1,500 ($2,175) per
annum for maintenance. Bank charges for EFTPOS
transactions are, however, half those for cheques,at
about 6 pence(8.7 cents) and 12 pence (17.5 cents)
respectively.
In the early days of the trial, Norco learnt some
valuable lessons not only about the technical aspects
but also about service marketing andstaff training.
The Counterplus checkouts could be used for all
ordinary kinds of payment transactions as well as
EFT, but staff noticed that at peak times they were
relatively lightly used, even when there were long
queues at the other checkouts, simply because
customers thought they were reserved for EFT debit
transactions. More attention has now beengiven to
explaining the service to customers at the point of
sale. Initial reliability problems with the terminals were
compounded by staff not following optimum
procedures for getting the fault rectified with the
minimum disruption of service, but these problems
have now been largely overcome.

The Counterplustrial is typical in demonstrating the
value andlimitationsof trials. They provide valuable
experience of the technical and other practical
aspects of EFTPOS,a guide to nonfinancial benefits
and an estimate of customer acceptance. The
financial picture is not, however, representative of the
economicsof full commercial service.

Westpac ♥ A new EFTPOS enterprise ina
deregulated environment
Participation in the Australian banking market has
until recently been heavily restricted by regulation;
there are only four national banks and a further bank
in each state. Recently, however, radical changes
have been madein the laws governing banklicensing,
and a large number of new banking licenses are being
awarded.Sixteen have so far been granted,and eight
more are expected to be issued soon. The changes
are markedly increasing the competitiveness of the
market.
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The distances to be spanned by a nationwide
organisation in Australia and the population
distribution make electronic banking particularly
attractive, and the big banks have the resources to
support the developmentof electronic services. As
a result, developments in EFTPOS, corporate cash
management and homebanking services have been
extremely rapid.
Westpacis one of the four major banksin Australia
with branches nationwide. Its motives in deciding to
provide an EFTPOSservice were twofold. EFTPOS
was seen asanattractive new servicein the context
of a marketing philosophyof increasing and improving
the range of services offered to the customer, and
it could reduce the cost of processing transactions
from 60 Australian cents ($0.40) per cheque to some
30 cents ($0.20).

The system started operation in 1984 and currently
consists of 1,010 terminals in Woolworth department
stores, grocery outlets and BP petrol stations
nationwide. The terminals are on-line, and handle both
debit and credit transactions. At present the system
supports two. magnetic stripe cards issued by
Westpac (the Westpac card, a debit card, and the
Westpac MasterCard, a combined debit and credit
card), as well as Commonwealth Bank cards.

The terminals are built by Ericsson to a Westpac
specification. Westpac☂s criteria in choosing their
supplier were theability to deliver a terminal built to
specification by the prescribed date, and price. The
Westpac specification has now been adopted as a
national standard for EFTPOS terminals.
Westpac☂s marketing strategy is unusualin thatit has
chosen to offer its service initially to only a small
numberof retailers. It feels that this is important to
allow Westpac to work closely with the retailers to
help define objectives in installing EFTPOS and
develop a strategy, so that the twoparties can arrive
at shared objectives and expectations of the system.
Westpac choseretailers with a nationwide presence
whowerelikely to generate a lot of traffic. EFTPOS
appeals to the retailers becauseofits potential for
reducing cash handling and its associated expenses,
and becauseit is an attractive new service which
could increase their market share.

After an initial free introductory service, retailers will
be charged a fee for each EFTPOStransaction.This
will be the same as is levied for cheques. Their
customers will face no additional charges either,
EFTPOS transactions will be treated like cheque
transactions for the purpose of calculating bank
charges. Customer acceptance is said to be good,
and transaction volumes are running at 250,000 a
month, or about 10 transactions per terminal per day.
Customers regard EFTPOSas a natural progression
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from ATMs, and value the opportunity to shop andobtain cash at the same time. Cash is issued fromthe sametills used for EFTPOS payments.
Westpac have now concluded an agreement with
Commonwealth Bank to exchangetransaction data,so that customers can use their Westpac cards atretailers whose terminals have been supplied by
Commonwealth Bank and vice versa. Authentication
is performed by the bank at which the accountis held,
and messages are switched to it by the banksupplying the terminal. The major Australian banks
generally support this approach to networking, but
other financial institutions favour a single national
switching system, perhaps operated by Telecom
Australia, through which all calls wouldinitially be
routed.
A major issue in the debate about whether other
financial organisations should have access to the
EFTPOS network is the guarantee of payment. BanksCurrently participating in the clearing process are
governed by the Banking Acts, which specify theratios to which they must operate and the reserves
they must carry. Other financialinstitutions seeking
to participate in EFTPOSare not bound by the samerules,so thatin principle they may be more exposedto financial risk and therefore less secure in theirguarantees of payment.

Westpac attribute the rapid growth of EFTPOS inAustralia to the bilateral approach in establishingagreements for the provision of service. Agreementsare drawn up betweenindividual banks and retailers,without the involvement of government agencies, thetelecommunications authority or any other parties.The sole constraint is the need to comply with the
national standard for terminals.
Westpacanticipate a numberof developments in themarketplace. Automatic EFTPOSpetrol dispensersare now appearing, and new suppliers are active inthe terminal market.In the long term, the smart cardis likely to have

a

role to play, but this is not likelybefore issues of cost, durability and standards areresolved.
The Westpac example offers a numberof messages
of broader applicability:
♥Thebilateral approach,with individual banks and

retailers concluding agreements, has undoubtedly
been a major factor in the rapid expansion of
EFTPOSin Australia.

♥In this context, EFTPOSterminal standards and the
switching of messages between banks have
allowed bank EFT networksto interwork and form
the basis of a national service.

♥Wesipac☂s strategy of providing EFTPOS service

aa
initially to only a few butlarge retailers has enabledit to achievesignificant market penetration rapidly,while providing a high level of supportto retailers.

♥Competitive initiatives by a single bank andterminal supplier have opened up the marketrapidly to others. Westpac☂s launchof the servicebased on their own terminal specification led tothis standard being adopted by other banks.Although the terminal wasinitially developed inconjunction with a single supplier, the standarditset now enablesothersto participate in providingEFTPOSservices.
Publix ♥ A dominantretailer using an ATMinfrastructure to develop EFTPOS
Publix is the dominant retail grocery supplier inFlorida, USA.It operates 290 stores and accounts for25% of the Florida food shopping market. Threeyears ago, Publix started installing ATMsinits stores,and it now operates 335 ATMs able to servecustomers of 1,000 banks and financialinstitutions,together with the network and processing facilitiesto support them.
Publix entered the ATM market for three main rea-sons: better customer financial services, moreefficient operation andthefailure of local banks toprovide adequate alternative facilities. Wages andsalaries in the US arestill commonly paid by cheque,and the fragmentation of the local banking market(few banks are able to support an extensive branchnetwork), coupled with the tendency to decentraliseshopping centresto local shopping malls, creates asubstantial demand for customers to be able todeposit and cash chequesin supermarkets. PublixSaw an opportunity to turn cheque cashing, frombeing an overhead, into a sourceof profit, and it nowcharges the banksas a result of providing the ATMservice, instead of paying them 7 cents per chequeto have the chequescleared.

The ATM network gave Publix a ready-madeinfra-structure to support EFTPOS,and in August 1984,preliminary installation of EFTPOS terminals began:42 stores were equipped by end-1985with

a

total of600 terminals. Only debit transactions are supported.The reasons for the decision to go ahead with theEFTPOS scheme knownas☁Presto!☂ were three:
♥Togain a competitive advantage by offering thealternative payment mechanism to customers asa new and convenient service.
♥To improve the efficiency of store operation byspeeding customersthrough the checkouts. Publixestimates that payment by cheque takes 1.5minutes, whereas the average EFTPOStransactiononly takes 30 seconds.
♥To reduce the costs of non-cashtransactions.
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Cheque handling currently costs Publix some 32
cents per cheque. The cost of a transaction on
EFTPOSis expected to be 5 to 10 cents. At present
between 60% and 75%of payments are made by
cheque, equivalent to between 50 million and 75
million transactions per year.

Thefirst year is being used to get the system off the
ground. The service has not yet been advertised, and
currently only 2-3%of transactions are handled by
EFT. However, usage is increasing by 15-20% per
month and Publix plans to provide Presto! in all its
stores by the end of 1986, with some 3,600 terminals.
It expects to see over half its payment transactions
handled by EFT by 1990.
NCR EFTPOS equipment has been chosen to make
integration with existing systems easier, and almost
all the stores are currently equipped with NCR 1780
ATMs, NCR scanning POSterminals and front ends.
However, IBM Series 1 processors with Quadstar
software handle the networking.
Thetotal cost of upgradingall stores to EFTPOSwill
be between $15 million and $20 million, only $3 million
of whichwill be for EFT equipmentat the point of sale
($10,000 per 12-checkout store). The networkis the
most expensive element of the system, but Publix
feelsit is important to keep this element underits own
controlin order to ensure standardsof service, which
is the key factor in determining its use by many
customers. Maintenancecosts are estimated at $18
per terminal per year.
Key issues
Publix sees the current key issues in its EFTPOS
system asstaff training and obtaining the required
quality of service from the banks. It emphasises that
aboveall it must be a positive customer service and
that therefore staff at the checkout need to be
involved and feel enthusiastic about it, in order to
encourage use by customers.
One of the major activities during the start-up period
has been the recruitment of new banks to on-line
operations, and 300 banks are currently participating.
The main hurdle to be overcome before serviceis
established on a full commercial basis is the
negotiation of pricing levels with the participating
banks.

The bank systems need to be tested to ensure that
downtime. is acceptably low, that transactions are
captured in valid form, and that response times are
satisfactory. Thirty-five seconds is allowed for the
bank system to respond to the Publix switch, before
the interchangeis timed out. Publix aims for 95%
network availability. However, they have found poor
telecommunications to be the major cause of down-
time on the ATM network.
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The developmentof the service by the retailer from
an in-store ATM service has made marketing rela-
tively simple, emphasising the increased convenience
of paying for groceries using the ATM card. The
presenceof in-store ATMsalso reduces the problem
of embarrassment at the checkout, as the customer
can check his account status at the ATM before
shopping.
Lessons of Publix☂s experience
A numberof clear messages emerge from Publix☂s
experience. Theretailer has takenthe lead in service
provision, and done so in a way which in marketing
terms represents a natural progression from previous
activities, giving it an excellent chance of success
with the customers. Factors specific to the US, and
perhapsevento Florida, have put Publix in this happy
position. In particular, the fragmentation and relative
☁backwardness☂ of the banks in an otherwise tech-
nologically sophisticated environment contrasts with
the market dominance of Publix and results in a
balance of power between banks and the retailer
whichdiffers considerably from the norm elsewhere.
Nevertheless, Publix still has some tough negotiations
to face overthe tariffs the banks will pay beforeit
can fully assess the benefits ofits initiative.
First with its ATM network and now with its own
EFTPOSservice operation, Publix has become heavily
involved in the provision of financial services. The
savings on cheque handling do not by themselves,
however, appear to cover the costs ofinstalling
EFTPOS.Thejustification lies, instead, in giving Publix
a competitive edge in its main line of business and
more efficient store operation, for better customer
service.
Finally, standards issues, blocking the development
of EFTPOSservices in some European countries, do
not seem to have hampered Publix in its implemen-
tation of the service. It has opted for a proprietary
solution to the problem of communications standards
for terminals connected to its network, using the
samesupplier for both ATMs and EFTPOS equipment,
and also for integrating EFT with point-of-sale
systems.The user-friendliness of the customerinter-
face has been an important design issue. One-off
solutions have been applied to the problem of estab-
lishing communications between the Publix system
and those of the participating banks.

Hy-Vee ♥ Incorporating EFTPOSinto traditional
retailing
The Hy-Vee supermarket chain in lowa, USA, has
pursued an approachdifferentfrom that followed by
Publix. This approach is designed to benefit from
EFTPOSwithout departing from traditional retailing
activities: the banks provide terminal equipment and
networking.
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Hy-Vee operatesa total of 153 supermarketsin six Hy-Vee☂s experience is notable in a number ofstates, but its 16 EFTPOSstores (with a total of some respects. It has managed to attain appreciable240 checkouts) are in lowa and they use the lowa benefits, including a reduction in bank charges, whileTransfer System (ITS), a network supporting ATMs leaving costs and responsibility for terminal provisionand EFTPOS which has been developed jointly by to the banks. It has beenfortunate,too, in being ablelowafinancial institutions and whose use is shared to integrate EFT with its point-of-sale equipment,by them. The bank providing the EFTPOS equipment because its POS supplier could also supply EFTvaries according to locality; in Des Moines, where Hy- equipment supported byITS.It has also learnt theVee has 11 EFTPOSstores,it is First Interstate. importanceof actively marketing EFT service at the
point of sale and the importance of commitment andThe store equipmentis all NCR-based, with NCR 2552 enthusiasm in the cashiers promotingits usage.scanning systems connected to NCR 8200 storeprocessors. Upgrading to EFT requires the addition ; eeof a 10-key pinpad and bankcard reader. Only debit cere oan large retailer developing Its own: systemtransactions are accepted. The system operates on-line, and the customer's accountis debited and Hy- GB-Inno-BM (GIB)is the largest retailer in Belgium,Vee credited the same day. accounting for 12%of all Belgian retail sales and
70%of large chain store sales. It operates 56 MaxiNCR EFTPOS equipmentwasinitially made available hypermarkets, 100 supermarkets, 80 Inno departmentto Hy-Vee ona pilot basis four years ago. The pilot stores and 75 petrol stations.phase is complete, and EFTPOS is now beingintroduced in other stores. EFT currently accounts GIB has been interested in the introduction offor about 10% of payment transactionsin the stores EFTPOS for a number of years, seeing the mainwhere it is installed. Only a minority of cheque benefits as lower error rates, faster checkout speedstransactions have been replaced by EFTPOS, but and the opportunity for more personalised service.there arestill over 200 transactions per day for which Consequently, it opened discussions with the Belgianthe worry of bad chequeshas been alleviated and banks on operating such a service. The banks,which yield substantial time savings at the checkout. however, developed two competing and mutuallyFor a period of time, congestion on the ITS network incompatible EFT networks (Mister Cash andand the consequent slow response time prevented Bancontact) supporting ATMs and EFTPOS,each withrealisation of these savings, but the capacity of the its Own bankcard, and the Post Office has yet anotherITS network is now being increased to solve the smaller ATM networkwith its own ☁Postomat☂ cards.problem.
GIB wished to avoid using terminals dedicated to onlyAn unexpected result of the Hy-Veetrials was that one of the bank cardsatits checkouts. It also plannedcustomers paying by debit card spend more on to introduceits own paymentcard, the Maxi card. Itaverage than other customers. Hy-Veealso found that therefore decided to develop its own system thattypical EFTPOS customers are younger(20-50 years would be capable of handling a range of cards andold) employed people. of interfacing with more than one network. It did thisin conjunction with its EPOS system supplier, NCR,Marketing the service at the point of sale has proved andin 1983 aninitial pilot system wasinstalled in theimportant. Illuminated signs have been displayed at Maxi hypermarket at Evere. By December 1984, 16the point of sale, but the cashiers play the most hypermarkets had been equipped for EFTPOS, usingimportant part in encouraging customers touse EFT. some 400terminals. The Maxi card is accepted inHy-Vee have found that peoplearereluctantto trust all these stores, and in addition the bank networksthe system initially, but become enthusiastic once have authorised elevenstores to accept Mister Cashthey haveusedit two or three times. Tying customers and one store to accept Bancontact cards. GIB planto Hy-Veeif they wish to pay by debit card is seen _to extend the system to all Maxi hypermarkets asas one of the most important benefits of the system. soon as possible.

Hy-Veehasrelatively few costs to offset against the A major issue in GIB☂s negotiations with the banksbenefits. The bank owns the EFT terminals, which has been the question of charges for their EFTPOScost about $2,500 per checkout, and it pays for Services. Banksin Belgium do not charge for chequeinstallation, communications and maintenance. The handling, but both bank networks levy charges forfinancial arrangements governing the use of the ITS EFTPOS.Given its own investmentin EFTPOS, GIBare such that the debited bank pays 10 cents per objected to paying fees to the banks, and it hastransaction, 6 cents of which goes to ITS, with the

♥

succeededin negotiating a progressive fee structureremainder being shared between Hy-Vee and its with Mister Cash, which reduces GIB payments tobank, so that the store also enjoys a reduction in bank zero if transactions exceed a monthly volume of

  

charges in addition to the other benefits gained. approximately half of what they are currently
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averaging with conventional media. In addition, GIB
shares some of the communications costs.

The in-store EFTPOS system (see Figure 5.2) has a
numberof distinctive features. The same pinpad and
cardwipe are used for all cards and to access the
different bank networks. For security reasons, and
to enable the addition of EFT to existing EPOS
systems, EFT is handled by a separate and parallel
set of equipment. The pinpads arelinked to an NCR
in-store EFT processor, which is separate from the
in-store EPOS processor controlling the EPOS ter-
minals. However the processorsare linked in order
to obtain information about the value of a customer☂s
purchases for forwarding to the banks.
The Mister Cash and Bancontact networks operate
on-line, but details of Maxi card transactions are
collected off-line in the EFT processor for polling by
the GIB central computer. The EFT processor
supports the different communications standards

 Figure 5.2 The GIB in-store EFTPOS system
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required by the two networks.It also holds lists of hot
cards (stolen or uncreditworthy Maxi cards) against
which each card is checked, and which are updated
daily. The average cost of EFTPOS equipmentfor a
25-lane Maxi store is about $50,000 excluding wiring.

Continuing issuesin the negotiations with the banks
have been the security and reliability of the GIB
system. Bancontact in particular like to maintain
complete control over in-store EFT equipment,
supplying and even manufacturing their own pinpad.
The GIB system requires the sharing of the pinpad
(as will any multicard system which avoids duplication
of pinpads), but makes provision for each network
operator to supply his own PIN verification module
inside the NCR pinpad, which furnishes the necessary
interfaces.
The Maxi card is an important elementof the scheme
both becauseof its advantages as a marketing tool
and as an importantfactor in GIB☂s negotiations with
the bank networks. It is unusualin that it can be used
as either a debit or credit card, with the customers
decidingat the point of sale which theyprefer. In debit
mode, transaction details are passed on magnetic
tapes from GIB☂s central computerto Belgium's auto-
mated clearing-house, and thenceto the customer's
bank for debiting. In credit mode, the card is used
as a conventional credit card.
At present, utilisation of Maxi and bank cards in GIB
stores is roughly similar, with 4% of sales paid for
by Maxi cards and 4.6% by bank cards. In some
stores the Maxi card accounts for 8-9%of total sales.
Within GIB stores the Maxi card duplicates the
facilities offered by bank debit and credit cards. The
extent to whichit substitutes for these will affect the
strength of GIB☂s bargaining position with the banks
and the importance of making provision for other
cards in its system.
GIB☂s caseillustrates very well the opportunities and
problems facing retailers where competing EFT
networks operate without agreements oninterworking
or commonstandards for security or communica-
tions. Technical solutions to the problemsof catering
for a range of cards and EFT networks can befound,
but at some risk of overdependenceona single equip-
ment supplier. Agreement on standards for pinpad
security and sharing seem to be the most critical
priority to enable multiple-card operation.

GIB☂s strategies for EFTPOSandits in-house card are
highly interdependent. The extra facilities and
flexibility made possible by EFTPOSgreatly enhance
the value of the card as a marketing tool. In addition,
the costeffectiveness of EFTPOSis enhancedby the
use of the card to maximise GIB☂s marketing advant-
age. Furthermore, GIB neededto provide the system
itself to obtain the flexibility and controlit required,
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specifically to connectto both bank networks and torun its own card operation as well. The optionof debitor credit use of the Maxi card is one of the benefitsthat have resulted. The attractiveness of the debitoption for GIB if enhanced byits ability to controlwhendebit instructions are input to the Belgian banks☂automated clearing-house, which gives GIB closecontrol overthe length of creditit gives to customersand the float it supports. i

Pauli Bookshops ♥ A small retailer☂s mixedexperience with EFTPOS
The Pauli chain consists of eight bookshops of whichthree are located in the Brussels area andfive in theWalloon area of Belgium. The proprietor decided toinstall Mister Cash (Teledata) terminals in the threeBrussels shopsearly in 1985, mainly because he wasalready a client of the Générale de Banque(one ofthe largest Belgian banks) and they approached himwith the idea. His main motivation in getting involvedwith EFTPOSis his belief that pioneers win in the longrun.
Each shop has one standard Mister Cash pinpadterminal supplied by GTE/ATEA(the Belgian supplier),consisting of a numeric keyboard and a smallscreenwindow,linked to a telephone, featuring addi-tional keys and a window.Theclientfirst introduceshis card and code numberon the Mister Cash ter-minal, and then the cashier introduces the amounton the telephone keyboard. After approximately oneminute waiting for balance verification, the twowindows show the message ☁accepted☂ andthe clientwithdrawshis card. The cashier then still needs toenter the amount on the normal cash register.
Pauli☂s view is that technically and commercially, thesystem works satisfactorily: only once during fourmonthsof operation ending in May 1985wasthelinkwith the computerinterrupted. Also, customers do notseem to mind the one-minute waiting time.
The three terminals accounted for a total of 500transactions over the four monthsof operation. It wasestimated that, because of the growth pattern overthese four months, the last month (May 1985) wouldaccountfor approximately 250 transactions. The shopmanagement notices a distinct difference in useaccording to the location of shops: the morefashionable locations accountfor more than half ofall card payments. Currently, card payments accountfor 5% of all sales, and this is deemed by shopmanagement to be too low and not growing fastenough. They would like to see

a

level of 10% andare currently trying to convince Mister Cash toadvertise the service more.
Mister Cashlevy a fixed monthly charge of BF2,000($38) per terminal and a charge of BF5 ($0.09) per

 ee
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transaction. At the level of transactions for May 1985,this would result in an average cost per transactionof BF15 ($0.3), which represents too big a share ofthe gross margin achieved on the average sale bythe shops.
The Pauli management will consider extending theservice to the other five shops, not yet included inthe scheme, when the test in Brussels has beenassessed conclusively in terms of cost-benefits.However, they doubtif the progressive, ☁higher-class☂customers who appear to be their card customersin Brussels will be found in sufficient numbers outsideBrussels to justify expansion.
Pauli☂s experience highlights a number of issuesfacing the smaller retailer introducing EFTPOS.Generally, the main motivation of small retailers suchas Pauli in introducing EFT is to gain an advantagein the marketplace by offering a new customerservice. The savings available through increasedefficiency are unlikely to be realisable in a smalloperation, although for shops specialising in high-value items, fraud reduction could be a major benefit.Furthermore, in the Pauli case, bank charges areincreased rather than reduced, since Pauli pay bothmonthly fees and fees for each EFT transaction,whereas cheque handlingis free.
Responsibility for marketing and promoting theservice falls uneasily between the service providerand the retailer. Increasing public awareness ofEFTPOS,a necessary prerequisite to stimulating use,often requires advertising well beyondthe resourcesof the typical small retailer. At the same time,thetariffstructure of the service makesits attractiveness tothe retailer very dependent on the extent to whichitis used. A coordinated approach by the serviceprovider, which couples regional advertising withguidance and materials for point-of-sale promotion bythe small retailer, might prove the most satisfactorysolution.
The way the EFTPOSservice has been implementedin the case of Pauli prevents a number of potentialbenefits from being realised. System responsetimeis such that it would be as quick to write a chequeas it is to use EFT, and the needfor the amount tobe keyed into both the EFT terminal and the cashregister negates the Opportunity for reducing andreconciling errors.
Centrefile☂s PISCES system and Dart Oil ♥ Fastinvestmentpayback with EFTPOSin fuelretailing
In late 1984, Centrefile, the computer bureausubsidiary of the National Westminster Bank (one ofthe four largest clearing banks in the UK) launchedits PISCES (Petroleum Industry's Scheme for theClearing, Electronically, of Sales) service for fuelretailers. The service is off-line and caters for the

 



 

electronic capture of credit card data only, butit fills
a genuine needefficiently and cost-effectively.

PISCES can operate with credit card readers located
either on the petrol station forecourt or in the sales
office. When it is used in the saies office, the
attendant passes the card through a cardwipe.
Authorisation is by signature, and the terminalprints
out an invoice for the customerto sign and retain.
Cards are checked against blacklists stored in the
terminal and updated daily. Card details and trans-
action values are stored in the terminal, which is
polled overnight by the Centrefile computer during
British Telecom☂s low-rate nighttime communications
period, to collect the transaction data for the previous
day. Centrefile provide a 2,400-baud modem,but not
the terminal. The day after the data is collected, the
transactions for each credit card company are sepa-
rated, and magnetic tapes of the relevant data are
sent to the card companies by 1700 hours. The card
companies credit the petrol station operator☂s
account via BACS (the UK☂s automated clearing-
house).

PISCES currently serves 180petrol stations operated
by several major UK oil companies. Cards by Barclay-
card (Visa) and Accessare currently supported, and
negotiations are in progress with other credit and
charge card companiesandwith oil companies with
in-house credit cards.
Dart Oil Company Limited
Dart Oil, which operates 85 Esso stations, now has
all its sites connected to PISCES. It installed Edacom
10 point-of-sale terminals in 33 sites when they were
rebuilt from 1981 to 1984, using them initially as
conventionalpoint-of-sale terminals. In summer 1984,
a major upgrade took place when the remaining 52
sites were fitted with Edacom. Subsequent upgrading
to EFT usein spring 1985 posed no major problems.

The elimination of credit card slip handling has indeed
speeded up the completionof transactions, and it has
allowed customers to move off the forecourt more
quickly. This has led to an increase in trade, since
customers tend to choosetheir petrol station by the
length of the queue. Insofar as the new technology
affects customers, the feedback is that the faster
service and printed slip are much appreciated. Fraud
has been significantly reduced, and predicted
increases in accuracy and savings in credit card slip
handling and bookkeeping(reconciliation and addition
is done automatically) have been achieved. A
reduction in the transaction fee of about 6 pence (9
cents) per transaction has been negotiated with the
credit card companiesparticipating (currently Access
and Visa), and payments are credited to the oil
company☂s and station operator☂s accounts more
quickly.
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The oil companypaid for the initial purchase of the
POS terminals and their subsequent upgrading. The
provisionof the telephoneline and modem cost £650
(about $940) per site. Dart estimate the payback
period for the costs involved in the upgrade to EFT
(ie the cost of the adaptation of the POS terminals,
card swipe, modem and Centrefile link) at eight
months.

Dart Oil provides a good exampleof how

a

relatively
simple application of EFTPOS (off-line, and handling
credit cards only) can payfor itself very quickly. The
characteristics of fuel retailing makeoff-tine operation
without credit authorisation acceptable, since
transaction values are restricted by the capacity of
the car petrol tanks.
The choice of Edacom asthe point-of-sale equipment
with a view to EFT requirements in the future made
relatively straightforward upgrading of the equipment
possible, as the emphasis on software implemen-
tation of functions in the terminal design provided the
flexibility required.

Esso Belgium ♥ Increasing sales with EFTPOS
by offering 24-hour service
All major petrol companies in Belgium were
contacted in 1981 by the two EFT network operators
(Bancontact and Mister Cash). Esso chose Mister
Cash because competition (Shell) was favouring
Bancontact and because one of the four terminal
suppliers suggested by Mister Cash was Autotank,
who had already supplied Esso with equipmentfor
their self-service stations.

By mid 1985, Esso had equipped 230 of its 700
service stations with Mister Cash facilities.

Esso pays for and installs the equipment at the
stations for an average cost of about BF 700,000
($13,350). Additionally, it pays for the local part of the
telephoneline rental; the operator paysthe interlocal
part. The network operator credits the station
operator and debits the clients. It also provides the
station operator with dailylistings of all transactions,
transactions per pump, etc. Esso receives only a
report of transactions per station.

Currently, a station operator receives a commission
of BF 1.58 (0.03 cents) perlitre sold, regardless of
payment mode.This level of commission could lead
a numberof oil companiesto consider more seriously
the economicsof unmannedstations. Esso, however,
believes that the human elementin service provision
ig an important one which requires motivated
operators. These operators currently earn less
becauseclients do notvisit their shops as often, now
that they can pay with bank cards without having to
enterthe office. However, the forecourt card readers
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connected to the EFT network do allow petrol sales Debit cards currently account for only a small pro-outside normal opening hours, and Esso hopesfor portion of transactions. However, growthis steady,increased sales from being able to sell round- though slow, especially in those areas where ATMsthe-clock. are not heavily used, and where Mobil is thefirstretailer in the market to offer a debit card facility.OnceEssoinstalled the Mister Cash cardmachines,it introducedits own Esso credit card forfleetowners.

_

Mobil is pursuingdifferent objectivesin providing theAt present, there is a potential market of 10,000 credit and debit EFTPOS capabilities. With creditfleetowners in Belgium. Processing of payments is cards Mobil is seeking operational savings, par-done by the sameorganisation that processesall ticularly with regardtoits large in-house credit cardMister Cash payments(CIG in Brussels). A magnetic operation, whereit is seeking to reduce the costs oftape of all transactionsis delivered to Esso daily. its central card account handling office. It also hopesto reduce fraud and bad debts. It also accepisEsso☂s prime motivation for offering EFTPOS services

|

MasterCard and Visa, and with theseit anticipatesto customers is its impact on sales, not cost achieving operational savings on transaction handlingreduction. costs.In both casesit hopes to reduce☁float☂, moneyowed but not yet received because of delays in theEsso aim to reach a level of 15% of sales viabank

©

processing of information about credit cardcards using EFTPOS.In their experience, at any one transactions. The debit capability is not expected topetrol station wherethefacility is made available, two result in cost reductions or increased operationalor three years may be needed before wide accept- efficiency (petrol stations in the US do not asa ruleance by customers can be achieved. Their plan for

|

accept cheques), but asthefirst US oil companytothe future is to equipall their self-service stations by Provide this additional payment mechanism, Mobil1990 with EFTPOS.Currently, self-service stations hopes to gain a market advantage.account for 60%of total sales, and this shareisstill Pree . .increasing, rising to an estimated share of 80% by Mobil is planning to install EFTPOS only at those1990. This would mean some 550 Esso service petrol stations with the highest volumeof sales, whereStations, or roughly doublethe currentinstalled base,  ☁t believes that the Investment will be justified.equipped with EFTPOSfacilities. However, a numberofcriteria are considered whensuitable sites for EFTPOS are selected ♥ inMobil Oil Corporation ♥ Aiming for different Particular, the total business volume, volumeof creditobjectives for credit and debit EFTPOS card sales andthe cost of connecting thestation into☂ Mobil☂s communications network.Mobil is one of the majorUSoil companies, operatinga chain of petrol stations nationwide.It is currently When Mobil surveyed the market for a suitableengaged on a $30-million programme to provide EFTPOSterminal in 1982,it could not find one whichEFTPOSon-line at 3,600ofits sites, of which 2,400 adequately metits specification. Mobil specified anhave already been equipped. The system caters for inexpensiveand relatively simple device with a cardcredit card transactions atall sites, but of those reader, keyboard for entering transaction information,installed about half also cater for debit transactions. modem, receipt printer, alphabetic display forThe first major area to offer the debit facility was messagesto indicate card nonacceptanceoratten-brought on stream in early 1984 after a pilot trial. dant error, and a small amount of intelligence toUltimately, Mobil hopeto offer the debit Capability at control the process. In particular, it did not requireall petrol stations on their credit network. additional electronic cash register or accountingcapabilities. Eventually, after fruitless searchesamong established suppliers, a relatively small com-pany, Datatrol, was commissioned to make a bespokeproduct.

EFTPOSterminals are locatedin the kiosk. AlthoughMobil has reviewed and tested an integrated custo-
mer-operated system, it has found that the compli-
cations and resulting costs outweigh the potential
benefits. Also,fire and safety regulationslimit the use Establishing the communications network proved toof unmannedoperation. be the critical elementin the implementation of the: ant system, as it determined the timing of serviceDebit EFTPOS is being introduced by Mobil in availability. It has also been a major cost element:partnership with major banks or bank network pro- the breakup of AT&T has resulted in higher tele-viders in each area. Mobil operates the communi- communications tariffs than originally anticipated,cations network, provides all the system support andthereis still considerable uncertainty about howrequired,and transmits to the bankstransaction data current regulatory activity in the telecommunicationsformatted to suit their particular accounting require- field will ultimately affect Mobil.ments. Authorisation and data capture take place in
real time, and funds are credited to Mobil in batch The $30 million budget for EFTPOS coversall aspectsovernight. of system implementation, including hardware,
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facilities, manpower, andtraining. EFTPOSterminals
accountfor only a relatively small fraction of the total
costs, at less than $1,500 per terminal for large-
volume purchases, or $5.4 million in total. Mobil have
successfully negotiated reductionsin transaction fees
with the credit card companies. Debit card services
are being introduced on the basis of no transaction
fee either way between Mobil and the banks. Mobil
believes that this is an equitable solution, as EFTPOS
will bring worthwhile economies to the banksas well
as to Mobil.

Apart from the installation of the communications
network, major issues in system implementation have
been staff training and providing system support.
Considerable effort had to be devoted to developing
the training programmefor service station attendants
before the desired levels of competence were
achieved. Mobil have also provided a central ☁help
desk☂, manned round the clock and with on-line
access to the system. Its objectives are to help
station attendants with procedural problems,to diag-
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nose technical faults and to dispatch maintenance
staff if required.
Mobil☂s approachis an interesting one in a number
of respects:

♥lIt has recognised that the basis for cost-justifying
credit and debit EFTPOS needsto bedifferent, and
it has planned system development accordingly.

♥lt has developed selection criteria designed to
select those sites where the cost-benefit picture
is likely to be most advantageous. With a large
numberof petrolstations of varying sizes spread
over a wide area, the costs and benefits of
installing EFTPOSwill vary widely from onesite to
another. Mobil have decided to convert only a
proportion of their sitesinitially, choosing the most
suitable sites according to the criteria developed.

♥Mobil's experiencealso indicatesthat training and
system support are as important to the successful
operation of EFTPOS asto other complex systems.
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CHAPTER 6

a
CASH MANAGEMENT: CORPORATE SERVICES

The previous chapters described how IT can improvethe efficiency with which large volumes of cashtransactions are effected. We nowturn to how IT canimprove the managementof cash as an assetratherthan as a means of payment.
Clearly, the amount of cash handled will determinehow importantit is to manageit well, and hence themeans to be deployed. The problems faced by a largemultinational corporation with Many accounts, severalin different currencies, are greater than those of anindividual managing his own personalaffairs. But ITcan help both. In this chapter we concentrate oncorporate cash management;the next chapter dealswith cash managementservices for the individual.
Tight cash managementis important tocorporations
High interest rates and fluctuating foreign currencyexchange rates have madeorganisations especiallyconscious of the need to control their funds closely.An extra $100,000 which need not be borrowed, orelse may be invested, can add $10,000 per year tothe bottom line. The choice of best currency forexport orders, and the reduction of value of foreignexchange transactions are also directly reflected inincreased profits. Large corporations have set upspecialist treasury functions to manage their funds.The application of IT has even madeit feasible forsome organisationsto run their treasury function asa profit centre, as we shall see in one of the casehistories describedlaterin this Chapter. But there arepotential benefits from IT which are well worthwhilefor small companies, as we shall also describe.
The keyto tighter cash managementis the useof on-line services
There is already extensive useof IT by corporationsto handie their routine payments and receipts. Batchsystems are used to transfer payments to staff andsuppliers in electronic form to their banks. They areused mainly as a meansof effecting transactionsmore cheaply, rather than to use corporate funds toearn more profits. They also caterfor only part of thecorporate cash flow. Typically, such batch systemshave not been suitable for ad hoc large value, lowvolume transactions.

To control funds the corporate treasurer requires:
♥ Information on the balancesin the corporation☂sbank accounts.
♥ Information on current and forward interest andexchangerates available for fund investments andtransfer.
♥Tools to enable him to analyse his financialsituation and identify what is the optimumdeploymentof the funds at his disposal.
♥The meansto invest surplus funds or transfer thembetween accounts.
If he is to exercise tight control ♥ ona day-by-daybasis ♥ then all the above information must beaccurate and reflect the exact position at the timehe requiresit; he must have accessto his decisiontools immediately; and he must be ableto effect anydecisions to transfer funds there and then. On-lineIT services can meet these needs more effectivelythan the use of paper, telephoneortelex. They canalso provide benefits to the other parties involved inthe transfer of the funds, such as the banks, and theyalso provide a business Opportunity for third partysuppliers.

OtherusesofIT can usefully supplementon-linecash managementservices
Weconcentrate our attentionin this chapter on theon-line cash managementservices available to thoseresponsible for managing a corporation☂s funds. Butwealso have to give someconsideration to two otherapplications of IT to cash management.
Bulk payment servicesAs mentioned above, batch services have been inexistencefor some years to handle paymentsin bulk.More recently, their suppliers have Started to offeron-line accesstoeffecttransactions at shorter notice,and to make it economic for smaller volumes oftransactions to be submitted. Hence theyarestartingto meet one of the corporate treasurers☂ needsdefined above.
Workstations and treasury management systemsThe other application of IT aiding the cash manage-
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mentfunction is the provision of computing systems size and nature, have all benefited from the use of
used locally in the treasurer☂s office. While decision IT for cash management.
tools to aid cash management have been madeavail-
able via on-line services, the low cost of microcom- CASH MANAGEMENTNEEDS AND THE
puter workstations makes it more cost effective to SERVICES TO MEET THEM
hold and run such tools locally in the office, rather
than to incur the communication and processing
costs of accessing them on a remote computer
bureau. Hence the appearance of the ☁treasury
workstation☂ to replace the dumb terminallinked to
on-line services.

Most large organisations now have treasury functions
which are responsible for cash management.In many
companies they are relatively recent, having been
 

Figure 6.1 Treasury automation and on-line financial
Large corporations with complex treasury functions services
may require more powerful systems to perform the
same functions, and in these cases extensive

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

   
 

 

   
 

3 Securities
automation of treasury functions may be necessary dealing services
before the benefits of on-line services can be realised. eg Btrobone
It is also worthlinking the cash management systems ee
in large corporations to their own internal data
systems to gain most benefit from on-line cash
managementservices linking the corporation to its Information
external accounts. The relationship between on-line ie ☁i ones

- 7 : * . nformation eg foreign
financial services and internal treasury automation services exchangerates,
is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Hence IT is also applied market
in the form of treasury management systems developments
operatedlocally by the treasury function, andlinked
to both external and internal computer systems. oeae

bok ☁ 2 Fundstransfer management
Opportunities for users and suppliers of on-line and cash ss services
cash management services management eg account

services : Balance
T u i : information,he purposes of this chapter are payinent inition

♥Toreview the corporate cash manager☂s needs, Decaonalds
and how the services and products currently eg vetting systems,
available meet those needs. isi currency

pe forecasting models,
♥To compare the costs and benefits of using those investment

products and services both in theory and in management
practice.

programmes

♥To identify who provides the products and
services. Transaction

, ☂ recording and
♥To provide some guidelines for potential users. accounting
♥Topredict how the market will develop and to

identify possible opportunities for suppliers.
Automation of

Like the rest of the report, the materialin this chapter clerical
is based on interviews with both users and suppliers, ddeeancion %
and researchofrelevantliterature. It is illustrated in iaticrien
detail by case histories chosenfrom our interviewees. confirmation
They describe how IT has contributed to cash
managementof three organisations: Interactions
♥A small stockbroker. with other

Wide [ ¥ f corporate
♥A multinational company with multiple foreign functions

currency accounts. eg accounting
♥Avery large corporate group encompassing many : ena am

i i reasury in-line financial
different types of business. Gn eoruiess

They show how organisations, very different in both 
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established onlyin the last five years or so. Typicallythe responsibilities of a treasury function are:
♥To minimise borrowing and associated costs. Thismay include ongoing long-term finance for majorprojects or purchases as well as short-term cashneeds.
♥To maximise returns on cashassets.
♥To manageforeign currencyutilisation to minimiserisks and transaction costs.
Even where the size of an organisation does notwarrant a separately identified treasury function, thesame objectives exist for those responsible for thefinancial managementof any organisation handlingmoney.
Pressures to use on-line services for cashmanagement
Effective day-to-day cash management relies onprecise information on cleared bank balances, asmuchdetail as possible on debit and credit paymentsin the pipeline and the timing of their clearing, andthe ability to initiate the transfer of funds rapidly andat a precisely specified time. The transfer may bebetween accounts held by the same organisation, orit may represent paymentsto other organisations. Thecurrent environmentof high interest rates and rapidfluctuations in interest and currency exchange rateshas introduced a newsetofpriorities into corporatefinancial management. Short-term cash managementand the frequent monitoring of balances andmovementof funds are far more important than theyused to be. On-line services can provide up-to-dateaccount information more swiftly and reliably thanmanual alternatives, such as telephoning a bankbranch, and enable transfers to be effected morequickly and with more precise timing thanconventional manual methods.
In addition, more and more companies are becominginvolvedin import and export businesses, evenif onlywithin regional trading communities such as theEuropean Community. In particular, an increasingproportion of medium-sized and small companies areinvolved. Foreign trade requires dealing in foreigncurrencies, and the rapid and sizeable fluctuationsin relative currency values make careful managementof currency dealing and exposure essential toprofitable operation. Therefore, companies involvedin foreign trade need accurate and up-to-the-minuteinformation, as well as the ability to transfer fundsrapidly and with precise timing, to enable them tomanagetheir foreign exchange,as well as domesticcash, effectively. On-line services are increasinglyused for the provision of foreign exchangeinformation. Recently, they have also started toreplace the telephone (and telex) as a medium fortrading.

Trends encouraging the use of IT for cashmanagement
A numberoftrends are currently encouraging the useof IT in cash management and broadening the rangeof both the applications and the range of optionsavailable:
♥Automation in the banking environment enablesbanksto offer their customers a greater degreeof automation in payment andrelated services.Automated clearing-houses (ACHs) allow organ-isations to input paymentinstructionsin bulk to acentral point for distribution on magnetic media toa range of banks. The electronic clearing houses,of which the first were CHIPS in New York andCHAPSin the UK, go one stagefurther and acceptand clear paymentinstructions on-line. Improve-mentsin bank back-office systems allow banks toaccept paymentinstructions input on magnetictape and offer payment, inter-accountfunds trans-fer and information services by on-line communi-cations.
♥Automation in organisations using bank servicesallows them to take advantage of automatedpayment services more readily, and to derivemuch greater benefits from their use. Com-puterised payroll processing is an example: wherethe payroll has been computerised, it is mucheasier and cheaper to produce a magnetic tapeof paymentinstructions than otherwise. Similarly,the spread of personal computers in treasurydepartments has stimulated the use of on-line cashmanagement services.
Cash managementservices and products
The above pressures and trends have led to theemergenceof a numberof on-line services aimed atproviding:
♥Instant monitoring of account balances.
♥Theability to transfer funds as and whenrequired.
♥ Decisionaidsin the form of information about thefinancial environment, such as interest andexchange rates, and also calculation tools toevaluate the optimal disposal of funds as quicklyas possible.
In the latter case, the increasing use of personalcomputers and their relatively low price haveled tosomeof the decision aids being provided as softwareto be used in treasury workstations rather than asservices accessed via a communication link.
In addition, thereis Clearly scope for applying dataprocessing also to the administration of the treasuryfunction andlinkingit to the internal data processingsystems within the company. Here we focus, how-ever, on those products and services directly con-
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cerned with improving the management of funds
rather than on ways of improving the internal
workings of the treasury function.

Account monitoring
Account monitoring, or balance and transaction
reporting, services provide information on the current
status of balancesin the client☂s bank accounts. The
service may cover just the client☂s accounts with a
single bank,or it may pool information from a number
of banks. It may provide statements of individual
transactions in varying amounts of detail on request,
as well as balance totals. The balances may be
cleared balances(ie available funds), ledger balances
(ie including payments received but not yet cleared)
or both. The service may provide the previous day☂s
closing balanceor the current day☂s opening balance,
or periodic updates during the course of the day as
well, or ☁real time☂ data (the balance position as known
to the bank at the moment of enquiry) or a
combination of these. The latter takes account of any
additional debits or credits which have been delivered
during the course of the day. Figure 6.2 shows a
screen display from a service giving a summary of
account balances, while Figure 6.3 shows a report
on a credit transaction.

The choice of approach to collecting balance
information has an impact on how up-to-dateit is.
☁Extract, Store, Request and Report☂ (ESRR) systems
collect information from the relevant bank systems
and files and stores it on a separate database for
access by the customer. ☁Requestand Direct Report-
ing☂ (RDR) systems provide the customerwith infor-
mation direct from the relevant files on the bank
computer system on request.

Instruction delivery
Instruction delivery services may cater for several
types of instructions to the bank:
♥Transfers between accounts.
♥Payments to other organisations.
♥Currency exchanges.
♥Delivery of instructions of other kinds.

Payment services are sometimes offered indepen-
dently of other on-line bank services. The UK CHAPS
service, offering automated same-day clearing of
payments in excess of £10,000 (about $14,000), isa
prime example, although banks are beginning to
integrate other services with it.

Another on-line payment service, which has recently
become available, is an extension of the batch
payment systems which have been in operation for
several years for automating bulk routine payments
such as payroll. Such systems are now starting to
offer the facility to receive small volumes of ad-hoc
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Figure 6.2 A balance summary display from an on-line
cash managementservice
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 Figure 6.3 A report on acredit transaction from a cash
managementinformation exchange system

BANKLINK
EUROCORPORATIONCREDIT REPORT 22/11/83 09:33 GMT

TRANCODE AMOUNT DATE REFERENCE ID.
1234-123456789012345 21/11/83 GBP 20 SMYTHE STREET

601 655,000.00 01250000
541 588,006 .00 DAY1+ 35010082

PAYMENT OF INVOICE 104-22£, ATT: MR. JOHN SMITH
541 256 100,00ATTENTION J.P. BIG, REFERENCE YOUR 581/244

DAYI+ 35010083

 SUBTOTAL 1 499,106.00 GBP

 

 

paymentinstructions via on-line links. Appendix 2
contains a description of the UK Bankers Automated
Clearing Service (BACS) and the on-line facilities it
nowoffers, as an example of oneof the leading such
services in Europe.

Other on-line instruction delivery services cover a
range of more complex types of instructions. A
numberof banks (as well as other organisations) offer
on-line securities trading services of various kinds,
for example for Certificates of Deposit, Eurobondsor
other securities. Other types of instructions catered
for include letter-of-credit applications and bid-bond
issuing.
Foreign exchange services
Although most large companies have requirements
for foreign exchange, only a few very large
corporations or companies with heavy overseas
commitments dealdirectly in the markets themselves.
The rest rely on their banks as agents for such
transactions. The companiesthat do deal direct rely
on a range of products and services developed
primarily for banks:
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♥On-line information services. These consist offrequently updated pagesof information suppliedby banks and other sourceslisting up-to-dateforeign exchangerates, interest rates and otherfinancial data. Some of the information servicesare beginning to be paired with direct dealingservices.
♥Communications systems. Foreign exchangedealing is typically conducted by telephone, andin the fast-moving foreign exchange marketseffective communications are essential. Switchingsystems andinterfaces whichgive the dealer rapidaccess to external links are vital to effectivedealing.
♥Dealers☂ workstations. These provide screensand keypads for accessing external and internalinformation sources, communications interfacesand softwareto allow the dealer to input and keeptrack of his positions.
♥Support systems. These automate the Paperworkrelated to dealing, and may also undertake book-keeping functions.

Decision aids
Decision aids for treasury departments are computer-basedanalytical tools to assist in treasury decisionmaking to optimise cash management operations.Unlike account monitoring and instruction delivery,they do not, in principle, require or need to relate toany interactions with the bank. Banks provide themas an attractive componentof a service package,fortheir potential to generate additional business, or asa product in their own right. They may beimplemented on a bank computer and accessed on-line, or they may be supplied as software for atreasury workstation (see below). Someof the maintypes of decision aid on offer are:
♥Simple analytical tools for the manipulation ofbalance data.
♥Cashflow forecasting systems.
♥Multilateral netting systems, which help companieswith operations in a numberof countries minimiseforeign exchange transaction costs andfloat forintra-company payments.
♥Foreign currency dealing aids, for exampleforecasting models and tools for identifying

arbitrage opportunities.
♥Investment and portfolio managementtools.
Treasury workstations
The very first on-line cash management servicesavailable offered access via dumb terminals to bank
computer systems for accountinformation display,
with little scope for data manipulation. However,
current terminals, incorporating true intelligence,

permit the downloading of data for subsequentoff-line analysis, permitting a saving in communicationscosts. Smaller companies, however, may not needthe full analytical capabilities of such a workstationand therefore may not be able to cost-justify theexpense. Such smaller companies are likely tocontinue to use on-line services predominantly forsimple information retrieval rather than for analysis.
All intelligent terminals with software writtenspecifically for treasury operations are commonlyreferred to as ☁treasury workstations☂. Theyare stand-alone microcomputer-based products runningsoftware designed to support treasury management,administrative and analysis functions and capable ofacting as aninterface to on-line bank services. Almostall use IBM XT or PC hardware. Some software canrun on other types of micro- or minicomputeras well.
Hence whatconstitutes a treasury workstation andtreasury products varies widely, from systems whichact as an intelligent front-end to bank systems;software packageswhichact as an interface betweenbalance reporting services and standard micro-computer-based spreadsheet packages: to sophis-ticated systems designed to integrate all treasuryfunctions, and to provide high-grade analyticalSupport to one or more major areas of treasuryoperation.

Other on-line sevices
In addition to the cash Management productsdiscussed above, banks may offer other on-lineinformation services not specifically related to aclient☂s accounts ortransactions as part of a servicepackage. Information on interest rates and generalfinancial and economic news are among the mostpopular and useful. Such servicesare also availablefrom other sources such as companiesin the on-lineinformation business.

COSTS AND BENEFITS OF USING CASHMANAGEMENTSERVICES
A prospective userof an on-line cash managementservice must evaluate the costs and benefits for hisparticular circumstances. In this section we givesomeestimates of costs, and guidelines to evaluatebenefits.

The costs of using on-line services
The costs of adopting on-line cash management andpayment services may include someorall of thefollowing:
♥Hardware.
♥Software.
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♥Service charges, which normally comprise both a
signing-on fee and usage-related charges.

♥Communications costs.
Most on-line cash management services can be
accessed from either a dumbterminal or a personal
computer. Most treasury departmentswill already be
equipped with a suitable personal computer, but
wherethis is not so, the cost of obtaining onewill be
only about $800-1000. If a personal computer is
already in place, but is not already used to com-
municate with external computers, communications
software and a modem oracoustic coupler will be
required. These typically cost about $130-150.

Accessto certain specialised services, such as the
CHAPSpaymentservice in the UK, requires special
terminals based on a more powerful micro. These can
be much more expensive, about US $10,000 or more.

If a personal computer is to be used as a treasury
workstation, and not just as a terminal for accessing
on-line services, treasury workstation softwarewill
also need to be purchased.This will cost from $6,500,
to as much as $27,000 or more for a powerful system
tailored to the requirements of a large corporation.
In addition, a fee of some 20%of the purchaseprice
per annum is usual for software support, main-
tenance, training and system enhancements.

Many banks are very reticent about providing
information on chargesfor their on-line services, as
price is a key element of competition. They seem to
vary widely. One bank indicated a ☁signing-on☂ fee of
$50-100. However, for all, the most significant
charging elements are usage-related. Typically these
include an access charge (from $1-5 per call), and
additional charges for each item of information
accessed andinstructions input (typically some 50
cents per item). One UK bank charges $8-9 for
CHAPS(clearing house system) transfers,or $4 for
a transfer to another account with the bank, but these
charges need to be compared with those levied for
alternative types of transfer, for example $15-20 for
telephone transfers. One US bank makes no item
charge for on-line transfers and allows a $1 per item
reduction onits standard back-office handling charge,
because the use of the service saves the bank the
cost it would incur in using conventional payment
methods. In addition, some banks may levy
timesharing charges for use of the bank☂s computer
or that of a timesharing computer network.

We found somewhat greater agreement between
banks onestimates of typical monthly payments per
customer, ranging between $200 and $675. Minimum
monthly payments for UK clearing banks ranged from
some $27-40 for account information reporting only,
to $135forfull service. At the other extreme, one UK
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bank quoted $1600-1700 for UK reporting only, and
the treasurer of a major German chemical producer
commented that annual costs can easily reach
several tens of thousands of dollars.

Communications costs comprise at least the cost of
a local call to connect to the local node of the
timesharing network operator by which the services
are accessed. In somecircumstances an additional
telephone line may need to be installed. The
communication costs incurred on the service
providers☂ network are not normally billed separately
from the service charges.
The benefits from the use of on-line services
The benefits of on-line corporate payment and cash
management services need to be assessed in the
context of treasury automation. Some majorbenefits
of treasury automation are given in Figure 6.4. The
greatest benefits are realised when on-line account
information and transaction services are combined
with automated in-house treasury systems and,in
some cases, even integrated with systems in other
 

Figure 6.4 Benefits of treasury automation

 

Operational benefits
Savings in clerical time can be achieved.
Paper flows can be reduced.
Savings in professionaltime on routine tasks are possible, allow-
ing more profitable use of professionalskills.
Business benetits
Bank chargesfor information and payments services can be
reduced.
Other paymenthandling costs, eg messenger costs, can be
reducedor eliminated.
Other on-line financial services, eg securities dealing, can be
integrated.
More systematic, precise and detailed record-keeping is
possible, giving a greater degree of control over cash
management and permitting:
♥ better return on assets
♥ better performance analysis
♥ simplification of operations
♥ moreeffective cost allocation
Faster more precise information permits better utilisation of idle
balances and control of borrowing, and more effective foreign
exchange management.
Reduced responsetimes and moretimely information enhance
flexibility. Guaranteed timeliness of payments eliminates
expensive and disruptive delays.
Minimising delays reducesrisk, eg in foreign exchange dealing.
Computerised analytical tools permit better decision making.
Networking of funds flow reduces foreign exchangetransaction
costs and exposure, andfacilitates single currency pooling and
concentration.
Integration of treasury systems with those of operational units
permits better cash forecasting.
Accuracyis improved,and incomplete information is easier to
complete.  
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parts of the organisation. On-line services bythemselves, however, doyield to a degree most ofthe benefits listed. In some circumstances, forexample for small firms or for handling payments,they can befully effective standing alone.
Benefits from account monitoringAboveall, on-line balance reporting and detailedaccount information allow better planning of short-term cash management than is practicable usingmanual methods. Information on cleared balancescan be obtained at a time appropriate to thetreasurer's daily timetable, and the details of pay-ments received (in clearing or cleared) make forwardplanning easier. Allowing several days for paymentsto clear canresultin significant losses of interest overa period of time, and unplanned short-term borrowingcan be very expensive. Instead, funds can be investedprofitably overnight. Tandy Europe, oneof our caseStudies below, estimates that the on-line cashmanagementserviceit uses enablesit to act 3-4 daysearlier than previously, avoiding losses on overdraftsand permitting the utilisation of liquid balances.Trevor, Matthews and Carey, another of our casestudies, reports thatit increased its income from bankinterest by 50%. Some banksalso have a policy ofcharging less for on-line than for telephoneinfor-mation enquiries, which can directly benefit the userorganisation by reducing bank charges.
Where

a

substantial numberof different accounts hasto be monitored, the benefits of on-line reporting arethe greatestin theory, but they are also the least likelyto berealised in practice. Internationally, many banksstill do not provide balanceinformation on-line, orwillnot channelit through another bank for reporting.Also, banksdiffer in their data presentation formats.Automatic routines for polling a number of banksinsuccession and presentingtheir balance informationin a standard formatare available, but frequently takelonger than telephoning.
Some companies, in particular large ones withconsiderable influence over the proceduresof otherorganisations and with well established treasurypractices, can keep sufficient track of balances byinsisting on payment methods or procedures whichgive them advancenotice of payments without need-ing balance reporting. However, these alternativesare unlikely to be practicable for less influentialorganisations, or for those with treasuries that haveonly recently been established.

Benefits from funds transfer
Moreprecise and up-to-dateinformationis of greatestbenefit when coupled with improved facilities for thetransfer of funds. Greater speed and more precisetiming of fundstransferis particularly important whena numberof interdependent payments have to bemade,as in the buying andselling of housesin the

UK.Typically, chains of interdependent transactionsarise where each purchase dependson

a

priorsale,
and a succession of payments between lawyers
acting for the individual house-buyers and sellersneeds to take place on the same day. A second
example ofsituations in which on-line funds transfer
brings significant benefits is that of a UK airline with
operations in many countries. It takes advantageof
on-line balance reporting and funds-transfer servicesprovided by international banks at some of its
overseas locations to effect same-day transfers to
interest-bearing concentration accounts in London.
The availability of on-line account information and
funds-transfer facilities is now becoming anincreasingly important factor in its choice of banksabroad.
The payback periods achieved after switching fromtelephone transfers for high value payments to on-line payments seemto befairly short. Organisationswe researched typically report average savings ofabout $7 pertransfer, or $13,500 to $20,000 peryear.One company reported that a CHAPS terminal hadpaid for itself in eight months, in terms of the costof telephonetransfers alone, excluding any savingson messengerstaking instructions to the bank. Evena small firm making only a few payments per week
saved nearly $7,000 in a year.
Benefits from decision aids
The simpler analytical tools, such as cost spread-sheets to give account analyses, result primarily ina saving of treasurer☂s time. By contrast, more com-plex aids can yield direct business benefits byallowing optimal decisions and appropriate actionsto be taken more quickly. For instance, foreignexchange analysis tools can yield significantimprovements in foreign exchange costs by providingthe capability for rapid analysis and response.
AS a specific example of one such tool, multilateralnetting systems help companieswith subsidiaries inmany countries to minimise the numbers andamounts of intra-company payments,and thus fundstransfer and currency exchangecosts. They calculatethe minimum net payments equivalent to a complexpattern of transactions (see Figure 6.5). The potentialfor savings on the foreign exchange turnover ofmultinationals is considerable. BP, one of our casestudies (described on page 73), with an annual foreignexchangeturnover of some $80 billion, estimated thatless than a 0.1% improvementin efficiency wouldpay for its systems.
Benefits from treasury automationAs regards the cost-justification of broader treasuryautomation, one multinational car manufacturer isreported to be Spending $1m on upgrading itstreasury systems and expectsthis investment to paybackin one year. The savings that can be achieved
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depend, however, on many factors that are
organisation-dependent, and the potential savings for
a small company may just be the saving of small
amounts of staff time.
New business opportunities
During our research we did not encounter any
examples wherethe use of on-line cash management
and funds transfer services had enabled companies
to pursue new commercial opportunities, other than
those encountered in any case during the normal
course of cash and foreign exchange management.
Treasury automation in general, of which on-line
services are only one aspect, has madeit easier,
however, for treasury departments to be set up as
separate profit centres, and has improved ♥
sometimes considerably ♥ the return on assets they
are able to achieve.

USERS☂ EXPERIENCES OF ELECTRONIC
BANKING SERVICES
Companies ranging in size from the small local com-
pany to the largest multinational have implemented
electronic banking services, often in pursuit of widely
differing objectives. Indeed, electronic banking has
brought substantial benefits in a wide variety of
contexts. In this section we present three case
histories, illustrating the range of applications and
benefits achieved in practice. The companycasehis-
tories we describe are:
Trevor, Matthews and Carey Ltd (a small stockbroking
firm based in the ChannelIslands), which has derived
substantial quantifiable benefits by using basic
electronic payment and balance reporting services.
Its experience has encouragedit to take advantage
of other on-line financial services.

 

Figure 6.5 Netting in a single currency
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Tandy Europe,the international electronics company,
which uses cash managementin its treasury depart-
ment to manage a number of accountsin different
countries, has obtained substantial benefits at
relatively little cost.
British Petroleum Finance International, which
provides banking and cash managementservices for
the BP group of companies.It is only now that cash
managementtechnology is sufficiently sophisticated
for such a large operation as this group. BPFl☂s
automation of cash managementhasthe potential to
make a substantial contribution to the group☂s return
on assets.
Trevor, Matthews and Carey ♥ A small company
benefiting from on-line payments
Trevor, Matthews and Carey Ltd* is a small-to-
medium sized firm of stockbrokers based in the
Channel Islands. It has offices in Jersey and
Guernsey, with a total staff in the Guernseyoffice of
just over 20.
Automated Payments
The business of the Guernsey office of Trevor,
Matthews and Carey involves making substantial
volumesof high-value payments (of the order of 6 per
day). Before it considered switching to automated
paymentsin early 1984, it was paying £10 (some $14)
per transfer for wire transfers at bulk rates, a figure
which excludes the cost of staff taking instructions
to the bank. The firm was advised by its bank
managerto consider making the payments on-line,
and decided to use the Midland Automated Payments
System (MAPS), operated by the Midland Bank.It now
rents a Northern Telecom Displayphone at £80 ($110)
per quarter and an additional telephone line from
British Telecom to access the system. To make a
payment, it is necessary to dial up MAPS, enter the
relevant passwords, a code for the beneficiary and
the amount. The recipient is credited the same day.
Trevor, Matthews and Carey originally accessed
MAPSvia telex. This proved unsatisfactory: it was
very slow;staff had to leave their desksto useit; the
telex was often in use for other purposes; staff
wishing to make payments could not get to it as the
midday deadline approached; and it also suffered
occasionally from interference on the line. By
contrast, they found accessing MAPS via the
Displayphone quite easy, and staff training took only
an afternoon. The system had to be pre-programmed
with codes for each potential beneficiary; this cost
£3 ($4) per item for 100 beneficiaries. More bene-
ficiaries can be added as necessary.
 

* Since this case history was researched,Trevor, Matthews
and Carey Ltd has associateditself with Hoare Govett, a
major UK stockbroker, and now trades as Hoare Govett
(ChannelIslands) Ltd.
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The firm has foundit substantially cheaper to makethe payments on-line. Midland charge £5 ($7) per on-line payment, a saving of £5 ($7) on each payment.
The system will not make transfers of less than£10,000 ($14,000) and instructions need to be enteredbefore midday for same-day payment, so that somerequests still need to be taken direct to the bank.Nevertheless, at a conservative estimate, about threepayments per day are handled on the system. A minoradditional benefit is the printed record of paymentsproduced by the system, which avoids problems of
errors in cash-book entries.
Balance Reporting
Trevor, Matthews and Carey also makes use ofMidland☂s balance reporting service. The firm finds
it necessary to deal with a considerable number of
banksin a numberof countries, and has beenslightly
disappointedthatits other banks have been unwillingto provide balancereports via the Midland. However,
the Midlandis its main bank and processes some 100funds transfers a day for the firm, with cheques of
some hundreds of thousands of pounds drawnonit
at any one time. Therefore, balance reporting onMidland accountsalone has provedveryuseful. Pre-viously, the firm neededto allow for cheques to becleared onthe third day after submission, but had noprecise information on chequesto be cleared on anyone day. Nowit knows what chequeswill clear at 9.00in the morning, it can predict its cleared balance atthe end of the day, and it can place any surplus fundson the money market overnight. The balance report
costs £2 (just under $3) per day, and the cost of theservice for the first year was effectively recoveredin the first week. The firm estimates to have increasedincome from bank interest by about 50%.

Other services
Experience with MAPS have encouraged Trevor,Matthews and Careyto try other on-line financialservices. It now makes use of two further services,CEDELfor Eurobondtransfer and account monitor-ing, and Manufacturers Hanover's Geopakserviceforcontrolling the safekeeping of securities in New York.
Previously, information on Eurobond accounts couldonly be obtained by post, taking three daysat best,so that the firm always founditself behind the market.Nowit can give instructions, take reports, examinecash balancesand stock holdings on-line and respondimmediately.
Similarly, when dealing in securities in New York,Trevor, Matthews and Carey had to rely on theirbroker to hold purchased stock, incurring anadditional cost, either as a loading of the stock priceor as an additional fee. Establishing who held thestock in the first place often took considerable timeandeffort. Now it has centralised all its holdings intoGeopakandis able to passinstructions to them on-

line. Both these services are also accessed from theDisplayphone used to make on-line payments.
Trevor, Matthews and Careyis considering acquiringanother Displayphone soon, but has no otherfirmplansfor the future. Thefirm was told that the MAPSsystem will be changed to accepttransfers to any
recipient, not just to those who are pre-authorised.This has caused some apprehension,as thefirm hasno needforthis additionalfacility, and fears additionalcosts if the basic service needs to be changed toprovideit.
A numberof conclusions may be drawn from Trevor,Matthews and Carey☂s experience. Even quite a smallfirm handling significant volumes of high valuetransfers can benefit substantially from a serviceoffering balance reporting and pre-authorisedpayments.Asthefirm gained experience, it learnt tobenefit more from on-line services.Itsinitial unhappyexperienceswith telex preceded thefully satisfactoryDisplayphone implementation, and further usefulfinancial services were addedlater. Implementationhas posed no problems and the capabilities of thefirmwere not unduly stretched.

Tandy Europe ♥ A multinational companybenefiting from better account monitoring
Tandy Corporation, the international electronics andcomputer products company, controls 388 retailoutlets in West Germany, France, the Netherlandsand Belgium from its European headquarters inBelgium. The priorities ofits treasury, to maximiseinterest earned on cash deposits, minimise short termborrowing costs and manage currency exchange, aresimilar to those of many others, but the nature ofTandy Europe☂s operation places special emphasison the management of a number of accounts indifferent currencies.

Account monitoring and cash forecastingTandy uses the Banque Bruxelles Lambert (BBL)Telelink Service each morning to obtain informationon its accounts with BBL and nine other banks in anumber of countries. (One bank which offers acompeting service has refused to contribute data.)Telelink downloads the data to a Tandymicrocomputerwhereit is analysed and where cashforecasts are developed for all countries andCurrencies using software written in-house.
Telelink also supplies exchange rate informationwhich is used in the forecasts. The emphasis hasbeen to keepcosts low. TheTelelink service costsTandy 2,000 Belgian Francs (about $25) a month, andnew functions are added regularly. The developmentof the software was not chargedto the treasury, butit is offered free to Telelink customers who buy Tandycomputers.
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The service has madeit much easier for the treasury
to manage accounts. Information is available three
or four days earlier than it would have been from
printed statements. In the case of statements posted
from abroadit is available at least five days earlier,
enabling corresponding amounts of interest to be
earned or avoided. Transfers can be made
immediately on receipt of the account information,
and value dates are never missed.

Tandy evaluated services provided by other suppliers,
but rejected them becausetariffs were higher fortheir
particular application, and they were structured ina
way that madeit difficult to estimate the scale of
charges in advance.

Tandy does not use on-line funds transfer services
becauseinstructions would need to be submitted the
previous afternoon for execution the next day,
whereas by telex they can beinitiated the same
morning.
Tandy Europe☂s use of on-line cash management
services is of particular interest on two counts:
♥lt has obtained substantial benefits in terms of

earlier and more accurate accountinformationat
modest cost.

♥lt has found a satisfactory solution to its require-
ment for the reporting of information from a
numberof banks in different countries and in a
range of currencies.

British Petroleum FinanceInternational ♥ Cash
managementin a complex organisation
British Petroleum Finance International (BPFl) is a
separate profit centre within the BP Group. It acts as
an in-house bank, and provides banking services for
companies in the BP group. It was formally
established at the beginning of 1985, andits objective
is to manage BP☂s cash assets as productively as
possible. It was set up as a profit centre with its own
accounting structure which allows its performance
to be monitored.

It is only recently that technology has madeit possible
to coordinate cash management on-line for an
organisation as large as BP, and this has been a
major element in the decision to set up BPFI. The
treasury system provides support for three main
activities: foreign exchange, money market dealing
and cash management. No suitable treasury
management software was available when the
system was planned three years ago, so BP itself
developed its own Treasury Accounting and
Management System (TAMS), using the Arbat banking
package as its basis, but with corporate cash
management functions added.

<& Partners Limited
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TAMS
TAMS has a modular structure, with separate
modules for major functions such as cash flow
forecasting, money market dealing, external bank
balance reporting and payment systems, and inputs
from associate companies. A key module is the
money control pad system. The money control pads
are the interfacefor the treasury managersusing the
cash management system; they are screen displays
of individual bank accounts, showing transaction
recordsin chronological order, and can be grouped
in hierarchies to provide a wider overview. Any entries
on the moneypads,or foreign exchange and money
market deals recorded, cause appropriate entries in
the accounts to be made automatically.

The system is implemented on two DEC VAX 785
machines in London. The second machine provides
backup for the first, and also a testing and
developmentfacility. In addition, there are smaller
stand-aloneinstallations on VAX 730s in Hamburg and
Stockholm. BPFI chose a packagedsolution because
they wanted the system to be operational quickly, and
they felt that they lacked the knowledge to specify
it completely. themselves. They chose the Arbat
package becauseit was a well-established product
with high functionality and was suitable for adapting
to a corporate environment. Evaluation of a range of
banking packages produced a shortlist from which
two wereselected for inhouse testing. The choice of
DEC hardware was dictated by the software.

Foreign exchange
BPFI has six foreign exchange dealing positions,
shortly to be expanded to 12. Each dealing position
has four screens, on two of which external on-line
market information services can be selected, the
other two give accessto in-houseinformation. Each
also has a dealer board giving access to 150 direct
lines to banks. A VAQ video switchis being installed
whichwill allow dealers to choose from and switch
between 20 external information services. Deals are
arranged on the telephone, and the details are
entered into TAMS. TAMS updates accounts and
exposure, generates letters of confirmation auto-
matically andinitiates funds transfers electronically,
by chequeorletter of instruction. It also provides
decision aids, for example a model to evaluate
hedging deals.

External services
BPFI makes use of a range of external on-line
services. Autodiallers call up banks with which BPFl
has accounts and capture balance statements to be
ready at the beginning of each working day. An on-
line service is used to control the issuing of
commercial paper in New York, and separate funds
transfer services are used for dollar and sterling funds
transfers.
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The benefits
BPFI sees the benefits of installing TAMS asconsiderable. The technology has permittedcoordinated on-line cash managementfor the whole
BP Group.It has enabled BPFIto beset up,allowing
cash management performance to be monitored,Clarifying relationships betweenthe treasury and BPcompanies, and making the appropriate allocation ofcosts easier. A massive simplification of operations
has been achieved, replacing a network of bilateral
relationships, and the benefits will increase as moreapplications are added. For example, payments dueto the corporate centre for oil sales to subsidiaries
are collected by direct debit of their accounts withBPFI, and automation of payments between BPcompaniesis now being considered. The system hasenabled BPFI to cope with the increasing complexityof cash managementand to handle a greater volumeof work with fewer people. Furthermore, it relievestreasury managersofroutine bookkeeping activities,allowing them to concentrate on other tasks.
However, the main criterion on which the systemmust be judged mustbe the effectiveness of BP☂scash managementand foreign exchangeactivities.BP has an annual foreign exchange turnoverof $80billion, so that even a minimal (less than 0.1%)improvementin efficiency would justify the expendi-ture on systems.
The scale of the BP treasury operations exceedsthatof most other companies, but some elementsofitsapproach are more generally applicable:
♥lIt has used electronic treasury managementsystems to overcomethebarriersto effective cashmanagement which the complexity of its opera-tions imposes.
♥Forall its complexity, the system is geared toproviding support for treasury staff to enable themto use their skills to best effect. Thus routineaspects of accounting and payments have beenautomated, and a great deal of thought has beengiven to providing access to accountor externalinformation and to displaying it in ways whichenable staff to carry out their tasks mosteffectively. Nevertheless, benefits will be seenstrictly in the form of more effective utilisation ofcash.

THE SUPPLIERS OF ON-LINE CASH
MANAGEMENTSERVICES
The suppliers of on-line account information and
funds transfer services are mostly international andnational banks. Although banks are the ultimatesource of account information, it can also becollected and networked by third-party computer
service bureaux and network operators. Treasury

workstation software may be supplied by software orsystems housesor by banks themselves.In thelattercase, a bank may have developedthe productitselfor it may merely be acting as distributor.
US banks
A number of US banks offer on-4ine cash manage-ment services throughout Western Europe. In mostcases,the services are geared primarily to the needsof multinational companies, with the emphasis ontheinternational management and movementof funds ina range of currencies and the provision of a similarservice in all countries.

National banks
The extent to which national banks have entered themarketfor on-line cash managementservicesvariesmarkedly from one European country to another.Typically, their services are oriented towardsdomestic account managementand funds transfer,although some also offer international services ofvarying degrees of sophistication for locally-headquarteredinternational companies.In one or twocountries, and most notably in Sweden, theirinternational servicesrival those of the internationalUS banks.
Service bureaux and network operatorsIt is commonfor many companies, especially thosewith operations in a numberof countries, to haveaccounts with several different banks. BanksOperating accounts for a company at a remotelocation are unlikely to be competing for its mainbusiness. Nevertheless, banks are in generalextremely unwilling to pass information on acustomer's account to another bank, even at thecustomer's request.
Banks have fewer reservations about passingaccount information at the customer's request toanon-banking organisation, and a market has thereforedeveloped for computer service bureaux and networkoperators to collect information from a number ofbanks, forwarding it to the customer. The marketleaders in Europe in this sector are GEISCO and ADP.These companies, as well as NDC,also supply on-line cash management systemsto banks or operatethem on the banks☂ behalf. In addition, Chemical Bank .and Chase (major international US banks), recognis-ing the problemsof exchanging accountinformation,have independent subsidiaries (Banklink and IDCrespectively), which sell cash management systemsto banks and operate balanceinformation exchangeservices, with the potential for collating informationfrom large numbers of banks.
Workstation software suppliersTreasurers may obtain workstation software fromspecialist software houses such as Spectrum in theUK or Audivalin France.It may also be obtained from
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some of the computer bureaux who provide cash
management systemsor from banks themselves. The
specialist software housessell direct to the customer
or use banks or the bureaux as distributors, especially
where they market outside their country of origin.
Finally, and as we have already indicated, a few users
may write their own software or commission bespoke
systems.
Timesharing bureaux and systems housestend tosell
treasury workstations and software to banksas part
of a range of cash management services, but
GEISCOatleastwill also sell directly to the customer.
Some of the major international banks, notably
Citibank, Chase, Manufacturers Hanover and First
Chicago, have developed their own workstation
products, whereas others, and almostall national
banks, distribute products developed by software or
systems houses.This pattern of sales and distribution
arrangementsis illustrated in Figure 6.6.

Some workstations, notably those provided byinter-
national banks and systems houses,are available
throughout Europe. Others are designed specifically
for local markets. For example, the requirementsin
France, Spain andItaly differ somewhat from those
in other countries, and a numberof systems (eg
Logista) are sold predominantly in these three
markets.

Suppliers of foreign exchange services
The prime suppliers of on-line information on foreign
exchange andinterest rates are specialist information
providers, notably Reuters, Telerate and some
videotex services, although some banksalso provide
on-line information on their own rates. The Reuter
Money Dealing Service offers a related dealing
service. Dealer workstations and communications
systems are available from specialist suppliers,
although banks and information service providers also
offer dealer workstations.
 

Figure 6.6 Sales anddistribution arrangements for
treasury workstations
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The motivations for the banks to supply on-line
services
The motivationsfor the banks to supply on-line cash
management services are not only to make more
money from meeting a business need. The develop-
mentof on-line cash managementservices has also
been a function of other priorities, including:
♥Tokeep up with competitors and to be seen to be

offering a full portfolio of such services.
♥Todevelop the relationship with the customer as

a basis for selling traditional banking services.
♥To tap a valuable source of market information.
♥To reducethe costs of wholesale banking, and, in

particular, to reduce manpowercosts.

Increasing competition from overseas banks and
financial institutions not traditionally associated with
the provision of bank services, has forced banks to
become more responsive to market trends, although
sensitivity to customer demandis only one element
of this responsiveness. National and international on-
line funds transfer and cash management services
are increasingly seen as necessary constituents of
a bank☂s service portfolio, which are included in
corporations☂ criteria for inclusion on shortlists when
selecting banks. Not offering such services may
therefore jeopardise a bank☂s chances of being
shortlisted by a prospective client.

There are also opportunities for the bankto sell other
services. The use of electronic cash management
services by a companyprovides its bank with access
to intimate details of its financial position and
planning. This of course can provide the bank with
valuable information identifying opportunities to sell
other services, as well as high-quality market data to
support the development of new products.

Treasury workstations in particular are seen as a
valuable marketing tool by banks because:
♥They are an excellent way of keeping the bank's

namein front of corporate customers. (Even where
the bank supplies only software, it will normally
display the source☂s name each timeit is used.)

♥Theyprovide an excellent way of entry into the
corporate treasury as a basis for developing the
relationship.

♥Theyprovide opportunities for cross-selling other
financial products.

The rising demand for wholesale banking has brought
considerable costs, notably those associated with the
volumes of paper handled and the servicing of
telephone balance enquiries. Electronic delivery and
capture of this information could permit substantial
manpowersavings to the banks.
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However,these considerations by the banks can havean adverse effect on the value of their services tothe client:
♥Wherethe prime motivation of the bank is to beseento be offering a full portfolio of services, thereis a risk that individual products or the supportprovided for them may be less than fullysatisfactory.
♥Banksare unenthusiastic about providing accessto services of other banks, or about passinginformation to them. Thus, banks are reluctant tocooperate in the pooling of account balanceinformation for a corporateclient.
♥A range of different formats for informationreporting have been developed by banks, as theyhave little motivation to introduce commonstandards whichare preferred bytheir clients butwhich makeit easier for other banks to compete.
The banks☂ internal and competitive objectives do,however, convey a major benefit to customers as inmost cases chargesfor corporate electronic bankingservices do not fully reflect the costs of providingthem. In some casesthey are costed as a marketingtool rather than asa self-financing service.In othercases, they are priced below equivalent manualservices as a matterof policy, in order to encouragecustomers to makethetransition to the new services,and in anticipation of the savings to be made whenthe majority of corporate customers have opted forelectronic, rather than manual, service delivery.

GUIDELINES FOR POTENTIAL USERS OFCASH MANAGEMENTSERVICES
Before deciding to use a cash managementservice,the potential user will wish to satisfy himself that thelikely benefits outweigh the likely costs in hisparticular circumstance. He then needsto select thesupplier and services which match his needs and toplan how the chosenservice will be implemented.
Assessmentof costs and benefits and choiceof product
We have already outlined the costs and benefitswhich may be expected from cash managementservices. Thesewill vary depending ontheparticularneeds and circumstancesof the prospective user.
A checklist of factors to take into accountin decidingwhetheran organisation could benefit from on-linecash managementservicesis given in Figure 6.7. Thetreasury department is normally the organisationalunit dedicated to cash management.If a companyhas no separate treasury department, the useof on-line servicesis lesslikely to be beneficial. The extentto whichthe treasuryis automatedwill determine not

only the availability of suitable existing terminalswithoutsignificant additional expenditure, but also theextent to which the treasury has learnt to useinformation technology in general to solve itsoperational problems.
Otheritems in the checklist relate more directly tooperational problems to which on-line services canprovide specific solutions. National differencesinbanking and business practices will have a directimpact on needs identified by this checklist. Forexample those countries with fragmented bankingmarkets, such as those in Italy and Spain, are morelikely to see a greater demandfor on-line servicesfor account monitoring, provided the information froma number of banks can be obtained on a singlesystem.

The need for international on-line account informationand transaction serviceswill depend on the volumeof international or foreign exchange transactions. Aminimum of 20-30 such transactions per day or,alternatively, a substantial numberof overseas bankaccounts that need tracking, is likely to be requiredto justify using the electronic services of aninternational bank.
There are three types of treasury workstationfunctions that may berelevantto the potential user☂sneeds:
♥Automation of routine tasks.
♥Downloading of account information for localanalysis.
♥Planning and decision making aids.
The basis of their cost justification differs. Theautomationof routine tasks, such as replacementorautomatic generation of paperwork, is desirable
 Figure 6.7 Checklist: Decisioncriteria for implementingon-line cash managementservices.
   

  
    
   

Does the company have a Treasury department?
Has the Treasury been automated to any extent (eg are per-sonal computers in use)?
Doesit have a substantial volume of foreign exchangetrans-actions?
Does it operate a substantial number of bank accounts (sayOver 10)?
Does the company have a numberof subsidiaries controlledby a central Treasury?
's it a regular userof telecommunications payments systems?
Doesit use the money markets to invest surplus cash?
Doesit need to keep a day-to-day check on its cash flow?
Doesit find telephone balance reporting unsatisfactory (egbecausethe information is needed earlierin the daythanit canbe obtained by ☁phone, or because moredetail is required)?
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CHAPTER 6 CASH MANAGEMENT: CORPORATE SERVICES

where a substantial volume of transactions (in
particular foreign exchange transactions) generates
large amounts of paper and clerical work.

Downloading of account balance and transaction
details is desirable where reconciliation and account
monitoring pose particular problems, due for example
to value dating practices, multiple clearing systems
and complex banktariff structures. This is particularly
the case in France, Italy and Spain.
Planning and decision aids and spreadsheettools are
of greatest potential benefit to large and multinational
corporations. Cash management of many different
operations at different locations (eg subsidiaries or
offices) and the need to assemble reports against
tight timescales from material contributed by many
subsidiaries are all factors which enhancethe value
of such aids. They are also of value if the treasury
engagesin substantial forward planning or modelling
activities, which is increasingly the case in large
organisations.
The needsof the very largest companies(say the top
25 in a large country like the UK or France) tend to
generate requirements that are too sophisticatedfor
☁off-the-peg☂ bank products. Others may have
complex and specialised requirements arising from
the particular nature of their business. Typically, these
organisations develop their own treasury systems,
although they maystill need to feed on-line account
information and transaction servicesinto these. Cost
and a lack of know-howarelikely to deter smaller
companies from taking this approach, and mostly
their requirements are not sufficiently complex to
warrant it in any case.

Choosing suppliers of electronic banking services
Achecklist of factors to consider when selecting a
supplier of on-line electronic banking servicesis given
in Figure 6.8. The checklist covers strategic issues,
the selection of a main supplier of on-line cash
management and payment services, the selectionof
additional service suppliers, and the selection of a
treasury workstation supplier.
The principal decision is whether electronic banking
servicesare sufficiently important to the organisation
to determine the choice of bank, or whether other
aspects of the banking relationship take priority. The
choice of a bank to supply on-line cash management
servicesis usually determined by established banking
relationships or, where no established relationship
exists, broader criteria for choosing a bank. Where
this is the case,the starting pointwill be the electronic
banking services the chosen bank or banks provide.
The decision will be which of these services to take
and how to supplement them, if necessary.

In some cases, however, characteristics of the

 

 

Figure 6.8 Checklist: Factors to consider whenselecting a
supplier of on-line electronic banking services
 Strategic factors:
Are the traditional aspects of the banking relationship the most im-
portant in the choice?
♥ if so, are additional services required above what the chosen

bankoffers?
Whatare the potential costs and benefits of electronic banking
services?
♥ are thecosts justified at all?
What are Treasury priorities?
♥ do they help discriminate between service offerings?
Will one service supplier be sufficient, or will more be needed?
Selection of a main on-line service supplier:
Should the service be provided by bank or a bureau?
If a bank ♥ will other banks input balance data?

♥ is more than one bank service required?
lf a bureau ♥ canit be cost-justified?

♥ will banks provide appropriate inputs?
♥ canit handle any funds transfers required?

Whatspecific services are required?
♥ how will on-line information be used and inputs

generated locally?
♥ will downloadingofdatafor local manipulation be

required?
♥ what geographical coverage is required?
♥ are any specialinstruction services, eg opening let-

ters of credit, required?
♥ what degreeofflexibility is needed? (eg forms in

which data is available?)
♥ what types of fundstransfer will be required?
♥ is real time reporting needed?

Whatare therelative prices and costs associated with alternative
suppliers? What security features are available?
Do their services differ in quality (immediacy, depth of reporting,
flexibility)?
What security features are available?
Selection of additional on-line service suppliers:
Whatspecific services are required?♥ provision of service in a specific country or

countries?
♥ moneytransfer services for remitting funds?
♥ specialised institution services?

Do potential suppliers differ in:
♥ efficiency?
♥ service?
♥ prices?

Selection of a treasury workstation supplier:
What are the main functions the workstation should perform?

♥ spreadsheet analysis?
♥ foreign exchange exposure management?
♥ cash forecasting?
♥ debt management?
♥ automation of document production and

management?
♥ interfacing with bank services?
♥ autodialling balance reporting services?
♥ reconciliation?
♥ other?

What requirements need to be defined?
♥ outputs required
♥ data sources
♥ calculations regularly undertaken
♥ volumesof data handled

Is a package or a bespoke system required?
If a bespoke system is required, should it be developed in-house
or should a third party be commissioned?
What are the prices and fee structure (eg additional ongoing
maintenance and support fees) for equipment and software?
What supportis available?

♥ level of customisation
♥ training
♥ assistance during early stages of use
♥ program servicing and development

Will the system be modifiable in thelight of experienceor with chang-
ing requirements?
To whatextentis the workstation compatible with on-line services
used?
Should the system be integrated with the systemsof other depart-
ments, eg accounting?   

TE
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electronic banking services themselves are thedeciding factor, either because they are of majorimportance to the customer, or because suchservices are seen as a separable commodity. In theseCases,price and the nature of the different servicecomponents offered are key factors in determiningsupplier selection. The most sophisticated customersmay look at the quality of information services(immediacy, depth of reporting, flexibility), while forthose with overseas subsidiaries or trading contacts,geographic coverage is usually the determiningfactor. Other customers may need a specialisedservice for the delivery of specific kinds ofinstructions.
The services the treasurer requires are likely toinclude balance reporting. The obvious source ofbalance informationis the bank, butif there is a needto track balances at a number of banks, problemsmay arise. Other banks may not be willing to feedaccountinformation through his lead bank, althoughif they belong to an exchange network there shouldbe fewer problems. Alternatively, a bureau may becommissioned to collate the information from thebanks,althoughif this is done ona bespokebasis thecosts arelikely to be high. Yet another alternative isto bring the collation process in-house: a treasurysubscribing to on-line services from a number ofbanks can usefacilities, often incorporated or addedas a function on a treasury workstation, to callautomatically a number of banks in succession todraw down account data.
Currently, a treasury workstation is onlylikely to becost-justifiable for larger companies, or where asignificant amountof analysis is undertaken, or wherethere is scope for substantial clerical savings, orwhere reconciliation is a major problem. Treasuryworkstations include a variety of different types ofproducts (see page 68). Defining requirements andensuring that they are metis therefore especiallyimportant. A bespoke solution may be the onlysatisfactory course, but the cost implications anddemandsoninternal treasury resources should beweighed carefully in advance.
It is unlikely that the requirements will be identifiedinitially with 100% accuracy and therefore that theywill subsequently remain unchanged. Flexibility indesign and implementation is therefore critical. Thenature and costof support provided by the supplier,and thelikelihood ofit continuing in future, are alsocritical.

Implementation planning
Below wereview a numberof issues concerned with
planning the implementation of cash management
systems, where these are implementedin the context
of an existing treasury department. (The need to set

up a treasury in the first place raises more complexissues, of course, and the organisational rationale fordoing so lies outside the scope of this report.)
Developmentof in-house systems
The factors favouring the developmentof a bespokesystem in-house rather than purchasing a banksolution were reviewed in the previous section.However, even oncethe decision to develop a systemin-house has been taken, companies mayprefer tobuild their systems out of available ☁black-box☂modules rather than from scratch. Some companieswehave spokento during our research waited untilsuitable modules were available before implementingtheir systems. ☁Weare notin the business of heroicsolutions☂ was one system manager☂s comment.
Integration of external services with in-housesystems
On-line cash management services are usuallyimplemented standalone initially, even within thetreasury. With experience, however, major usersdevelop advanced internal systems and aim tolinkthese with their external information providers andbanks. Balance and transaction data and otherinformation such as foreign exchange rates can thenbe downloaded directly for manipulation in thetreasury system.
In some countries, such as Finland, companiesemphasisethe importanceoflinking on-line serviceswith their accounting systems,in particular to updateaccounts receivable. In other countries, it is normalpractice to keep cash management and accountingsystems separate. In the US, some direct linksbetween banks and mainframe computers of largecorporate customers have beenset up. Suchlinksare heavily audited. In practice, little use is made ofdata transfers between microcomputers andCorporate systems. Most clients are reluctant totransmit data stored on treasury systems to corporateaccounting systemsfor security reasons.In addition,equipment incompatibility, inadequate networkarchitectures,or simple lack of knowhow maypreventmany companies from implementing the downloadingof data to treasury microcomputers.
In a few leading-edge corporate systems cashmanagement systems are linked with systems inother operationalunits, such as sales, manufacturing,central purchasing or warehousing departments, toallow better forecasting of cash requirements.
Timescales
Standalone online payment terminals can beinstalledrelatively rapidly. Where an additional telephonelineis needed, its provision may be thecritical factordetermining the timescale. More sophisticated on-lineservices take somewhatlonger, depending on thecomplexity of the system. For example, one major
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Scandinavian bank covered in our research quoted
atime period of between three months and a year
from first demonstration to full operation.

Hardware choice
Treasury software packagesaretypically written for
the hardware of one or perhaps a small number of
suppliers.
Problems can arise where the hardware required for
the chosen package conflicts with company pre-
ferred-supplier guidelines. Frequently, the treasury-
preferred software and hardware are purchased, and
separate arrangements are made for support and
maintenance with the treasury system supplier.

Support and training
Providers of electronic cash managementservices
differ substantially in the degree of support they
provide for their products, especially treasury
workstations. The nature and extent of the support
provided can be a major factor in the effectiveness
of the product. Three aspects in particular are
important:
♥Level of customisation available.
♥Degree of ☁handholding☂.
♥Program servicing and development.

Treasury workstation suppliers differ in the extent to
whichtheir products can be adapted to the specific
requirements ofthe client. They also vary in the extent
to which they are prepared to undertake this work
themselves. Indeed, some expect the client to
undertake a considerable proportion of the work. They
also differ in the extent to which they are prepared
and able to give advice on identifying suitable
applications, on implementing these on the
workstation and on problem-solving during the early
days of system use.

Notall suppliers recognise fully the need for support
of this kind: one we interviewed complained: ☁We
design systems for customers who don☂t know what
to use them for.☂ The commitment of the supplier to
continued servicing and updating of the software is
also an important factor to consider, especially where
the product is obtained merely from a distributor and
not from the original supplier.

Thesefactors are often reflected in the fees suppliers
charge for workstation support. Thus, some of those
who expect the customerto carry the maintenance
burden do not charge a maintenance fee.

The training requirements for simple on-line account
reporting and paymentservices are relatively minor.
An afternoon☂s training can be fully adequateforstaff
using a simple payment terminal. However, treasury

workstations require more comprehensive user
training and skills, and the degree of sophistication
required is not always appreciated by either users or
suppliers. Theinitial training provided by the supplier
may last 2-3 days, but a greater degree of
sophistication in the use of personal computers and
spreadsheet packagesis normally needed to exploit
the workstation fully. Basic programming skills, a
knowledge of spreadsheet manipulation, an
understanding of operating systems and preferably
also somediagnostic capabilities are often required
for the customerto makefull and effective use of his
workstation. There is an obvious trade-off between
the level of existing skills and the support required
and purchased from the supplier as part of the
package.

Security
Security is a vital consideration for any financial
system. The nature and extent of security measures
required will vary widely ranging from those for a
simple balance enquiry system to those for a system
handling high-value fundstransfers. The security of
on-line cash management and payment services
requires the following to be considered:
♥General security requirements appropriate to any

financial service.
♥Security aspects concerning the technicalimple-

mentation of the service.

Security at terminals, communication links and
central computers and databases all need to be
provided for.
Security at the terminal or microcomputer accessing
the system is achieved by:
♥Authentication of the user.
♥Control of the facilities he is allowed to use.
♥ Obtaining the necessary authority for instructions.
♥Logging the usage of the terminal and the

transactions made.

These procedures are implemented byfacilities such
as passwords, multiple authorisation, limit controls
and audit trails.
Terminals may also be physically locked, or they may
house magnetic card readers to help restrict usage
to only certain individuals. Secure communications
may be assisted by the use of encryption of data.
Security of the central computer systems and
databases, whether operated by the company, a bank
ora third party are assisted by the use of appropriate
passwordsto allow users to gain access to limited
areas of the databases and to use only certain
facilities.
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Security requirements can be reducedif, by carefuldefinition of needs,high-risk services can be avoided.In particular, account monitoring requires lesssecurity than fundstransfer to any third party, andtransfers to pre-authorised recipients require lesssecurity than transfers to recipients defined only atthe time the transfer is made.
Security requirements common to all financialactivities will also apply, including:
♥ Physical security, ie control of access to the areawherefinancial information is accessible and funds

transfers are initiated.
♥Vetting of personnel.
♥Multiple authorisation of payments.
In addition, action in the event of a loss should beconsidered. Risks should be assessed, responsibilitiesestablished, insurance considered and contingencyplans formulated where appropriate.

THE MARKET FOR ON-LINE CASH
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
In the previous sections we have considered user
needs, the kinds of services available, and their
suppliers. All three aspects are relevant in definingthe current marketfor these services, andto predicthowit is likely to develop. We describe the marketin this section and present our assessmentof likely
future trends.
Market segmentation
An increasing range of on-line cash managementservicesfor organisationsofall sizes is being offered
on the market. The services offer variations of the
same facilities:
♥Account monitoring.
♥Transfers between accounts.
♥Payments to third parties.
They represent a continuum acrossall sizes of organ-
isation.
The priorities and detailed requirements ofdifferent
market segments differ, however, so that productstargeted at specific segments will need to differ in
detail specification, packaging, pricing and mode of
delivery. For example, on-line foreign exchange
information is still primarily a requirementof large
companies.
In addition, the marketin different market segments
has developed to varying degrees. Corporate cash
managementservices for multinational and very large

companies (eg in the US, those with annual revenuesin excess of $250M) are well developed in manycountries, and service suppliers are now attemptingto open up the ☁middle market☂ (companies withannual revenues of $25-250M). At the other end ofthe scale, there are ☁homebanking☂ servicesrelyingon established delivery technologies (such asvideotex or personal computers). These are beginningto take off in a few countries, notably France and theUS, and are proving of greatest interest toprofessional users and small businesses. Althoughdemandis proportionately much lower than amonglarge corporations, the numbers of customers arehigh because of the large number of small busi-nesses. Figure 6.9 showsthe pattern of demand foron-line cash managementservices across differentmarket segments.
On-line cash managementservices in Europe
The very largest multinationals, notably someoftheoil companies, have developed their owninternalcash management services some of which are atleast as sophisticated as those offered by the banks.As a consequence, these organisations tend to placerelativelylittle reliance on cash managementservicesprovided by banks. Smaller multinationals, andcompanieswith widespreadtradinglinks, tend to relyon the services of US international banks, whichprovide relatively uniform services in most Europeancountries. As an example, Figure 6.10 shows theservices offered by seven major international banksin the UK. The column ☁Interaccount transfers, simpleand multicurrency payments☂ covers all fundstransfers, between accounts of the same legal entityand to different legal entities, in sterling and otherCurrencies. ☁Other transactions☂ coversother instruc-tion delivery services. There are minor differencesinthe services offered in other countries as some banksdo not provide a complete service in all WesternEuropean countries.
The market for cash managementservices withineach country varies markedly from one to another.
 Figure 6.9 Relative volume of demandfor on-line cash-managementservices today
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Variations in the maturity of the market, the nature
of demand, and the services offered depend on a
numberof local factors:
♥Banking practices and the structure of the banking

market.
♥The nature of bank-corporate relationships.
♥The regulatory environment.
♥The national communications andIT infrastructure.
♥Sophistication of local

automation.
companies in office

We review, therefore, the market for on-line cash
management services by country, covering the major
markets.

The UK
The most authoritative estimates put the numberof
users of on-line cash managementservicesin the UK
at 1500,althoughthis figure may include some double
counting where companies take services from more
than one bank. Expert opinions differ on the extent

to which the market among the largest (eg the top
500 of the ☁Times 1000☂) companiesis saturated,but
penetration among medium-sized and smaller
companiesis still low.
The major international US banks and the four major
English clearing banks all offer on-line cash
managementservices. The main products offered by
the English banks are shown in Figure 6.11. In
addition, companies can have direct access to
CHAPS, a fully automated payments system for
amounts in excess of £10,000 ($14,000), guarantee-
ing same day clearing and operated jointly by the
banks. However, a powerful microprocessor is
required to give the appropriate level of security for
a CHAPSterminal (the IBM XT and PC microcom-
puters are not considered suitable), and the banks
have only just begunto integrate cash management
facilities into CHAPS terminals.
France
The drive to promote videotex services in France has
had its impact in the corporate sector, and a
substantial numberof banks now offer videotex-based

 Figure 6.10 Electronic cash managementservices offered by majorinternational banks in the UK☂
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Figure 6.11 Major electronic cash management services offered by UK banks☂
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cash managementservicesfor corporate clients (seeFigure 6.12). There are now some 15,000 businessusers of these services. The technology does not,however, lenditself to highly secure applications,although developments are under way to use smartcards to achieve better security. So far, few French
banks offer transaction services over videotex andmost applications involve information retrieval only,which limits their usefulness for large corporateusers.
However,the marketfor treasury workstations is welldeveloped, and by October 1984 some 650 had beeninstalled.

West Germany
The corporate electronic banking marketin Germanyhas been slow to develop. However, the US banks
have marketed their services aggressively, and
Citibank claimed 150 corporate customers by the endof May 1985. Three major German banks, Dresdner
Bank, Commerzbank and Deutsche Bank, now also
offer their own on-line cash managementservices.
In addition, the banks are beginning to offer simple
services on Bildschirmtext, the public videotex
service; these are generating muchinterest. By mid1985 over 130 treasury workstations had been
installed.
Italy
Thereis a large number of small local banks in Italy(some 1100) so that there is a greater requirementfor domestic balance reporting than in most otherEuropean countries. In addition, local bankingpractices cause particular problems and delays inreconciliation. Over 120 companies have alreadyinstalled treasury workstations. However,the on-linebanking services market as a whole is only beginningto develop.
Scandinavia
The marketfor electronic cash managementservicesin Scandinavia is one of the most advancedin Europe.The market leaders are Skandinaviska EnskildaBanken(SEB)in Sweden, and Suomen Yhdyspankki(Union Bank of Finland) in Finland. There are some600 companies using on-line cash managementservices in Finland where the Union Bank hasdeveloped a dial-up service for smaller companies,
some 200 in Sweden and perhaps 100 in Norway.Local banks are very strong in providing bothdomestic andinternational services, and US bankshave so far madelittle headway.

Benelux
There is a marked contrast between the markets forelectronic cash managementservicesin Belgium andthe Netherlands. The market in Belgium is welldeveloped, with Banque Bruxelles Lambert, the
market leader, claiming over 1,500 users of its

Telelink service in early 1985. Users include smallcompanies as well as multinationals. In theNetherlands, the market is less advanced and is
beginning to develop only now.

Switzerland
The market for electronic banking in Switzerland hasstarted to developin the last year, butstill numbersless than 100 customers for on-line cash manage-mentservices. The US international banks dominatethe market among multinationals and internationalinstitutions, but the major domestic banks arebeginning to open upthe national market. A numberof Swiss multinationals have developed their ownautomated treasury systems, but the number oftreasury workstations is still very low.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MARKET
The nature and structure of the market for on-linecash managementservices will evolve markedly overthe next few years. There will be changes in userservices. Services will evolve reflecting changesinthe supply side of the market. There will be newbusiness opportunities for suppliers, and newallianceswill be formed. The structure of the market
will therefore alter as it matures.
Changesin user services
As users of on-line services gain confidence andexperience with the services currently available, theyare likely to extend their use to meet other needssuch as:
♥Extension of on-line services to cover more

traditional areas of banking.
♥Access to more comprehensive internationalservices, including a broader range of currencieshandled and more locations served.
♥On-line delivery of an increasing range ofinstructions, eg opening letters of credit or

securities trading.
♥Anincreasing range of decision aids and infor-mation services.
♥Real-time reporting.
♥Accessto services via a wider rangeof terminalsand networks, including in particular lower cost

access media such as videotex.
Hence, demand on the workstation front will be formore flexible access to bank services, to includethose of banks other than the one supplying theworkstation. A wider range of software and facilitiesis likely to becomeavailable, and a market for multi-user systemsfor treasuries of large corporations islikely to develop.
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 Figure 6.12 Bank videotex services for corporate customers in France
 

 

 

 
Commercial

Nature of Service Alyservice provider Description
Acces Banque Populaire Centre Account information, payments in clearing, loans, securities and share

Atlantique portfolios, foreign exchangerates, internal and externaltransfers, salary
payments.

Acces-NMB Nederlandsche Midderstand Accountinformation.
Bank

Aigle Credit Industriel et Account information, treasury management, foreign exchangerates, interest
rates.
 Banque Nicolet Lafanechere

et de I'lsere
Banque Nicolet Lafanechere
et deI'lsere

Account information, transaction details, discount rates.

 Banque Marze Banque Marze Accountinformation, loan repayment modelling, cheque book ordering.
 Banque Populaire de Banque Populaire de General information, account information, treasury management,financial

 
Cote-d'Or Céte-d'Or information.
Banque Populaire de Banque Populaire de General information, accountinformation, loan repayment modelling, electronic
Franche-Comte Franche-Comte mail.
 Banque Populaire de la

Nievre
Banque Populaire de la
Nievre

General information, account information, loan repayment modelling, electronic
mail.
 Banque Populaire de la
Region Sud de Paris

Banque Populaire de la
Region Sud de Paris

Account and cash and foreign currency transaction management.

 B.C.C.M. Banque Centrale des
Cooperatives et des Mutuelles

General and account information

 Bonnasse Infobanque Banque Bonnasse Accountinformation, cheque bookordering.
 
 

 
Europeenne

BP Tel Banque Populaire du Centre General and account information, electronic mail.

BRED. B.R.E.D. Account and foreign exchangetransactionlistings, currency balances,
currency transfers, exchange rates, maturity listings, search facility.

B.U.E. Teletel Banque de |'Union Account information, funds transfer, commercial exchange rates, share
listings, news, introduction to the B.U-E., financial news and asset
management.
 ChaseInfocash Chase Manhattan Bank Generalinformation, accountinformation, leasing management, financial

information.
 

 

Clef Banque Courtois Extel Il: general and account information, financial information, electronic mail,
account balances overthelast 18 transactions.
ExtelIll: as above, with account balances and transactions overthelast 6
weeks.

C.R.CA. Isere Credit Agricole de I'lsere General information, account information, treasury management, loan
repayment modelling.
 Credit Agricole Mutuel du
Sud-Est

Credit Agricole du Sud-Est Account information, bills of exchange credited in clearing, maturity dates,
defaults, foreign exchange, electronic mail.
 Credit Agricole de I'Yonne Credit Agricole de I'Yonne General information, account information, lease modelling, financial

information.
 Credit MutuelIlle-et-Vilaine Credit MutuelIlle-et-Vilaine Accountinformation, transactions over the past 5 weeks, enquirylisting,

cheque book ordering
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hervetel Banque Hervet General information, account information, currency balances
Madic Banque Nationale de Paris Account information.
Norestel Credit du Nord General and account information.
Prism. Banque Paribas Treasury management.

Progestel Societe Generale Account information, news, loan modelling, internal tranfers, value dates.
Siegfried Banque Tarneaud General and account information, electronic mail
 Sogenal Terminal d☂Entreprise Sogenal Accountinformation, treasury management.
 

 
Sogestel Societe Generale Account information, recent transactions, financial and stock exchange

information.
Telelion Credit Lyonnais General and accountinformation.
 Telematique S.N.V.B. Societe Nanceenne de Credit

Industriel et Varin Bernier
Accountinformation, leasing management.

 Teleservice Cam Credit Agricole du Gers General and accountinformation, funds transfer, financial information.
 Triton Banque Worms Account and financial information.
 Videobanque CCF Entreprises Credit Commercial de France Account information, treasury management,financial information.
 |Videotex Cash Management Barclays Bank  Account information, treasury management.  
 Source: Videotex Guide (April 1985)
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Developmentsin the provision of on-line services
In all Western European countries major banks that
cater for the corporate market are likely to move
towards offering on-line account information and,
later, funds transfer services. The timescale over
which this occurs, and the precise nature of the
services, however, will vary from one country to
another, and will also depend on whoprovides the
services.

The US international banks will aim to offer their
services in areas dictated by their broader market
strategies; in one or two cases this may mean wider
geographic coverage. Where local factors are
favourable, they will tend to use electronic services
to compete with national banks for the large
corporate and, subsequently, the medium-sized
corporate market.

Some of the most interesting questions in terms of
the future development of the market concern the
role of the third-party computing service and network
suppliers. The costs of using computing bureaux to
run account information services significantly
undermine their benefits to the banks, who are
increasingly likely to wish to operate such services
in-house. However, in many cases the bureaux also
provide systemsto the banks, and a proportion of the
many new banksentering the market will wish their
servicesto berun initially by a bureau. Similarly, the
banks are increasingly expanding their own networks,
both national and international, or are using improved
and newfacilities provided by PTTs.
A major opportunity for third-party vendors is the
collation of account information for the customer
from a number of banks. As we have discussed,
banks are extremely unwilling to release account
details to other banks, even at the customer☂s
request, but they tend to have fewer qualms about
releasing them to a third party for collation.
Increasingly, treasurers require funds transfer
capabilities allied to balance andtransaction reporting
and this may favour yet another alternative solutionto the problem ofcollating account information ♥ the
use of bank exchange networks, which are associa-tions of banks which have agreed to exchange
account information (see Figure 6.13). These need
telecommunications networks to support them and
here, too, there is an opportunity for the third-party
supplier. In the absenceofpositive action from third-
party suppliers, customer demand, however,is likely
to force the banksin the direction of data exchange.

Changes in marketstructure
The structure of the market for on-line cash
managementservicesis likely to change in a number

of ways. Some segments will soon reach maturity and
saturation, while others will only begin to open up.
In the UK, for example, some industry observers
believe that the large corporate market for on-line
cash management services will have reached
maturity in five years. As a consequence, the banks
are beginning to target their services to the middle-sized market sectors. The smaller business marketmay start to becomeattractive in about two years☂time. The increasing maturity of the market will leadto changesin pricing and competitive differentiationbetweenthe services offered by the various vendors,
and to alliances between them.

Pricing
At present, the costs of service provision are high
because of the costs associated with the use of
timesharing bureaux and equipment. As the banks
view the servicespartly as a marketing tool designed
to attract or help retain corporate customers, thecosts of providing them are not always passed onfully
 

Figure 6.13 A bank-exchange network and a bureau asalternative meansof collecting account
information for the customer
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to the customer. Bringing the operation of the
services in-house should help banks to reduce costs.
Coupled with increasing competition and the
availability of a wider range of services, thisis likely
to lead to charges being more closely aligned to
costs, and a greater unbundling of products.
Competition
The advantages conveyed by electronic banking
services to corporate customersare already proving
important enough in some casesto determine which
bank is selected. At present, banks compete in the
on-line cash management market by their ability to
provide a few simple services such as account
information reporting and funds transfer services at
a numberof locations. As the market develops, the
basis for competitionis likely to shift to price, quality
of service (in particular the extent to which it matches
customer needs) and, where relevant to a customer,
the availability of more specialised services.

We also believe that the market is likely to
standardise on a range of commonly usedservices,
and thatas it does so other factors (in particular those
traditionally determining bank selection) will return to
the forefront. In the meantime, however, customers
may well have changedtheir allegiances.

Service differentiation
The roles of providers of on-line cash management
services are likely to becomeincreasingly differen-
tiated. We have already reviewed the role of third-
party vendorsin this respect. As a broader range of
services becomesavailable together with more cost-
related charges for each, the need to compete on
price and quality will become more acute, and most
banksare thereforelikely to specialise in only some
types of corporate electronic banking services. For
example, some banks are already choosing not to
compete in the market for treasury workstations.

But developmentsin bank systems, and in particular
increasing integration of back-office systems and
greater compatibility with SWIFT,will enhance some
of the services which can be offered and provide
clients with better access to information. Banks will
begin to offer services, such as foreign exchange deal
confirmation, which match these new back-office
capabilities to the facilities which can be offered by
treasury workstations.

The increasing differentiation of electronic bank-
ing products and services, and the readiness of
treasurers who need treasury workstations to shop
around, is likely to make providing workstations
increasingly unattractive to banks. The economicsof
providing them do not even now appearto be attrac-
tive for them andthey are likely to do so evenless
once workstations become a more familiar product,
suppliers☂ margins shrink, and their effectiveness as

a marketing tool declines. However, we anticipate
that there will be an increasing demand for software
to front-end specific bank services and to interface
these with standard personal computer software.

Formation of supplier alliances
As well as more specialised services, we arelikely
to see more partnerships between suppliers to
provide mutually complementary services. Bank
exchange networks are an early example of the
process of forming associations and partnerships.
Logic andlogistics favour cooperation over account
information exchange. Interbank cooperation on
balance reporting is likely to increase, driven by
customer demand and competition from third-party
vendors. This cooperationis likely to be accompanied
by greater standardisation of balance reporting and
also transaction formats, a process which has already
begun.
Market forecasts
Wepresent forecasts for the market for on-line cash
managementservices and for treasury workstations.

On-line cash management
Our forecast for on-line cash managementservices
in Europe covers on-line balance reporting and funds
transfer services and is presented in Figure 6.14. The
forecasts are for organisationsofall sizes, including
small businesses.
Weexpect the market to grow fastest where banks
use videotex services to deliver cash management

 

Figure 6.14 Marketforecast for on-line cash management
services in Europe
 

 

 
Numberof organisations using on-line

Country cash managementservices1985 1990
Austria <50 500
Belgium 1,500 3,500
Denmark 500 1,500
Finland 550 3,000
France 15,000 150,000
Germany 1,250 15,000
Italy <50 1,000
Netherlands <50 1,000
Norway LS: 1,000
Spain <50 500
Sweden 100 3,000
Switzerland <50 1,000
UK 1,200 12,000  
 

Note:Thefiguresreferto all users, including small businesses using videotex
services for simple cash management. Figures are for the beginning
of each year.
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services, notably in France, West Germany and, toa muchlesser extent, in the UK. In all countries,but particularly in France, we expect an increasingProportion of small businesses to use on-line cashmanagement.

Treasury workstations
Our forecasts are for treasury workstations with
some analytic capability. Simple balance collectionpackages are excluded. .
We assume the market is segmented into largecorporations, with a turnover in excess of $250M perannum, and medium-sized companies with turnoversbetween $25M and $250M.
Large corporationsin all European countries havetreasury operations of sufficient complexity to bepotential customers for treasury workstations. Thebanking systemsin France, ltaly and Spain are such

 

Figure 6.15 Forecastof theinstalled base of treasuryworkstations in Europe to 1990
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that medium-sized companieswill also have a require-ment for treasury workstations, but this is not thecase in the other countries. The market amongmedium-sized companieswill take longer to develop,
and we assumethatit will take twice as long to reacha given level of penetration as in the equivalent largecorporate market.
Figure 6.15 shows our forecast for the treasuryworkstation market in Europe, while Figure 6.16showsthe proportions of the market accounted forby different countries in 1985 and 1990.
 

Geographic breakdownof the installed baseof treasury workstations in Europe
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CHAPTER7
CASH MANAGEMENT: REMOTEBANKING SERVICES FORINDIVIDUALS

The spread of the information revolution from busi-
nesses to the homehas beenheralded by technology
prophets for many years. Services would be supplied
remotely over electronic links, allowing people in the
hometo work, shop and be informed and entertained
without needing to travel. Reality is taking time to
catch up, and many of today☂s predictions arelittle
different from those made ten years ago, despite
many setbacks experienced since.
Nevertheless, there have been some developments
which have made such remote services morefeasible
now. Increased penetration of the telephone and the
spread of cable TV have ensured that major elements
of the necessary infrastructure are now in placein
many countries. Greater familiarity with information
technology products such as home computers also
meansthat there is now much greater awareness and
someof the skills needed to permit more widespread
use of these technologies by residential users. More-
over, in most industrialised countries, a numberof
remote information and transaction services are now
available to the public. In many cases, thesearestill
either trials or are services that have sofar attracted
only relatively small numbers of customers. However,
they provideinteresting ☁test-beds☂ for such services.

Home banking, and other services involving pay-
ments, such as home shopping, are the kind of ser-
vices that have aroused the mostinterest, as they
perhapsoffer the greatest commercial potential.

Banks and other financialinstitutions, such as building
societies, see very significant threats and oppor-
tunities associated with home banking. Firstly, it might
becomeanessential elementof retail banking, alter-
ing the way in which banks offer services to their
customers.In addition, it is a service mostlikely to
appeal to the banks☂ most coveted sector among
private customers, namely young professionals with
high future income potential and high bank usage
ahead, and also their wealthy older counterparts.
Early home banking services have demonstrated the
ability to lure a proportion of such customers from
other banks. Indeed, current estimates suggest that
at least 15% of customers who subscribe to home
banking services are new to the bank concerned.
Conversely, banks not offering such services risk
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losing a proportional percentage of their prime
customers. However, the cost and complexity of
developing home banking systemsare still a signi-
ficant deterrent and the degree to which users will
accept ♥ and pay for ♥ such servicesis still highly
uncertain.
Our research indicates that, in most countries, home
banking services are of appeal only to a narrow
segmentof the residential sector. By contrast, the
relatively basic services now available are of
considerable appeal to small businesses, who use
them for simple cash management. The market for
such simple cash management services for small
businesses has arisen out of a genuine, and pre-
viously not recognised or catered for, market need.

Homebanking will only succeedif it meets customer
needs. This is perhaps the most important, butit is
not the only prerequisite for success: the technology
must be right for the purpose, the necessary infra-
structure must be in place and the commercial case
for such services mustbeclearto their providers. We
discuss these issues in this chapter and present
relevant experience from current services. We also
present our market forecasts.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY
Home banking services are services designed for
individuals who can use a terminal to access a
financial institution's computer centre over a
telecommunicationslink to enquire about the status
of their accounts or to transfer funds.

The most commonalternative technologies used are
the telephone for voice response systems, videotex,
communicating personal computers, andtelevisions
connectedto cable television networks. We discuss
these technologies and their relative merits in this
section.
Voice response services
Voice response services are based on voice response
systems; these are systems which generate mess-
ages in the form of speech. The messages are
generated from a data bank of voice messages, in
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whicheither whole wordsor their sound components(called phonemes)are stored for synthesis into words,phrases or sentences.
Voice response systems are usually accessed overthe telephone network by push-button (multi-frequency ♥ mf-signalling) telephones, or ordinaryrotary dial (pulse signalling) telephones using anadaptor (see Figure 7.1). The data are entered innumeric form by the customer from his telephone.The system accesses the appropriate information inthe bank computer and registers details of anytransaction required. The interchangetypically takesthe form of a dialogue, where the customer enterssuccessive items of information and the systemresponds by confirming the data entered,or by givingguidance messages and prompts for the next itemto be input. The sequence normally ends with thesystem giving the information requested or confirming
the transaction.

In principle, voice response systemsare anattractivemeansof delivering home banking services as thereis a huge baseof telephoneusers, and evenif they
do not have mf pushbutton telephones, adaptors are
cheap, typically costing less than $30. Also, even
though in many countries residential users use rotarydial telephones based onpulse signalling, most large
PABX systems nowinstalled in businesses use mf-
signalling. Individual users could use home banking
services from their offices, much as many of them
now usetheir office telephones for personal calls.
However, voice response systemssuffer from some
handicaps, which make them less attractive to con-

sumers than other kinds of home banking terminalssuch as videotex terminals or personal computers.Firstly, the amountof information that can be con-veyed with voice responseis rather limited andit isserial in fashion. By contrast, information presentedon a screen can be much more comprehensive andcan be presented in parallel, helping the user tounderstandthe information entered and received, byproviding better feedback. Secondly, there are nolocal storage capabilities in the telephone, whereaswith personal computers and some videotex ter-minals information can be stored locally for lateranalysis or perusalor simply as a record.
Videotex
Videotex is a generic term for a type of on-line infor-
mation service that is able to use adaptedtelevisionsas terminals (although other kinds of terminal, includ-ing microcomputers, can also access videotexservices). It is generally distinguished from other on-line computerservices by its low cost, ease of use,and the possibility to use colour and graphics in thedisplay.
Current home banking services that rely on infor-mation distribution via videotex typically includedescriptions of the range of bank services, interestrate quotations and, oncetheidentity of the customerhas been satisfactorily verified, account balanceinformation and statements of recent transactions.Most current home banking servicesarelimited toproviding these kinds offacilities.
But videotex can also be used for data collection inapplications such as remote ordering or reservations,
 Figure 7.1 Multi-frequency tone terminals for accessing voice response systems
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and in the context of home banking, the transfer of
funds. Transferring funds, although essential for a
comprehensive home banking service, is not yet
offered on most videotex-based home banking ser-
vices, as it involves more complex system design and
security requirements than information retrieval.

Problem solving computations can also be carried out
on a videotex system. This type of service involves
processing information, in addition to entering and
retrieving it. Parameters (for example, for a tax or
payroll calculation) are entered by the subscriber on
his terminal. The processing software mayeither be
executed at a service computeror it may be down-
loaded to the subscriber's intelligent terminal.
(Software for downloading in this way is called
telesoftware.) Home banking services of this type
include facilities for home budgeting, calculating loan
repayments and evaluating savings plans.

Videotex home banking services can be provided
either independently or as part of a more
comprehensive videotex service operated by another
organisation, such as a national service operated by
a PTT. In both cases, however, information about
customers☂ accountswill normally be kept, and the
service hosted, on bank computers because of
security and confidentiality requirements. If the
videotex service is operated by a non-banking
organisation (eg a PTT or a bureau), the bank
computers will therefore need to be accessedvia a
gateway from the service.

One advantage of using videotex for home banking
is that in many countries (and in particular in France)
there is a ready base of videotex users who can use
home banking as one of a numberof services. Figure
7.2 gives the number of subscribers to videotex
systems in European countries, and the proportion
of residential subscribers in each. Offering home
banking as part of a more general public service may
convey a number of advantages compared with a
stand-alone service:
♥Thereis an existing market of videotex customers

and homebanking services can benefit from the
synergy of being marketed with other services.

♥Additional networkfacilities to allow accessatlocal
call rates over a wide area may not need to be
provided.

♥The generalservice may provide capabilities such
as billing, security and communications handling
and management which would not need to be
duplicated on bank systems.

Home computers and personal computers
Home computers are usually distinguished from
personal computers,although the distinction is largely
arbitrary as both are based on microcomputer
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 Figure 7.2 Numberof subscribersto videotex services in
Western Europe
 

 

 
Approximate

Country Total number proportionof subscribers residential subscribers
Austria 3,500 40%
Belgium 400 negligible
Denmark 750 10%
Finland 2,500 5%
France 900,000 75-80%
Germany 35,000 40-50%
Italy 1,800 15%
Netherlands 17,000 30-40%
Norway 500 5-10%
Spain 600 negligible
Sweden 25,000 5-10%
Switzerland 1,700 10-15%
UK 60,000 45%   
 

Note: Figures apply to August 1985.
 

technology. The most obvious distinction is price
(which reflects facilities and processing power).
Home computers typically cost under $1,000 and
personal computers typically cost $1,000 upwards.
The penetration of home computers in some
European countriesis high. For example, some 20-25
per cent of homes in the United Kingdom are
expected to have a home computerby the end of
1985.
The significance of home and personal computers to
homebanking is that they can provide a ready base
of users.In particular, the same kind of user (higher
income and technologically aware) that has a home
computerislikely to be attracted to otherIT services,
such as home banking and shopping.
For personal computers to be used for home banking
they must have a communication capability. A small
but rapidly growing percentage of home computers
(5-10 per cent in the UK,at least 25 per cent in the
United States) have communication facilities (usually
ASCII or videotex interfaces) and we estimate that
by 1990 some 50 per cent of home computerswill
have communication facilities. The number of
personal computer owners who could potentially
access homebanking servicesis therefore increasing
rapidly.

Cable TV
Cabletelevision originated in the United Statesin the
1930s and 1940s to provide television reception to
remote settlements and other areas inadequately
served by over-the-air transmission. However, cable
television has proved to be a medium that can provide
a wide range of entertainment, communications and
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information services. This trend towards thecommercial exploitation of services other thantelevision is at an early stage, both in North Americaand in Europe. Very few cable networks now supportsuch services, and few cable TV users have sofarshownevidence of a desire for any services otherthan entertainment.
Most cable systems carry only one-way broadcastsignals. But interactive, two-way cable services arenecessary for such services as home banking andshopping. They are possible with the addition of a
back channelto carry signals from the subscriber to
the head-end. The back channel can be providedeither over the same cable or via the telephonenetwork. Two-way systems that use both cable andtelephonelines are called hybrid systems. Interactivecable systems allow operators to provide not onlyhomebanking or shopping but also suchfacilities asvideotex, remote polling and subscriber participationduring the transmission of TV programmes.
Since 1972 all new US cable systems have had tobe convertible to two-way capability, though very fewcable systems yet exploit their interactive potential.One of the earliest two-way services was the Qubeservice in Columbus, Ohio. Qube offers interactiveTV and a range of other communications andinformation services,including home banking as wellas home shopping and remote security services, tosome 55,000 homes.
In the US, the numberof homes subscribing to cableTV systems has grownrapidly to some 35 million inmid 1985. In Europe the extent to which cable TVservices have developed varies considerably fromOne country to another (see Figure 7.3) depending on
 Figure 7.3 Numberof households subscribing to cabletelevision services in Western Europe
 

 

Country ee

Austria 250
Belgium 2,667
Denmark 62
Finland 158
France 175:
Germany 1,240
Italy 0
Netherlands 1,700
Norway 260
Spain 0
Sweden 55
Switzerland 1,200UK _2,300
Total 10,067    

Note:Figures apply to August 1985.
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regulations in force and local demand,but the numberof cable systems with the interactive capability tosupport home banking services is extremely small.In the UK, for example, new systems now beinglicensed must have the potential to deliver interactiveservices but are notobligedto do soinitially, and no
system yet offers interactive services on acommercial basis, although there are a fewtrials.
Cable TV could, however, become an attractivedelivery medium for home banking and otherinter-active services for two reasons. Firstly, its ability tocarry still and moving pictures makesit possible todeliver a more comprehensive and visually appealingrange ofinteractive services than over the telephoneline. In addition, the interface unit needed for thecustomerto be able to receive cable TV will providesomeofthe facilities required for interactive services,so the marginal cost to the customerof the equip-ment needed to access homebanking or other inter-active services would be low.
Relative merits of alternative delivery methods
The relative merits of the alternative ways ofdelivering home banking services are summarisedinFigure 7.4. In countries where the national telephonenetwork supports mf signalling input from push-buttontelephones, voice response offers a perhapsunrivalled capability for delivering a cheapservice toa very broad base of customers, but the serviceswhich can be offered are restricted by the lack ofprocessing powerin the telephone and the lack ofvisual feedback. Videotex services enable homebanking to be marketed as part of a package ofservices, but the costof terminalsisstill too high formany residential users (except in France wherevideotex terminals are provided free of charge toresidential customers). Personal computers make anideal terminal and their owners mayfind the cost ofadapting them to receive home banking servicesacceptable, but currently only a small, thoughincreasing, proportion of bank customers own per-sonal computers with a communications capability.
Technological convergence is beginning to breakdown the differences betweenalternative deliverymethods,a trendlikely to continue. For example:
♥Personal computers as well as bespoke videotexterminals are already used to access videotexservices.
♥A system using telephone input and voiceresponse to set up a connection for a personalcomputer has been developed by Periphonics, aUS company specialising in voice responsetechnology. Information input includes the type ofcomputer and customeridentification numbers.
♥Suppliers are also beginning to build videotex chipsinto personal computers.
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 Figure 7.4 Relative merits of alternative technologies for delivering home banking services

 
 
adaptors Wherethe telephone network supports MF

signalling, the potential customer base is
larger than for other technologies.
The technologyis relatively familiar to
customers.

Technology Advantages Disadvantages
Voice response using Cheap. Only a very restricted range of services can
MF-signalling telephones or Easy to use. be delivered.

Lack of visual feedback means overload on
user's memory.
Security may be inadequate for some services.
Nolocal storage.

 Videotex, videotex adaptor Ease of use.
Home banking can be marketed with a
range of other services and take advantage
of a commoninfrastructure.

Cost of terminals high.
lf home banking is offered as part of a more
general videotex service, security may be
inadequate for some home banking services,
especially those involving the transfer of
funds.
 Personal computers (PCs) Moreattractive and sophisticated services

can be offered as local storage and
processing poweravailable.
Home banking can be marketed with a
range of other services.
Starting costs low for existing PC owners.

Only a minority of potential customers have
communicating PCs.

 Cable TV Potentially able to deliver the widest and
mostattractive range of homeservices.
Marginal initial cost to the customer of
accessinginteractive services less than for

Few cable systems have interactive (two-
way) capability needed for home banking.

 

  most other approaches.   
 
 

THE STATUS OF THE MARKET
The market for home banking has developed much
more slowly in most countries than many early
forecasts anticipated and many service providers
would haveliked. The reasons are many, but perhaps
the most importantare that the kind of services now
available are not yet sufficiently attractive to
customers, that customers themselves have not been
ready, that costs have beentoo high and that service
providers have not understood the market correctly.

We discuss these issues in this section, beginning
with a review of the current status of home banking
trials and services.
Majortrials and services
A considerable number of home banking services are
now in operation in many countries. Some of the
largest and most advanced home banking services
in the world arelisted in Figure 7.5 overleaf. These
services differ in a number of respects:
♥Someare trial services, unlike others which are

fully commercial.
♥Some services only offer account balance

information, whereas others enable customersto
transfer money between accounts, make pay-
ments, order cheque books and convey other
instructions to banks.

♥Some services accept input from push-button
multi-frequency (mf) signalling telephones and
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provide a synthesised voice response, others
provide a visual display using either videotex or
conventional data communications to a personal
computer.

♥Someservices are offered independently, others
are part of a package including other services.

Overall, home bankingis still in its emerging phase
in many countries. For many systems, the current
growth rate per year is reasonable (between 15 and
30%), but not large enough for service providers to
achieve payback ontheir investment fast enough. As
an example, the Chemical Bank has so far spent
some $20 million to attract some 21,000 home bank-
ing customers, which represents only about 2% of
its total customer base of over 1 million.

However, in France banks have beenable to increase
the numberof subscribers to their home banking
services veryfast, due to the policy of the French PTT
to distribute free terminals to residential users. These
are the ☁Minitel☂ terminals, which are cheap black and
white videotex terminals, designed to use France☂s
videotex service, Teletel, and the PTT☂s electronic
telephone directory.

Facilities available on home banking services
Figure 7.6, on page 93, showsindividualfacilities that
may be available on home banking services. None
of the home banking services we described under the
previous heading offers all, although some, eg
Chemical Bank☂s Pronto, offer most. Many of the
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 Figure 7.5 Major home banking services
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

   
. ApproximatCountry Operator and service name Technology fieeGFoe

Canada Bank of Montreal: Grassroots Videotex 500
Finland Union Bankof Finland: Kotisyp Voice response 5,000
France Crédit Commercial de France Videotex 75,000 private customers(Minitel terminals) (6,000 + businesses)

Banque Nationale de Paris Videotex 30,000(Minitel terminals)
Over 50 other French banksoffer some banking Videotex Several tens of thousandsservices over Teletel, the PTT☂s videotex service (Minitel terminals)

Germany Verbraucherbank Videotex 7,800.
Bundespost(Postoffice giro bank) Videotex 7,500
Several hundred other banks, mostvia bureau services, Videotex Several thousandsomeusing their own computer

Singapore United Overseas Bank and others Voice response and Undisclosedhome computer
Spain Banco de Santander Voice response 90,000
UK Nottingham Building Society: Homelink Videotex Several thousand

Bankof Scotland Videotex UndisclosedUSA Bank of America: Home Banking ASCIl/ 17,500Home computers
Chemical Bank: Pronto ASCII/ 21,000 private customersHome computers 4,000 small businesses
HomeBanking Interchange Videotex (NAPLPS) 1,200
Citibank: Banking Direct Access Home computers 1,000
Video Financial Services: Applause, on Viewtron Videotex (NAPLPS) 850videotex    Notes:

1. Most countries in Western Europe nowoffer some banking services overvideotex. Only majorservicesare listed above.2. The data appliesto the status in August 1985

 

services delivered over videotex offer balance andother information but no funds transfer. Those usingtelephoneinput and voice-response technologies aretypically limited to balance and transaction infor-mation and pre-authorised funds transfer. Attemptshave been made to offer more complex servicepackages via voice response, but without visualfeedback many customers found them too compli-cated to operate.
Services in some countries would not be feasible inothers, depending onlocal regulations. Perhaps themost extreme example ofthis is Austria, where homebanking and home shopping are currentlyillegal, due
to local consumerprotection laws.

The target customers
Customer reaction and acceptance will be whatdetermines whether, how and when homebanking
can be a success. Experience so far shedslight on

the kind of customer to whom home banking appealsmost, including notonly individual customers but alsosmall businesses who have become enthusiasticusers of services designed originally for individuals.
Individual customers
A fairly consistent picture of potential home bankingcustomersis beginning to emerge with considerablesimilarities between one country and another.Typically, such customers are younger professionalpeople, well educated and in higher income brackets.However,they may not be the only target groups. OneUS study, for example,identified the prime customergroups as being not only high-flying youngprofessionals, but also high-earning more matureprofessionals, and also the elderly and disabled. Yetanother study of users found that most users werein the 35 to 49 age range.
The financial affairs of typical home-banking userstend to be more complex than average. For example,
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 Figure 7.6 Individual services available on home banking
services
 
Balance information (for a number of accounts, and held at
different branches of the bank).
Statement display and details of recent transactions.
Moneytransfer between accounts.
Bill payments to pre-authorised recipients.
Creation, review and amendmentof standing orders and direct
debits.
Messaging to the bank.
Request for cash delivery by post.
Applications for personal loans, credit cards and other credit
facilities.
Credit and account enquiries.
Cheque book and printed statement requests.
Request to stop a cheque.
Cheque recording and monitoring facility.
Homebudgeting facility.
Modelling and calculation programs, eg. for hire purchasecosts,
loan repayments, and savings plan evaluation.
Information on bank services.
Other financial information:
♥ interest rates
♥ foreign exchangerates
♥ banking terminology
♥ tax guide
♥ economic and business briefs
♥ ☁Consumer Reports☂ articles.
Stockbroking services.  
 

 

it has been reported that the average retail account
holder with Chemical Bank in the US has 1.6
accounts, and the average userof the Pronto service
has 3.9.
Although home banking services are designed for use
by individuals at home, current experience suggests
that there is also significant use by individuals using
the services from their place of work (where suitable
terminals tend to be readily available) rather than from
home.
Typically, the customer☂s motivation to use home-
banking services are convenience (although the
laborious operating procedures of some systems are
said to militate against this) and the ability to keep
better track of their finances. It also allows precise
timing of funds transfers (where this is available),
whichis not possible with most conventional media
such as cheques and credit cards.

Small businesses
Although home banking productstend to be targeted
at private customers, current evidence suggests that
the most enthusiastic customers for simple on-line
banking services may actually be small businesses.
Also, some sectors termed ☁residential☂ that have
embraced homebanking most enthusiastically, are
those that are really in the small business sector, for
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example independent professionals working from
home or mail order agents.
The most substantial population of small busi-
nesses subscribing to home banking sevices has
been achieved by the French Minitel-based
videotex services. For example, in early 1985 the
CCF and Credit du Nord homebanking services had
23% and 27% small business customers, respec-
tively. Although many of the banks who provide home
banking service for Minitel terminals offer a rela-
tively restricted service (eg displaying account
information only) others also provide at least
some services specifically tailored to the needs of
business customers, for example displaying the
balancesin all the customer☂s accounts with a given
bank, even where they are scattered betweendif-
ferent branches.

In the US, the leading current provider of small
business banking services is Chemical Bank. Its
☁Business Banker☂ pilot service servesaninitial base
of 4,000 customers.Citibank andFirst Interstate also
offer services targeted at small businesses.

In the UK, the Bank of Scotland has specifically
tailored its ☁Home and Office Banking☂ service to the
needs of business as well as private customers.It
offers an additional cash management module for
business customers, which enables the value of
cleared fundsto beidentified and projects overall and
cleared balances forward for three working days.
Subscription to the service costs business customers
approximately $7 per month and the cash manage-
ment module costs a further $28 per month.

In Canada, a service aimed specifically at farmers
has been developed. The Bank of Montreal offers
banking services via a gateway to ☁Grassroots☂, an
agribusiness information service to which 1,000
Manitoba farmers subscribe at a cost of some $100
($70 US) per month.
Bespoke small-business banking services that
have been recently launched have been well
received, and market research, such as that con-
ducted by Chemical Bank in the US, indicates
enthusiasm even among the smallest of businesses
with only one or two bank accounts. The benefits
of on-line banking services may be more appreciable
to a small business than to an individual because
of the greater complexity of companyfinances, and
the greater likelihood of businesses already possess-
ing a personal computer to act as a suitable
terminal. For example, the Chemical Bank research,
reported in 1985, found that 32% of US small
businesses had a personal computerat the time of
the survey, and 44% expected to have one by the
end of 1985.
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Costs to the user
The costs of home banking for the user include ser-
vice costs, communications costs and terminal costs.
Service costs
Bank charges for the actual home banking service
vary depending onthe typeof service offered and the
bank offering it. Thus, the Union Bank of Finland
makes no charge for its voice-response services
except for an annual charge of 20 Finmarks ($3.5)
for registering a list of pre-authorised payment
recipients. Many of the French banks offer their
Teletel balance enquiry services free; others charge
25F ($3.0) per month.
In the US, fees for personal-computer-based banking
services range from $5-15 per month. Chemical Bank
charges $12 per month for residential customers,
Bank of America $8 per month. Chemical Bank
market research has suggested that demand is
relatively insensitive to price, up to tariffs of about
$16 per month, but declines sharply at higher levels.
In the UK, the Bank of Scotland charges its homebanking customers £2.50 ($3.5) per month. Bankcharges are calculated on homebanking transactionsin the same way as for conventional ones. TheNottingham Building Society operates a very complex
charging schedule for its Homelink home bankingservice, depending on: the type of terminal used toaccess the service; whether the terminal has beenacquired from the Building Society or elsewhere:whetherit has been loaned or purchased: and on thebalancein the account. Interest rates paid on depositaccounts also vary depending on howthe terminalhas been acquired. Excluding the interest rate,
charges range from free service to £5.20 ($7.5) per
month.
Communications costs
Telephone call charges have to be paid separately
for most home banking services. Customers
accessing home banking over a videotex service also
have to pay videotex connect-time charges in mostcountries.

Terminal costs
Where customers already possess push-button
telephones, communicating personal computers or
videotex terminals they incur no additional terminal-
related costs, assuming of course that the home-
banking service they wishto useis designed fortheir
kind of terminal.

Voice response systems may require upgrading from
a rotary-dial telephone to a push-button one: in
Finland, for example, this adds about $2 per month
to the cost of the telephone.
In the UK,Prestel adaptors suitable for home banking

services are being offered at £95 ($140) by the Bank
of Scotland and £180 ($260)(including installation) by
the Nottingham Building Society.
Personal computers without communications capa-
bility will need additional communications software
and a modem.The Nottingham Building Society also
offers an adaptorfor interfacing the more common
home computers to Prestei. In the US, Microperi-
pheral Corp.is offering an ASCII autodial/autoanswer
modem interfacing to any personal computer for
$175, or $250 for a more sophisticated version.

However, customers in many countries have shownreluctance to acquire videotex or other terminalsspecifically and only to access home bankingservices. For nearly all customers the costs of homebanking outweigh any savings that maybe achieved,eg bank charges. For those whoare farfrom theirbanks, savings on personal transport or mailing costsmay offset the charges. However, most homebanking customers tend to justify their expenditurein terms of moreintangible benefits such as greaterconvenience and better ability to manage theiraccounts, rather than direct cost savings.

SECURITY
Security is one of the major factors that now limit therange of home bankingservices. Security is an issuefor both the users of home banking services and thebanks who provide them. Users are concernedthatthey have no paperrecord of transactions (attachingprinters to home terminals would add prohibitively totheir cost). Banks are concerned about possible fraudor accidental misuse.

For security reasons, many servicesare limited tothe provision of information only. Of those servicesnow available that permit funds transfers, virtually allrequire that users should be restricted to thosespecified in advance to the bank. Some servicesrestrict recipients to a ☁closed☂ list of organisationsSpecified by the bank; for example a transferof fundsmay be madeto utility companies orlocal authoritiesonly.

The main reasons for the banks☂ concern aboutsecurity are the need to verify the customer☂s identityreliably and the vulnerability of the communicationsto unauthorised interception. Ideally, home bankingapplications should be designed to allow thecustomer to access the service from wherever hewishes and has

a

terminal available, and not just fromhis home. However, this makes identity verificationmore difficult, and secure communications nearimpossible. There are a number of approaches toimproving the certainty with which the identity of the
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customer can be authenticated to reduce the risks
of fraudulent use and we describe these below.

Passwords
lf access to the home banking service is via videotex,
the customer is normally required to log on to the
service by entering a videotex account number, a
personal identification number(PIN) and one or more
passwords. These may be hardwired into his terminal
and entered automatically or they may be input
manually. A further level of security may be provided
by requiring the customerto be a designated member
of a Closed User Group. However, password security
measures are vulnerable to misuse and they place
great reliance on the user☂s ability to memorise or
keep safe the passwords.
PIN changes
Problems of PIN disclosure can be avoided by
changing the PIN after every transaction. This is the
principle followed by, for example, Verbraucherbank
(a German bank which pioneered home banking
services) for securing funds transfer instructions. The
customeris issued with a list of ☁money transaction
numbers☂ (MTNs), each of which can be used once
only. In the case of Verbraucherbank the MTNs are
10-digit random numbers. These numbersare issued
in lists of 100 which the customer needsto collect
in person from the bank.

Smart cards
Smart cards can solve the authentication problem
and keep an independent record of transactions.
Smart-card readers which interface with a Minitel
videotex terminal for accessing home banking
services have been developed in France and should
be publicly available by early 1986. French industry
expects rentaltariffs to be as low as 40F ($5) per
month.
Restricted recipientlist
Restrictions onthe recipients of funds transfers are
another means to reduce the security risk of home
banking services. In particular, restricting the
beneficiaries of funds transfers to those named in a
☁closed☂list provided to the bank in advance,prevents
anyone not onthat list who discovers a customer☂s
account and PIN numbers from transferring money
to his own account.

As PINs are highly vulnerable to being disclosed, PINs
used for home banking should differ from those used
by the same customer for ATM and EFTPOS
transactions. However, the sheer number of PINs
customers already need to rememberis likely to
becomeanintolerable burden as the numberof PINs
increases.

SELLING HOME BANKING AS A PACKAGE
WITH OTHER SERVICES
Suppliers of information and transaction servicesfor
the home are increasingly thinking in terms of
marketing a whole packageof services to customers,
rather than just an individual service such as home
banking. To this end, a number of joint ventures
between service providers with differing areas of
expertise have been formed in many countries. The
most notable examplesin the US are those between:
♥Chemical Bank, Bank of America, Time Inc. and

AT&T.
♥IBM, Sears Roebuck, and CBS.
♥Video Financial Services, a venture including

Honeywell, Centel, Viewdata Corporation of Miami
Beach, Security Pacific and a number of others.

♥ Integrated Communication Service, which includes
Control Data, Southern Bell, GTE, NCR, The
Southern Company(concerned with utilities), and
others.

In countries with national PTT-provided videotex
services the PTTs tend to take the lead in service
marketing and attempt to assemble as attractive a
range of information and transaction services as
possible, although not all PTTs have been entirely
successful in achieving this aim.
In environments of joint-service provision, payment
services developed in the context of home banking
are likely to be readily applied to other services
involving payment,for example home shopping, ticket
booking and betting. They also provide an opportunity
for service providers whoseprimary area of business
is not banking to provide financial services and to
compete with established banks and otherfinancial
institutions.

THE EXPERIENCE OF BANKS AND OTHER
FINANCIAL SERVICE PROVIDERS
The earliest home banking services were mostly
provided by smaller banks and other financial
institutions who pioneered these services as part of
a strategy designed to increase their market share.
Examplesare the Verbraucherbankin West Germany,
the Bank of Scotland and the Nottingham Building
Society in the UK. The larger banks tend to be more
conservative and are mostly latecomers to home
banking, with some exceptions, eg in the US, where
the Bank of America and the Chemical Bank are
amongthe pioneers. In France, both small and large
banks are attracted by the large and rapidly
increasing base of Minitel terminals; becauseofthis
base, banks can penetrate the market more easily
than where banks needto create their own base of  Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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customers with suitable terminals, which is the case
in most other countries.

Banks and other financial institutions expect a
numberof advantages from offering home banking:
Externalising costs. Home banking is one aspect of
☁self-help☂ banking, which the banks seek to exploit
in order to reducecosts,especially costs associated
with keeping their network of branches.

Coping with competition. In particular, smaller bank-
ing and financial organisations need new marketing
tools, of which home banking can be one, to keep
afloat in the face of growing competition from the
giants in the banking world.
Selling other services. Home banking can be a vehicle
for selling banking services to the customer.
In practice, none of the home banking services wehave researched haveso far shown any evidence ofreal tangible benefits being achieved, although claimsof greater marketing advantage and substantial(though nonquantifiable) intangible benefits abound.
Toillustrate the range of issues that banks and otherhome banking service providers face, we havechosen three home banking services to feature ascasehistories* Theyillustrate different approachestakenand different marketing and technical solutionsadopted. They are:
♥The Union Bankof Finland.
♥CCFin France.
♥The Commonwealth Bank of Australia.
Union Bank of Finland
The Finnish banking marketis highly competitive. Fora numberof years the use of technology to improvethe rangeof services available to the customer andto externalise costs by increasing the elementofselfservice has been an important dimension ofcompetition. Largely as a result of these competitivepressures the Union Bankof Finland (the country☂ssecond largest commercial bank with 353 branches)has adopted a ☁technology leader☂ strategy in thedelivery of new services, including home banking.

 

*Case studies of Home Banking services have appearedinearlier Butler Cox Public Reports, namely:
Chemical Bank's Pronto Service in ☁Videotex services and themarket response☂
The Verbraucherbank☂s Home Banking System in ☁PrivateVideotex Systems☂
The Nottingham Building Society Homelink service in☁Information Technology: Its Impact on Marketing and Selling☂
 

The Union Bank☂s home banking service uses voice-response technology, but at the time of our researchit announced thatit will also offer access via homecomputers.

The voice response system offers real-time balanceenquiries, transaction enquiries and paymentsto pre-authorised recipients on the day the instruction isgiven or any subsequent date specified. The custo-mer dials his local branch and inputs instructionsusing a push-button multi-frequency signalling tele-phone. After each input he receives spoken infor-mation and guidance messages generated by a voicesynthesiser.
The service is very cheap for customers. The banklevies no charges except 20 Finmarks ($3.5) per yearfor registering the customer☂s list of pre-authorisedpayment recipients. Communication is at local-callfates, and if the subscriber does not already have apush-button telephone the additional rental forupgrading from rotary dial is about $2 per month.
The service was first introduced in 1982. Adevelopment period followed, during which theservice was not heavily marketed. The majority of the5000 current users havein fact joined only during thelast year. The expansion of the service has been aconsequenceof the recent extension by the telecom-munications administration of the availability of push-button telephones and mf signalling throughoutFinland.
The service is delivered via one or more voicesynthesisers linked to the branch computer, drawingon its standard real-time teller support functions andaccessto the central bank computer. Incoming callsare queueduntil they can berouted to the next avail-able synthesiser. A local branch service was chosento keep communication costs for the customerlow.
The Union Bankchosethis simple approach to homebanking, based on voice response, for severalreasons:
♥Therange of services that can be provided withthe technologyis limited, but it provides thosefacilities the Union Bankfelt were most importantto the residential customer, namely information

retrieval and basic funds transfer.
♥The bank already has satisfactory products forboth large and small organisations, so the needto cater for business requirements was not aconsideration.
♥ Voice responseis much cheaper for the customer

than other alternatives.
However, the bank has just announced the extension
of the service to accept input from home computers.
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This will enable a wider range of services to be
offered, including on-line provision of statements,
flexibility in paymentlistings, pooling of information
from different accounts and round-the-clock availa-
bility. The system will also enable other payment-
related services such as theatre booking to be
provided, but this is only a longer-term possibility.
Access over videotex may also be offered.
Some important conclusions can be drawnfrom the
Union Bank home banking service:
♥ A limited home banking service can be offered

very cheaply, yet widely. It does not, however, lend
itself easily to developing a broader range of
services.

♥ The Union Bank have a clearly developed concept
of the segmentation of the market for remote
banking services. Their home banking serviceis
designed purely for residential customers and is
just one of a wider range of products and differs
substantially from products designed for other
types of customer.

♥Expanding the service depended on the upgrading
of the telephone service, and more specifically, on
the introduction of mfsignalling in the network and
the marketing of push-button telephones by the
telecommunications administration.

♥By making the home banking service available
through a rangeof delivery mechanisms, including
home computers and, longer term, videotex, the
services can be offered to a wider base of
customers.

Crédit Commercial de France
Crédit Commercial de France is a medium-sized
French bank with 470,000 customers, of whom
75,000 are businessclients. Its ☁Videocompte CCF☂
Serviceis probably the largest home banking service
in the world, serving 75,000 private customers as well
as over 6,000 business customers, mostly small
businesses.

The serviceis offered via Teletel, the French videotex
service, and is available to all CCF customers who
have a Minitel videotex terminal. It offers account
enquiries, funds transfer between accounts, bill
paying, cheque book ordering and a facility for
searching for records of specific transactions.
Customers pay no charges for service usage to the
bank, but they pay for communications costs. The
DGT (the French telecommunications authority)
provides Minitels free to residential customers in
manyareas,but rental has to be paid in those regions
not yet included in the distribution programme. In
areas wherethe Minitel is distributed free, 60%of
the bank☂s customers have joined the home banking
service within six months, but elsewhere penetration
is much lower.
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In September 1985, 222,000 calls were madeto the
CCF homebanking service, an averageof three calls
per subscriber. This compares with an average of one
visit to the bank per customer per month, but the
number of such visits has not been noticeably
affected by the availability of home banking. People
often make use of a numberof services when they
visit the bank, whereas the home banking service
takes care of only the more routine services.

CCF☂s objectives in providing the service are to offer
a better service for its customers and to developits
existing customer base. Restrictions on the expansion
of the branch network have forced it to seek new
waysof serving the customer, of which home banking
is one. In addition to achieving these benefits, CCF
has also gained new customers, and found that
existing customers have increased the average
amountheld in their deposit accounts.

CCF attributes the success of its service to two
factors:
♥The existence of the videotex infrastructure

provided by the DGT,and the free Minitels, which
has made it possible to offer a home banking
service at low cost.

♥ Effective marketing. In particular, CCF took great
care to tailor their service to the needs of their
customers and to market it widely.

Also, CCF believes that the future success of its
service will depend on other banksalso offering home
banking services to generate popular acceptance for
services of this kind.

Commonwealth Bank of Australia
We have already described the current changes
occurring in the Australian banking marketin our case
history of the Westpac EFTPOS service on page 55.
It is in this context of competition and deregulation
that the Commonwealth Bankof Australia decided to
launchits home banking service. The Commonwealth
Bankis oneof the three largest Australian banks and
the largestretail bank, with 1200 branches and some
7 million accounts. The service, called Telebank,is
offered on Viatel, Australia☂s videotex service. Viatel
was launchedin April 1985 and now has some 7000
users. Dedicated videotex terminals are available on
the market, but the majority of customers-use
adapted personal computersfor videotex. Conversion
packages for many common makes of personal
computerare readily available from $300 (US $210).

Telebank offers the following services:
♥Account balance information.
♥Statement details valid for the previous night.
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♥Funds transfer to other Commonwealth Bankaccounts.
♥Bill payment to organisations on the bank☂s bill-

paying register.
♥Statement and cheque-bookordering.
In addition, the bank provides a range of otherinformation services, including:
♥Foreign exchangerates.
♥Money marketrates.
♥Economic commentaries.
♥Information about bank services.
♥Investment information.
For the bill payment service, the customer selectsthe organisation to be paid from the bank register andquotesits reference numberand appropriate securitycodes. The customer's account is debited, andpaymentsinitiated during the day are credited to thereceiving organisation in bulk overnight.
A numberoflevels of security protect the Telebankservice. To accessViatel, the customer must enterhis subscriber number and password, which he canalter as often as he wishes.To use the bank service,he mustalso register as a memberof a closed usergroup. For each access, he needs to enter hisTelebank numberand password,the latter a 4-10 digitcode which can also be changed as desired. Forfunds transfer and bill payment transactions, anadditional level of security is enforced: the customermust enter a transaction number, one of

a

list ofrandomly-generated 4-digit numbers supplied by thebank, each of which can be used only once.

Telebank is based on software developedoriginally
by the Nottingham Building Society in the UK foritshome banking service. The software needed to be
substantially modified to suit the Australian market
and to cope with the considerably larger scale of
Commonwealth Bank operations and computer
systems.

At present, while the serviceis still being introduced,it is offered free of charge, but from January 1986
customerswill be charged a flat fee of A$4 (US $2.7)
per month. In addition, customers pay for
communication charges. Subscription to the Viatel
service currently costs A$12.50 (US $9), but from
March 1986it will cost A$2.50 (US $1.7) per month
for residential subscribers. Viatel also charges for
connect time at 8 cents (5 US cents) per minute
during business hours and 5 cents (3.5 US cents) per
minute at other times. In addition, there is a local
telephonecall charge of 16 cents (11 US cents) per
minute.

Customers who do not already have terminals, can
rent a dedicated videotex terminal from the bankfor
A$10 (US $7) per month. The terminal used is a
Tandata 1416.

Six months after launch, Telebankis still the only
banking service on Viatel and has over 2,000
customers drawn from a broad cross-section. In
common with other Viatel users, the majority are
personal-computer owners. Further services are to
be added. For example, from November 1985 a
sharebroking service offered by broker Domingues
Berry Samuel Montague will be available, with
payments handled through Telebank.

Commonwealth Bank see homebanking asa trigger
service, a key service to attract customersto videotex
and their banking services. They are the largest
service provider on Viatel and once customers use
their service, customerswill also try other available
services. The payments mechanismis also the core
around which future home-shopping services can be
built. The shopping service providers would be
included on the bank☂s bill payment register, and
payment would be authorised by entering the security
identification when the order is placed.
The addition of such related payment services is
attractive to the bank. Once other banksstart to offer
competing home banking services,it will be these
other services that will differentiate the Common-
wealth Bank product.

Several important lessons emerge from Common-
wealth Bank☂s approach to home banking:
♥Ina highly competitive banking environment with

a sizeable population of personal computer users,
a home banking service can be launched as soon
as a suitable networkinfrastructure forits delivery
becomesavailable.

♥The Commonwealth Bank identified home banking
as a trigger service, one which would attract custo-
mers to a more comprehensive range of services,
standingbyitself if necessary, but benefiting from
being offered with other services.

♥Homebanking can play a core role in a broader
videotex service package, asit provides the pay-
ments mechanism needed to support home
shopping and other transaction services.

MARKET TRENDS AND FORECASTS
We believe that home banking will be slow in
penetrating the potential market for the followingreasons:
♥Fromthe point of view of the customerthe benefits

are dubious. A business maybewilling to pay for
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suchfacilities as greater convenience and speed.
But mostindividuals do not place a cost ontheir
time in the same way as businesses do.

♥Thefull advantages to the customerof using such
services will only be realised if a comprehensive
service is offered, including funds transfer. How-
ever, funds transfer requires better security than

banks can achieve a return on their investment.
In addition, several banks have madethe point to
us that a service that encouragesindividuals to
manage their financial affairs more efficiently is
not necessarily in the interests of the banks!

♥Thebanking and financial world faces considerable
uncertainty on many fronts and home banking is

is available on most current systems. Improving
security to the levels requiredwill add significantly
to the cost of providing services.

simply not a high priority now for many banks.
There are however some exceptionsto these general

♥The commercial case for providing home banking Siatenenis:
is not clear. The mass marketis unwilling to pay ♥The spread of ☁home☂ banking among small
and it is only once mass usage is achieved that businesses is likely to be more rapid than for

 Figure 7.7 Forecast of the number of households subscribing to homebanking servicesin 1990

 

 

 
Proportion of Numberof

☁punt Numberof householdssubscribing households subscribing C f
HEY, households to homebanking☝ to homebanking☝ omments

(millions) (1990) (1990)

Austria 2 1 in 500 5,400, Homebankingis currently not permitted in Austria, but
weexpectrestrictionsto belifted by 1988. Videotex will
be the predominantdelivery technology.

Belgium 3.4 Negligible Negligible No readydelivery infrastructure and lackof interest
amongservice suppliers. The videotex system is only
nowbeing implemented.

Denmark 2.2 1 in 500 4,400 Anew videotex system is being installed, delaying
availability of infrastructure and terminal base.

Finland Nd tin 50 34,000 Both voice response and videotexwill be used. A highly
competitive banking environment encourages home
banking:

France 19.2 Tin 25 768,000 The wide availability of Minitel terminals enables home
banking to be provided cheaply.

| Germany 24.3 1 in 250 97,200 Videotexwill be the primary meansofdelivery but voice
responsewill also be used.

Italy 18.1 1in 750 24,100 The videotexinfrastructurewill only becomeavailable in
the late 1980s, but banks are keenly interested in

| providing services.

| Netherlands 47 4 in 500 9,400 Although bankswereinterested in home banking when
| videotex becameavailable, most havelosttheir

enthusiasm.

| | Norway 1.4 1 in 500 2,800 Although someexperimental services exist, banks are
!] not confident of success.
|

Spain 13.0 1 in 100 130,000 Practically all home banking will be over voice response
systems,as videotex will not be marketed to the
residential sector until the 1990s. Interest among banks

| is high.

| Sweden 3.6 1 in 250 14,400 Relatively little interest among customers,but the PTT is
| encouraging banksto participatein its videotex service.

Switzerland 21 4 in 250 8,400 Interest amongbanksis high but videotexis not yet
widespread.

| UK 19.8 1 in 250 79,000 Serviceswill be based primarily on videotex, but some
| voice responseserviceswill also be used.       

Note: 1) Households may subscribe to more than one home banking service. More than one household member may subscribe.
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residential users. Business users will be morelikely
to have communicating personal computers or
videotex terminals already, and demand for the
serviceis likely to be greater, as it can be more
easily cost-justified.

♥Growth will be faster where a ready baseofsuitable
terminals and a cheap andefficientinfrastructure
already exists. This is particularly the case in France,
where banks can take advantage of the large
numberof Minitels installed, and wherethe future
use of smart card readers attachedto Minitel ter-
minalswill help reduce the security risks involved.

♥Growth will also be higher where the banking
market is highly competitive, as in Finland, or

where manybanks serve purely local markets, as
is the case with many smaller German banks.

Wepresent our forecasts for subscribers to home
banking services by 1990 in Figure 7.7 on the
previous page. Because homebankingis a service
that is only just beginning to emerge, the degree of
penetration that may be achieved in the next five
years varies widely from country to country. France
will continue to lead in terms of the number of
subscribers, and in Finland and Spain the outlookis
quite promising, too. In the other countries, however,
penetration will still be low by 1990 and webelieve
that it will be the end of this century before home
banking will be commonplace in Europe.
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CHAPTER8
IMPLICATIONS OF NEW ELECTRONIC PAYMENT AND CASH

As with any technologically-based change, the truly
crucial question concerning the revolution in cash is
whetherit will actually happen. The short history of
IT is already littered with the wreckage of over-
confident forecasts based on an over-estimateof the
appeal of technology and an under-estimate of the
powers of social, economic and attitudinal inertia.
These errors are particularly common, and the
margins very wide, when the proposed change
depends upon the creation of a mass market.It is
relatively much easier to persuade a thousand
companies to use a new software package than to
persuade a million people to subscribe to a new
service. Traditionally, Butler Cox has placed itself at
the conservative end of the spectrum of forecasters.

However, despite our predilection for caution, we
concludein thelight of all the evidencethatsignificant
changesin the field of IT and cash will occur.

In reaching this conclusion, we place more
importance upon the economic factors than upon the
purely technical. In a sense, the hard part of the task
of creating a new regimehasalready been achieved,
since much of personal and corporate credit
management has already been computerised. The
reader might profitably examine his or her own
personal finances. How muchofthetotal inflow and
outflow of funds is already being handled
electronically? Tax and social security contributions
are deducted,often electronically, at source. Major
and regular payments such as mortgage repayments,
insurance premiumsand subscriptions are made by
standing orderor direct debit. A major blockof other
transactions are aggregated electronically by credit
card. Cash payments are already becoming a
relatively minor source of outflow, at least in value
terms. Many people, especially those in the
professional and administrative classes, never
receive cash payments at all ♥ save in drawings
from their own accounts. If we are right, the
introduction of EFTPOS (though rightly regarded in
some ways as a major change)really amounts to the
setting up of a network of data capture points for data
processing and communication systems that already
largely exist and that already handle the bulk of our
money transactions.
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The impact of the new payment and cash manage-
ment systems will be felt by nations, by individuals,
and by organisations of most types, most sizes and
in most sectors. They will affect not only current
paymentand funds transfer methods butwill lead to
whole new business practices, different organisa-
tional structures and changed industry relationships.
Weassessthese implicationsin this chapter. Wefirst
discuss the impactonretailers, large corporate users,
banks and network service suppliers. We also discuss
the regulatory implications and the broader impact
on nations as a whole and on individuals.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RETAILERS
Trends that are already occuring in the retail world
will be encouraged by the advent of EFTPOS.In
particular, EFTPOS technology will fuel the move
towardslarger retail units:
♥ Tointroduce EFTPOS, high initial investment and

know-how are needed. Theseare barriers for small
outlets and small organisations, which do not have
the necessary volume of business and buying
power.

♥Cost savings through EFTPOSareless accessible
for small retailers. Small businesses will normally
not be in a position to negotiate discounts on bank
and credit card company charges effectively, or
to undertake their own networking. They are also
less likely to benefit from savings in staff, as a
small saving in staff time would not necessarily
enable an actual reduction in staff numbers to be
made.

♥ Also, in-house card systems do not normally make
sense for small retailers. The usefulness of such
cards to the customer depends on how much
shopping he can use them for, and on whether he
can use them to buy one product at a numberof
locations (eg petrol) or manydifferent products at
a single location (eg department stores). None of
this applies to small retailers.

However,groups of small retailers (whether voluntary
chains or businesses served by a single wholesaler)

 



could join forces and thereby gain access to someof the benefits of EFTPOS, which are otherwise
available only to larger organisations.
EFT technology can make payment handling andother financial services more profitable for retailers
and could therefore be an attractive service toprovide as part of a wider portfolio. We believe thatthe trend for organisations such as supermarkets anddepartmentstoresto offer such services is thereforelikely to continue. To this end we are likely to seemore alliances between retailers and financialservices providers, whether banks or others.
EFTPOSis likely to be the next major developmentfor retail organisations whose market strategy isbased on technological leadership. Theinitial marketadvantagesof offering EFTPOSservices are unlikelyto be retained in full once competitors also offer theservice, as wasthe casewith credit cards. However,gains in market share attained by retailers offeringthe new paymentservicesin advanceofothers maybe retained,at least to some extent, even once othersfollow suit.

IMPLICATIONS FOR LARGE COMPANIES
The developmentsin electronic funds transfer andcash management services we have discussedin thisreport will have some far-reaching consequences:
♥Companieswill increasingly regard effective cashManagement as an additional source ofprofit. Theincreased speed and precision brought by EFT topayments systemsis likely to encouragethis trend.
♥EFTis likely to favour multinational operations.Companieswill be able to exercise betterfinancialcontrol over foreign subsidiaries and their financialaffairs and they may be better placed to takeadvantage of business opportunities at remotelocations. Therefore financial control is likely tobecome more centralised.
♥Credit and payment termsarelikely to becomeeven more specific than at present, and play aneven more important role in the negotiation ofdeals, with precision in payment timing asignificant element.

Manyorganisations nowrely on the ☁credit game☂:deferring paymentto their suppliers for goodsreceived oncredit, while receiving paymentfor thesame goods from their customers. The newpayment systems will provide an opportunity toquestion the continuation of such practices.
♥Therelationship between companies and their

bankswill continue to change. Asthe importance
of cash managementincreases, companieswill
become more sophisticated. They will undertake
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more financial activities themselves, be morespecific in their demands and shop around more
for individual services. Banks, too, arelikely to
contribute to. the decline in the ☁total☂ banking
relationship, responding to both internal pressures
and market demand by unbundling services and
by bringing charges for individual services more
in line with costs. At the sametime, organisations
other than banks will be better placed than they
are to fulfil and exploit some market needs,
especially those that do not require a network ofbranches.

IMPLICATIONS FOR BANKS
The development of the wholesale and retail EFTservices we havedescribedwill have some significantconsequencesfor banks.In particular, two key issuesarise for banks: Will they achieve the anticipatedbenefits from EFT services? And what will be theimpact of EFT onthe structure of banking markets?
Will banks achieve anticipated benefits?
Banks see an opportunity with EFT services to reducecosts, in particular staff costs and costs associatedwith operating branch networks, and to gain a marketadvantage. The new banking services vary in thenature and extent of the benefits they are likely todeliver.
ATMs have the potential to reduce branch costs,replacing small branches andstaff (or freeing themfor new tasks) and favouring a strategy of concen-trating the provision of more complex services inlarger branches. These savings have not beenuniversally achieved to date, partly because of thehigh cost of ATMs and their installation. Just asretailers move into the management of cashresources, it is possible that banks will seek to exploittheir expensive, high-street locations by offering newfinancial services and perhaps even other kinds ofservices and products.
Webelieve that home banking is unlikely to have anyimpact on the branch network for the foreseeablefuture, except perhapsin France where the videotexnetwork and the large numberof terminals providea cheap enabling infrastructure. However, homebanking mayassist the banks pioneering it to capturea desirable segment of the domestic and smallbusiness market.
EFTPOSand bulk payment services offer banks theprime opportunities for reducing the costs of handlingpaper payments. Bulk payment services have un-doubtedly been successful in achieving this objective,although they have not replaced as much Paper ashad been hoped. EFTPOS, once introduced on awider scale, will help relieve the pressure from
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increasing volumesof paper arising from credit card
transactions. However, volumes of cheque payments
to retailers are likely to continue to rise in most
countries, at least in the short term, as the rate of
increase in the proportion of the population with bank
accounts is likely to outweigh initial usage of debit
EFTPOSservices.
Corporate cash managementservices offer the banks
some scope for staff savings, for example in the
handling of telephone balance enquiries and manually
processed fundstransfer or dealing instructions. The
main motivation for providing them, however,is to win
new or retain existing corporate accounts which
otherwise might well go elsewhere.
Whatwill be the impact on the structure of
banking markets?
EFTis affecting the structure of banking markets in
a number of ways:
♥lt increases competition for providing payment-

related services.
♥It encourages the formation of partnerships and

joint ventures.
♥|t changes the way bank products and services are

marketed, and the nature of those products.
EFT removes some of the barriers which prevent
organisations other than banks from operating
payment-related services, by reducing the need for
a network of city centre branches and a labour-
intensive payments processing operation. Foreign
banks, other financialinstitutions such as credit card
companies and building societies, retailers and
network and computing services providers are all
entering the market. But entering EFT markets will
not be easyfor such organisations, as developing and
providing EFT services requires not only high initial
costs and expertise but also credibility in the
marketplace, which the banks have, but which others
will need to build.

Although traditionally banks are organisations that
value their independence, EFT is forcing them into
partnerships of new kinds. The widerthe portfolio of
services they wish to provide, the greater the need
to cooperate with others. Network sharing or
interworking for ATMs or EFTPOS provides a
compromise between the cost of providing systems
on the one hand and convenient access for the
customer and national coveragefor theretailer on
the other.. It also ensures a larger card base and
avoids duplication of equipmentat the point of sale.
Reciprocal arrangements, whereby banksin different
markets use the same systems, can be of mutual
benefit by, for example, facilitating the exchange of
balance information on bank exchange networks.
Partnerships between banks and other service
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providers can provide banks with resources and
expertise they lack. Banks also need to rely on
retailers to market EFTPOSto the customers. Already
many banks use bureaux to provide cash manage-
ment services. Greater cooperation with others, such
as information providers, retailers and PTTsis also
beginning.

Increasingly, bank services will be sold individually
rather than as a package, and the trend towards
charging for services on basis which moredirectly
reflects actual costs is likely to continue. Cash
managementservices are also encouraging com-
panies to reduce the numberof banks they deal with
and to concentrate on developing closer relations
with fewer banks.
How services are grouped for marketing purposesis
also changing. Greater sophistication, a more differ-
entiated demandfor services and the needto sell and
charge for individual services is leading even large
banksto specialise. But within market segments, the
trend is to integrate all the services required for a
transaction, for example currency exchange rate
information and dealing services.
Some banking markets are being eroded or lost to
competition, but at the same time new opportunities
are appearing. In this changing environment, new
applicationsfor traditional banking skills continue to
appear, especially through the capabilities of new
technology (eg the treasury workstation). Products
developedinitially for the wholesale banking market
(for example cash management) can then be trans-
ferred to the retail market. These new opportunities
will lead banks to re-examine the nature of their
business. Should they be, for example,in electronic
publishing, or network or terminal equipment provision?

IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS
Manyfinancial institutions other than banks have, or
can acquire, the financial and systems expertise to
compete with banks in providing funds transfer
services, especially for services where an extensive
branch network is no longer required. In particular,
the credit card companies are well placedto offer
debit as well as credit EFTPOS.Other organisations,
for example the smaller building societies, could also
participate in EFTPOS by sharing networks.

Whether such organisations can actually obtain the
☁entry ticket☂ to participate in the payments handling
business depends very muchonlocal regulation. For
example in the US, bankactivities have been highly
regulated, but potential competition from outside the
banking sectoris less restricted. In the UK, building
societies have so far been constrained in their
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activities. They are still unable to participate in the
clearing process but, as we have discussed in
Chapter 1, this will change shortly as a result of
deregulation. By contrast, in Germanyall organisa-
tions providing payment services are regulated as
banks and thereislittle sign of this changing.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SYSTEMS AND NETWORKSERVICES SUPPLIERS
Electronic payment and cash managementservicespresent somesignificant opportunities to software
and systems houses, computer service bureaux,network suppliers and value added network serviceproviders. They may adopt a numberof differentroles:

♥Service retailer.
♥Service provider as agent for a bank or otherfinancial institution.
♥System, software or network service supplier.
In addition there are related opportunities for usersupport training, maintenance etc, and also oOppor-tunities to act as a broker between banksin circum-stances where bankswill not deal directly with otherbanks, for example in the exchange of accountinformation.

However,in most of these markets suppliers will facecompetition from the banks themselves. Banks whichlead in the technology can market their systems andservices to other banks, and set up ☁arms-length☂subsidiaries to compete with service bureaux inmarkets where the banks themselves are at a dis-advantage. The activities of technology servicessuppliers may also berestricted by lack of bankingexpertise and by regulation. In many countries, someelements of the payment handling process (notablyaccountholding and clearing) are restricted by lawto defined and regulated categories of financialinstitution. This is not the case everywhere, however;for example in California, GEISCO, the computerservice bureau, has recently won the contract toprovide an automated clearing houseservice.

Electronic funds transfer services are only viable ifan appropriate telecommunications infrastructure isavailable. All on-line funds transfer systems ♥ bethey EFTPOS, home banking or cash management♥ will increase traffic volumes over telecommuni-cations systems. Althoughin principle the telecom-munications services providers stand to gain fromsuch increasesin traffic volumes, current systemswill need to be upgraded to provide the quality,reliability and security required.

IMPLICATIONS FOR WORKSTATION ANDTERMINAL EQUIPMENTSUPPLIERS

The three services we have reviewed in detail(EFTPOS, cash management and home banking)differ in their implications for terminal suppliers.

By far the most significant market for terminalequipment arising out of the services we havereviewed is that for EFTPOS terminals. In terms ofproduct lifecycles this marketis still mostly in theemergent phase,butit has reached the growth phasein some countries (notably in France) and in somesectors (notably the fuelretailing sector in Belgium,Scandinavia and perhaps the Uk). At present, productspecifications vary considerably. Standardisation mayoccur earlier than usual in the productlifecycle, dueto coordination between banks, but in most countriesthis is unlikely to occur before the market entersitsgrowth phase. Therefore suppliers☂ wisest course ofaction will be to adopt product strategies whichexpose them to least risk in the face of the currentuncertainty. In view of the uncertainties involved, weexpect the most successful suppliers to be those whorespond well to emergent demand rather than those
who seek to pre-empt demand.

Treasury systems are standardising on commonbrandsof personal computer,in particular IBM. Thisreflects the dominance of this supplier in financialapplications andit will be extremely difficult for other
suppliers to make major inroads into this market.

Home banking and other payment-related applica-tions for the homewill increase the usefulness ofhome computersor videotex terminals. In most casesthey are unlikely to trigger the acquisition of terminals
by the end customer. Such terminals may, however,be acquired by the banks offering home bankingservices for subsequent distribution to their custo-mers. Therefore, a strategy for home equipment
suppliers to sell such terminals to banks instead of
to their customers makes sense.

Once the markettakesoff for all these systems andenters the growth phase, market conditions will bebetter suited to, and are likely to encourage theparticipation of, large IT suppliers and especiallythose with particular interests in the banking andretailing sectors. The ability to deliver high volumesof equipmentat low cost and to provide national andinternational support and maintenancefacilities arelikely to militate against some of the small supplierscurrently active in the market. To survive, they willneed to identify and exploit a specialised niche(assomehave already donein fuelretailing) and exploittheir ability to react faster to changing market
requirements than larger suppliers.
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REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS
Developments in electronic funds transfer affect a
number of domains now subject to regulation in many
countries, notably banking and telecommunications.
At the most basic level, they make banking regula-
tions drafted in terms of the existence of branch
networks obsolete, by providing the means for the
delivery of banking services without branches. But
they also raise other issues, namely the regulation
of paymentservices, risks due to technicalfailure and
the regulation of competition in providing network
services.

Regulation of payment services
Until recently, payment services have been the
preserve of banks, and they have thereforefallen
within the ambit of general banking regulations. EFT
allows individual elements of the payment process
to be separated and handled by different
organisations. For example, EFTPOS requires data
capture, networking, accountholding, authorisation,
and settlement functions to be performed. Laws need
to be reassessed to ensure that, for example,
regulations debarring non-bank organisations from
accountholding do noteffectively prevent these from
networking, or conversely, that regulations designed
to ensure the security of banks as deposit-taking
institutions do not impair their ability to compete for
other elements of electronic payment services. The
corollary of this argumentis that the advent of EFT
need not necessarily alter the criteria of suitability for
participating in those aspects of the payment system
which will continue to need regulation, for example
settlement.
Technicalrisks
EFT may greatly increase risks in the payment
system. Technical failures could potentially be far
more disruptive than failures in a manual system,
payment data may be much more concentrated
physically in only a few communications links or
computer systems,and the speed of EFT transactions
is such that a crisis might develop in minutes rather
than days. New regulations may be required to
protect against such eventualities. If expensive back-
up systems are required, this will add to theinitial
costs of providing EFT. The consequentissue of who
bears the cost in case of system failure is one that
will need to be resolved either by agreement between
the parties involved or by regulation.

There is also the issue of how disputes involving
payments will be resolved between the banks and
their customers. Current ATM networks have
achieved veryhigh levels of reliability and security.
However, there have been cases of unresolved
disputes between banks and their customers on
whether withdrawals werecorrectly debited. EFTPOS
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carries the risk of making such problems more acute,
given the much greater potential numbers of
terminals and transactions, and the involvement of
three parties (bank, retailer and customer) rather than
two.

Regulation on competing network services
In many ways the developmentof national EFTPOS
networks runs counter to current thinking in many
countries on the importance of competition and the
trend to deregulate the provision of networkservices.
Two types of argument are advanced in support of
a single national network. One is the need to avoid
duplication of equipment at the point of sale, while
at the sametime allowing the widest possible range
of cards to be used. However,if standards for data
encoding on cards and communication protocols can
be agreed, interworking between separate networks
would achieve similar results.

The second argument relates to economy and
efficiency in the provision of the telecommunications
infrastructure. In the UK, argumentsof this kind have
been rejected in.favour of the benefits of competition
in providing the telephone service. In addition, the
history of telecommunications services suggests that
developments in technology reduce the costs of
providing the service infrastructure. Therefore the
economic arguments that now favour the view that
a monopoly should provide these services can be
expected to weaken. Regardless of the merits of the
case, however, the key issue is that EFT networks
will need to conform to telecommunications
regulation in their respective countries; changing
such regulations will be a slow process.

IMPLICATION FOR NATIONS
We depict developments such as EFTPOS as a
natural and inevitable development of systems
already in place. Nevertheless the implications for
nations are considerable.In his introduction to Arlidge
& Parry on Fraud (The Criminal Law Library,
Waterlow, London, 1985) Lord Roskill writes: ☜The
modern fraudster can and does use modern tech-
nology to aid his wits, and how does our system of
criminal justice intend to dealwith frauds facilitated
by switching millions of poundsor dollars around the
world through several countries in successionall in
a matter of seconds?☝ Thereislittle doubt that in
manyjurisdictions there will be important changes
in investigatory techniques, legal procedures, rules
of evidence andtrial conductto deal with electronic
frauds.

Oneof the tools of economic management to which
governments sometimes resort is the control of
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foreign exchange. When banks were almostthe solevehicles for the exchange of funds, such controlswere a feasible proposition. Are they today? Will theybe in ten years from now? Countries have beenaccustomedto control ♥ to some extent ♥ the flowof liquid funds within their shores. The significanceof money supply as a barometer of economic healthor as a tool of national economic managementisfiercely debated by economists and politicians: butfew would claim it to be of no significance at all. Inthe future, could offshorefinancial institutions, eitherfor reasonsof straightforward self-enrichment or formore sinister purposes, decide to drain a country ofits liquidity ♥ a sort of financial vampirism ♥ orworse, perhaps, decide to flood it with unlimitedliquidity? When sources of international liquiditybecomesovaried and uncontrolled, will the runs andramps on Currency we have seenin the past seemlike mere dress-rehearsalsfor all-out monetary war?Are international accords such as the EuropeanMonetary System robust enough to withstand suchassaults? We cannot answerthese questions. Theyrequire careful and prolonged examinationat the levelof governments, national financial institutions andsupranational bodies. But they are questions ofoverriding significance for us all.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL
If and when electronic media become the norm formoney payments and receipts, what of the individual?What of those wholive, some claim in increasingnumbers, in the cash or ☁black economy☂, such asrestaurant and hotel staff who draw nugatory wagesbut prosper on gratuities? What of the growing armyof those who provide services ♥ decorating, minorbuilding works, gardening, cleaning ♥ on

a

basis of☁cash in hand, no questions asked☂. We do notnecessarily commendor approve such practices. Butanyone whodeniesthat the black economyplays asignificant role in the economic life of developed,high-tax countries is walking about with closed eyes.How will the cash economy work when fewer and
fewer people have any cash?
Whatof street crime? Will street robbery (☁mugging☂)disappear whenonly the poorest carry cash? Or willthe pattern of crime change?
In the world☂s most violent cities, the police aregradually adapting the advice theygiveto the victimsof street violence. Their advice now is to hand overcash, credit cards, cheque book and valuableswithout hesitation. To resist, or even to complain,isto invite injury or death as well as robbery. A victimwho shouted abuseafter his robbers in New York

recently, when the robbery was complete andthecriminals were making off, found that they werewilling to risk arrest to return and kill him. Will streetrobbery disappear when no-onehascash, and whenthe use of stolen cards can be instantaneouslyprevented over credit networks? Or, morechillingly,will every victim be either hijacked or murdered?
Whatofthe privacy implications for individuals? BothEFTPOS and home banking are tools by which acustomer's purchases are recorded and

_

theserecords may be used for other purposes. They mayreveal his whole style of and priorities in life. Thepossibility of unauthorised use of such informationwill
be deeply disturbing to manyindividuals.

IS THERE A FUTURE FOR CASH?
Any forecasts of ☁the cashless society☂ areliable tofalter on the remarkable resilience of cash. It hassurvived cheques,it has survived credit cards, andit will survive electronic systems for many years yet.However,it will gradually become a less importantway in which to pay.
Of the electronic funds transfer systems we havediscussedin this report only EFTPOS hasthepotentialto replace cash to a significant extent. Home bankingand, to an even greater extent, corporate cashManagementservices replace transactions which donot rely on cash to a significant extent.
Even as far as EFTPOS is concerned, customersalready have similar non-cash alternatives ♥chequesand credit cards. It is, of course, of no particularadvantage to a purchaserto have the charge regis-tered instantaneously to his or her account, while acheque might take days to clear and while a creditcard account may not need to besettled for weeks.EFT services will need to slow downtheir clearanceprocedureartificially to compete with cheques andcredit cards.

In the long term, three trends are likely to affect theimportance of cash. Firstly, more people will havebank accounts and will therefore be able to considerany of the alternatives to cash, including EFT.Secondly, people will become more familiar withusing plastic cards in EFT equipment.(At presentstillless than half the population of cardholders usetheircards in ATMs.) Finally, a trend towards ☁single-stop'shopping will lead to fewer but higher value trans-actions, for which cashis less suitable. We believethat these trends will lead to a gradualdecline in cashtransactions as a proportionof all payments. But the☁cashless society☂is still a very long wayoff.
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Twotechnical choices must be made at the earliest
stages of specifying an EFTPOS system: what card
technology is to be used, and whether terminals
should operate on-line or off-line. There are also other
payment-related devices which are not strictly
speaking EFTPOS,but which merit consideration and
are therefore described in this appendix.

CARD TECHNOLOGY
Two main typesof card are available, magnetic stripe
cards such as those currently used for credit cards
and the more recently developed ☁smart☂ card, which
has an electronic microcircuit embedded in the
thicknessof the card (see Figure A1.1). Hybrid cards
combining the two technologies have also been
developed.

Magnetic stripe cards
Magnetic stripe cards are plastic cards with a strip
of magnetic material on one side onto which data can
be magnetically encoded. ISO standardsdefine three
tracks, or lines of magnetically encoded data bits, on
the magnetic stripe, distinguished by their distance
from the top of the card. In banking applications, the
data encoded onthe card identifies the card and,in
conjunction with a Personal Identification Number
(PIN) entered by the user,verifies the user☂sidentity.
Magnetic stripe cards are used widely as credit cards
and bank cards for use in ATMs and cash dispensers.
Thus a base of cards and card users already exists
that may be used for EFTPOSapplications.

The cards themselves are very cheap, costing only
a few cents each. They are, however, vulnerable to
fraudulent use. Credit card companiesusually rely on
the user☂s signatureforverification, and in automated
transactions, whether debit or credit, they require the
entry by the user of a PIN. Users have proved
careless in concealing their PINs, so that card thieves
have often beenable to use stolen cards. Ensuring
that the PIN verification process is secure greatly
increases the cost of equipment for which these
cards are used.

APPENDIX 1
EFTPOS TECHNOLOGY

Smart cards
There are three main types of smart card:
♥Memoryonly.
♥Wired-logic.
♥Microprocessor.

Memory cards have 512 bits of memory and no
processing capability. They are disposable and
cannot be recharged and are suitable for simple
prepayment applications such as use at public
telephones. They have no verification capability, so
that loss of a card implies loss of any residual value.
Their cost is relatively low, about 65 cents per card.
Their advantage to the customeris that he would no
longer need to carry change for public telephones,
parking meters, ticket vending machines and other
similar uses. They can also save the provider of
unmanned vending equipment the problem of coin
storage, with its attendant risk of theft and the
inconvenience of coin collection. Although credit
card-operated ticket-vending machines have been
introduced for some applications (for example at
railway stations), the cost of the security necessary

 

Figure A1.1 Examples of smart cards
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for magnetic-stripe card operation makes these cardsunsuitable for low-value vending machine andsimilar
unmanned paymentapplications.
Wired-logic cards incorporate a chip with some logiccontrolling access to the memory.Thelogic providesfor PIN verification to control use of the card, but isnot programmable and therefore can only be usedfor a single application. The card is preprogrammedwith the customer☂s authorised expenditurelimit, andkeeps a record of numbers and values of trans-actions. At a predefined point, for example when theexpenditure limit is reached, the card has to berechargedor re-authorised on-line at an appropriateterminal connected to the bank beforeit can be usedagain.
Microprocessor cards contain up to 8 Kbits of
memory and a programmable microprocessor whichenables them to handle a wider range of applications
and provide a greater level of security. Costs areexpectedto range from $2.30 to $6.50 per card, even
in volume production quantities.

In principle, smart cards have a number of
advantages over magnetic stripe cards:
♥They are more secure.
♥SincePIN verification takes place within the card

itself, EFTPOS terminals can be cheaper, as one
costly security requirement is eliminated.

♥ Unlike magnetic stripe cards, they permit off-line
working even when usedin debit mode, allowing
savings in communications cost and transactiontime. But off-line working requires extra facilitiesin the terminal which may more thanoffset thesesavings.

PIN verification within the carditself provides greatersecurity since the PIN cannot be intercepted intransmission. Additional security features prevent thereading out of the PIN from the card and enhancesecurity for specific applications. For example, thecard can encrypt and decrypt messages. However,if a card thief also has access to informationconcerning the PIN (and card users are notoriouslycareless in this respect), misuse can only beprevented in the same ways as for magnetic stripecards,ie by distribution oflists of unauthorised cardsor by means of on-line authorisation.
The convenience of using a smart card can beretained even wherethe cost of an on-line terminalcannot be justified. Inexpensive devices, calledcertifiers (see Figure A1.2), have been developed inFrance which enable a smart card to be authenti-cated and a PIN keyed in by the customer to becomparedwith that encoded in a card. A certifier hasa keypad and

a

visual display. Once the transaction

 

Figure A1.2 A certifier

 

 

details and the PIN have been keyedin,a certificationnumberis displayed. The retailer records this numberon the paymentvoucher to enable the bank to checkthe authenticity of the transaction. A record of thetransaction is also retained in the smart card.

Although communication from the EFTPOSterminalcan be reduced, the smart card cannoteliminateitentirely. Transaction details will need to bedownloaded to the bank if the handling of paper
recordsor physical delivery of magnetic media areto be avoided.In addition, if a daily updateoflists ofcards whose useis no longer authorised (the hot cardlist) is considered insufficient, transactions will need
to be authorised on-line, or as a minimum,
authorisation will have to be re-issued after a pre-setnumberof transactions.Finally, if the value of thedesired purchase exceeds the prescribed limit,special authorisation will need to be obtained.
Hybrid stripe/smart cards
Oneof the main disadvantagesof the smart card isits cost, even in volume production quantities, which
are only now being achieved. Theotheris that thereis as yet no significant base of smart cards in
circulation. In addition, introducing smart cards wouldrequire the replacementof existing magnetic stripe
technology equipment such as ATMsandpoint-of-sale
terminals. For this reason, hybrid stripe/smart cards
have been developed so that existing equipment need
not be replaced before the endofits natural life.

MODES OF EFTPOS OPERATION
Two modes of EFTPOSoperationare feasible, on-line
and off-line.
On-line operation implies communication with the
bank for every transaction, for authorisation and

 



perhapsfor useridentity verification and transaction
data capture as well.
With off-line operation, verification is performed
locally. Authorisation is granted automatically for
transactions below a certain value, once the card
number has been checked against a locally heldlist
of stolen cards. Specific authorisation maystill be
required for transactions above this ☁floor limit☂.
Transaction data is stored and downloaded to the
central computerin batches, usually overnight to take
advantage of cheaper communications rates or the
absence of sales activity.

On-line operation provides greater security against
fraud becauseit prevents thieves making numerous
credit card purchases immediately after stealing a
card, secure in the knowledgethat locally held hot
lists will not be updated until perhaps the next day.
It also ensures that sufficient funds or unused credit
remain in the account. With communication to the
central computer required for every transaction,
communications costs will, however, be higher than
for off-line working, especially wherethelatter takes
account of cheap overnight communication rates.
Also, delays in the communications network and bank
system responsetimes will increase the time taken
for each transaction, compared with the off-line
alternative. However, on-line operation is preferred
where unit sales value or the incidence of fraud is
high.

Compared with on-line operations, off-line working
requires additional capabilities in the terminal, which
could make an offline terminal $125-$225 more
expensive than an on-line one, depending on
quantities purchased.

A compromise betweenon- andoff-line operation may
offer some of the advantagesof both. Off-line systems
often require specific authorisation for a transaction
to be obtainedif its value exceedsa designated ☁floor
limit☂. Other regular or random on-line checks for
authorising transactions during operations whichare
otherwiseoff-line, can enable security to be improved
while keeping communications costs low.

OTHER PAYMENT-RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
Other payment-related technologies that merit a
description are authorisation telephones and point-

APPENDIX 1

of-sale cheque printing and data capture terminals.

Authorisation telephones, also called transaction
telephones, may be regarded as predecessors of
EFTPOS. They enable a retailer to obtain author-
isation for a transaction from the credit card
company, but do not provide for the capture of the
transaction data. An authorisation telephone is a
telephone with an alphanumeric display, card wipe,
autodialler and modem. For a transaction to be
authorised, the credit card is wiped through the card
reader and the amount of the transaction keyedin.
The card company☂s host computeris dialled up to
send the data. If the transaction is authorised, an
authorisation code is returned and displayed on the
alphanumeric display. Authorisation telephones are
in quite widespread use throughout the world,
including the US and most European countries. Figure
A1.3 showsa typical authorisation telephone.

Point of sale cheque printing and data capture
terminals enable the data on a chequeto be captured
electronically and forwarded to the bank, as for an
EFTPOStransaction. The terminal reads the magnetic
characters on the cheque which give the bank
number, account number and cheque number. It also
prints on the cheque the nameof the payee, value
of the transaction, date and place. The customer
signs the cheque to authorise it. The transaction
details are stored in the terminal for transmission to
the bank in batch overnight. The terminals can
capture data for credit card transactions. The
technology has been developed for use in France,
where the problems arising from the volumes of
cheques handled are particularly acute.
 

Figure A1.3 An authorisation telephone
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APPENDIX 2
BULK PAYMENT SERVICES

In many European countries bulk payment servicesaccepting electronic inputs are now available,provided either by an automated clearing house ora bank giro service. The way the service isimplemented, the precise nature of the facilitiesavailable and practice in their use vary somewhatfrom one country to another. One of the mostadvanced bulk payment services in Europe is theBankers☂ Automated Clearing Services (BACS) in theUK.It is representative of how such services operate,and wetherefore review the servicesit providesinthis appendix.
BACSis jointly ownedby five of the major Englishclearing banks, but provides a service for all banksin the UK.It was started in 1969, and has grownsteadily ever since: in 1985 it expects to processmore than 820 million items, an increase of 17% overthe previous year and accounting for 23% by volumeof clearing in the UK. It aims to account for 40% byvolume of UK clearing by 1990. User numbersincreased by between 30 and 40%in 1984, reflectingthe increasingattraction of the service to customersfor smaller volumes of payments.

SERVICES PROVIDED
BACS operates on a 36.5 hour clearing cycle, asshownin Figure A2.1. Paymentinstructions input upto 9 pm will result in a simultaneous credit to thePayee and debit to the payer whenthe bank branchesopen at 9.30 am two dayslater. A telephonecall tothe user☂s bank can stop paymentalmost upto thelast moment. Paymentinstructions can howeverbesubmitted in advance and in batches containingpayments to be made ondifferent dates spanning aperiod of up to 40 days. Paymentinstructions maybe submitted on-line or on magnetic media.
Customers submitting data on-line are notified of itsacceptanceorrejection immediately the transmissionis completed. Similarly, magnetic media submitted inadvance oftheir input day are checked on receipt andan ☁Acceptance Report☂ is posted to the sender. Forall inputs an ☁Input Report☂ is sent by poston the inputday, to be receivedin most areas on the processingday by a designated representative of the clientorganisation. This report is an important elementinensuring the security of BACS.It specifies the number
 Figure A2.1 BACS clearing cycle
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and total value of payments input andlists items that
are exceptional according to criteria designated in
advance,items not accepted as transmitted and, if
desired, a sample of other items to enable further
security checks. Encryption is available for on-line
input but is not considered necessary in most cases.
Submission of input reports via BT Gold, an electronic
message service offered by British Telecom, has
recently been piloted.

BACS handles four main types of payment service:
credit instructions input directly by organisations,
standing orders by private bank customers to make
regular payments, direct debits and credit card
payments. We show therelative proportions of the
traffic accounted for by these servicesin Figure A2.2.
Payrolls were originally the major application of direct
credits, and 65% of UK monthly salaries are currently
paid in this way. Other important applications include
occupational pensions and payments to suppliers.
Indeed the latter, purchase ledger settlements, are
the fastest growing credit application, having grown
by 30%or over in volume in eachof the last three
years.
Direct debits have becomeincreasingly popular as
ameansfor organisations to collect regular payments
from private individuals where the amount of the
payment is likely to vary fairly frequently. The
organisation notifies the individual of the amount to
be debited and thenintitiates the debit instruction.
Direct debits overcome the major disadvantage of the
standing order that the payer has to be persuaded
to amend the order every time a change in the
amount is required. Life insurance companies are
particularly heavy users of direct debits: the
Prudential Insurance Company in the UK, for
example, initiates some 2 million per month. One of
the fastest growing applications of direct debits is
their use by large corporations for the sales ledger.

 

Figure A2.2 Proportions of BACStraffic by service type
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Suppliers in a position of strength in their industries,
in particular oil, car manufacture, brewing and
chemicals, specify to the small distributing companies
as part of their terms of businessthatbills should be
settled by direct debit.
BACS is just beginning to handle credit card
transaction data. As discussed in Chapter2, retailers
are beginning to capture credit-card transaction data
electronically. The card companies can also make
refunds to the customer via BACS. The data are
transmitted to BACS whothendistribute them to the
credit card companies concerned. At the time of
writing, only Barclaycard (Visa) and Access are
participating, but we understand that American
Express and Diners Club are studyingthe possibility.

ACCESS
The potential user of BACS must apply through one
of the 14 main UK banks and obtain their sponsorship.
This is necessary because the payment of BACS-
initiated credits must be guaranteed.
Some 65%of users do not access BACSdirectly, but
submit their inputs via a bureau. This proportion has
remainedstable overthe pastfive years. Bureaux are
usedparticularly by smaller volume users for direct
credit applications (eg payroll) and many bespoke
packages are available. The bureaux can collate
information and calculate inputs as well as submitting
these onbehalf of their clients. Data can be submitted
to the bureau on paper (where it may be input
manually or by OCR*)or, with suitable precautions
to maintain security and confidentiality, by telephone.

The policy of BACSis to allow accessto its services
through as wide a range of media aspossible. Users
can currently submit data on magnetic tape, 8☝ and
5%" diskette, or tape cassette. In addition, since
4983it has been possible to submit data on-line, and
a range of connections is now supported,including
2.4 and 4.8 kbits-per-secondlinks over the public
switched network, leased lines from 2.4 to 9.6 kbits-
per-second, and X25 packet switching. On-line access
has a numberof advantages:

♥ It avoids the inconvenienceof the delivery of the
data to BACS☂ London premises.

♥Acceptanceor rejection of the data is notified
immediately.

♥lIt becomes feasible to input a much smaller
numberof transactions in a batch.

 

*OCR (Optical Character Recognition): a technology
enabling written or printed characters to be ☁read☂ by
machines, for further processing or storage.
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Thelast point is particularly significant, since it greatlybroadens the applicability of the service. Once aBACSlink has beensetup, it can in principle be usedto handle any payment, provided the recipient has aUK bank account. It is, however, likely to be lesssuitable for high value payments which cannot bepredicted with certainty in advance, because of thedelayin clearing. However, magnetic media maystillbe more economic where very large volumesofinputneed to be sent.

BENEFITS
Payment via BACS or any equivalent AutomatedClearing House (ACH) or Giro accepting electronicinputs can bring a numberof potential benefits:
Precision. The date on which accounts are debitedand credited for a given paymentis known precisely.Paymentsdonottherefore haveto beinitiated severaladditional days in advance in order to guaranteeclearance bythe desired date. For example,it is notunusual for paper giro credits for monthly salarypayments to be submitted 6 days in advance. Withan ACHthe date of clearing is known precisely andinterest can be earned on the sum concerned untilthat time, giving as muchas 6 extra daysinterest permonth. The guarantee of payment on a precise datecan also be used to negotiate better terms from thepayee.
Savings onfloat. In addition to savings onfloat dueto precise knowledge of the timing of payments,payment via BACS in the UK saves two days☂ floatcompared with payment by cheque. In the formercase, the relevant accounts are debited and creditedon the same day, whereas when a chequeis clearedthe payer is debited on day one of the clearingprocess and the payee credited on day three.
Accuracy. Where payments are handled elec-tronically there is less scope for humanerrorin trans-cription or rekeying.

Certainty. Paper payment instruments,in particularchequesandcredit card vouchers, can easily be lost.
Confidentiality. Direct input of payment instructionsby the individual responsible for authorising them canensure greater confidentiality than transmitting themin paper form. For this reason, some companies useBACSto paydirectors☂ salaries.
Reduced bank charges. BACSinput can reduce costsof paymentprocessingfor the banks by as much as85% compared with paper-based payments. Thesesavings are usually reflected in reduced bankcharges.

Savings on administration costs, for example staffcosts, overtime payments, and other costs associatedwith paper handling. The need for cheque recon-ciliation is eliminated, and so are other manualtasksconnected with paper-based payments such as
cheque signing. The advantages are likely to beparticularly marked where other aspects of paymenthandling are automated, for example payrolls. Thepayment data will then be available in electronic form
already. Thein-house cost of making a paper-basedpayment has been estimated to be up to £2 ($2.8):
with full automation and input to BACSthis could bedramatically reduced.
Initially, BACS was used mostly for high-volume low-value payments, say below thefloorlimit at which twosignatures are normally required. The precision andcertainty of payment which it ensures is nowencouraging its use for high-value payments whichcan bepredicted in advance. For example, it is beingused for VAT payments by large companies and bythe UK Governmentto distribute the Rate SupportGrant, a payment to Local Authorities to contribute
to the running of their services.

COSTS
The cost to BACSof processing each paymentis 3.1pence(4.3 cents). The cost is passed onto the banks
on a cost recovery basis. The way costs are thenpassed onto the customervaries between banks andis a matter for the judgementofthe individual branchmanager, but typical chargesfor large organisationswould be 3-3.5 pence (3.4-4.9 cents) per payment.
Equipmentcosts will depend on what equipmentisalready being used. If the data is being prepared on
a computer, it may well already have a suitable com-munications interface, in which case the onlyadditional costs will be communications charges. Ifa personal computeris available, as it is in manyaccounts departments, but is not equipped for com-munications, then communications software, acommunications interface and a modem will be
required.
Suitable software packagesare available from £150
($210). If no suitable computeris available a suitably
equipped personal computer maycost from £3-4,000($4,000-5,500).
Communications costs will depend on the typeoflink
used and the volume of data sent. They could be as
little as the cost of a local call on the public switched
network.

IMPLEMENTATION
The technical aspects of the implementation of a
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BACS connection or magnetic tape or diskette
production will vary widely depending on how the
payment data is produced and on what equipment
is already installed. However, it may simply be a
question of using available output from an existing
system.
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In all cases, if an on-line BACS connection is to be
established the data transmission equipment to be
used must be tested to ensure data cannot be
corrupted. The sponsoring bankwill supply test data
for transmission which are returned by BACSto the
bank for checking.
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APPENDIX 3

GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS

ACH
APCS
ASCII
ATM
BACS
CD
CHAPS
CHIPS
CLCB
ECR
EFT

Automated Clearing House
Association of Payment Clearing Services
(UK)
American Standard Codefor Information
Interchange
Automated Teller Machine
Bankers☂ Automated Clearing Services
(UK)
Cash Dispenser
Clearing House Automated Payment
System (UK)
Clearing HouseInterbank Payment
System (US)
Committee of London Clearing Bankers
Electronic Cash Register
Electronic Funds Transfer

EFTPOS Electronic Funds Transfer at the Pointof
EPOS
IDA
ISDN
MAPS
mf
MTN
PIN
PKK
POS
SWIFT

Sale
Electronic Point of Sale System
The Norwegian commercial banks☂
computer centre
Integrated Services Digital Network
Midland Advisory and Payment Services
(UK)
multi-frequency
Money Transaction Number
PersonalIdentification Number
The Danishfinancialinstitutions☂ debit and
credit card company
Point of Sale
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication
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CURRENT REPORTS IN THE BUTLER COX REPORT SERIES

Information Technology and Cash.
Issued January 1986
Rising costs and payment volumesand increasing compe-
tition have encouraged organisations such as banks and
retailers to look to information technology to cut the costs
of handling payments,improve service levels and deliver
new cash managementservices. Electronic payment and
cash management services present opportunities to all
potential players ♥ banks, retailers of goods and services,
hardware suppliers and network services providers.
This report reviews the opportunities offered by the new
electronic payment and cash management services.
Retailers will be put under pressure by the banks to adopt
electronic funds transfer systems at the point of sale
(EFTPOS), but could harnessit to cut costs or even diver-
sify into financial services themselves. Indeed, an increas-
ing numberof organisations involvedin retailing are now
moving into the banking services arena, thus effectively
competing with established banking and credit card serv-
ices. Half the retailers we surveyed for this study plan to
introduce electronic fund transfer systemsat the point of
sale (EFTPOS) within the next five years.
Corporations can also take advantage of new cash manage-
mentservices and systemsto optimise cashutilisation and
reduce borrowing and transaction costs, and small com-panies andprivate investors can use online ☁home bank-
ing☂ services to managetheir financial affairs more effi-
ciently. The report describes and discusses the impactof
these new systems.
New Opportunities in Office Systems:
A Practical Guide.
Issued October 1985
Advancedoffice systems have been regarded for many
years as offering great potiential. In the 1970s there was
a false dawnofinterest in such applications, with many fore-
casters anticipating a ☁revolution in the office☂. But the office
revolution proved much easier to write about than to
achieve. Those actually responsible for planning and
implementing systems found many obstacles confronting
them. Notleast of these wasthedifficulty of building sys-
temsthat were clearly relevant to the needs of those who
would use them and the developmentof satisfactory criteria
for investment.
A decadeof experience has now been acquired, sometimes
painfully. Throughout Europe and North America, advanced
Office systems are in use. The opportunities are better
understood. A body of expertise has been developed. Itis
now possible to identify in a practical way policies and
procedures that lead to successful systems.
This report is a guide to the unfolding opportunities in office
systems. It provides a new perspective on the issue of
assessing benefits, and supplies detailed guidelines for plan-
ning and monitoring office systems. It discusses the impact
of office systems on the role of MIS departments.It
analyses implications for both users and suppliers and pro-
vides a guide to the state-of-the-art of office system tech-
nologies and applications.

Videotex in Europe.
Issued January 1985
This report provides
♥

A

review ofthe current status andlikely future outlook
for videotex in Europe on a country-by-country basis
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♥ An examination of the main developments in the North
American videotex market, andtheir likely impact upon
Europe

♥ A complete review of the videotex product and service
supply industry in Europe, including product reviews and
supplier market shares

♥ An analysis of the state of the industry in 1984, includ-
ing shipments andinstalled-basestatistics; the results
of a major ☁barometer☂ survey amongstusers, to deter-
minetheir attitudes, future plans and perception of key
issues, and nine selected case histories

♥ Forecasts by product and country, for the period 1984
to 1988

Thereport, which is based on extensive and new research
amongstsuppliers, users and European PTTs, complements
and extendsthe factualinformation and geographic cover-
age of Butler Cox☂s earlier report ☁Private Videotex Systems
♥ their Selection, Use and Future Prospects☂.
Information Technology: Its Impact on Marketing and
Selling.Issued December 1984
By 1995, sales and marketing teamswill be fighting the
competitive battle with new tools. Information technology
♥ using computers, communications and screens ♥ will
presentthe value andutility of products to a wider yet more
carefully selected customer base. Weface the most impor-
tant developments in sales and marketing since the advent
of TV advertising. Companies who ignore these develop-
ments, whose sales and marketing strategies remain
embedded in the pre-electronic past, face dwindling mar-
ket share, rising costs and eventual eclipse. The most
knowledgeable companiesare planning now, asking them-
selves this simple but profound question: how do we sell
to the institutions andcitizens of the information society?
This report examines both current andlikly applications for
information technology products and services, and identi-
fies the key threats and new business opportunities likely
to emergein the future.
Private Videotex Systems ♥ Their Selection, Use
and Future Prospects.
Issued October 1983
This reportis a definitive analysis of the Europeanprivate
videotex system market. It surveys the offerings from 62
system suppliers, 60 videotex bureaux and 127 terminal
manufacturers and distributors. It describes product and
service features, and offers potential buyers guidelines on
key selection criteria. It examines howprivate videotex sys-
tems are being applied, and offers a proven application
selection and evaluation methodology. It describes 10
representative case histories, from four European countries,
andidentifies the strengths and weaknessesof videotex,
comparedwith other media and technologies. It analyses
the costs of hardware, software,terminals, and application
implementation, operation and support. It also reviews the
sources of revenue andbenefit that are neededto justify
investmentsin service provision. Finally, the report analyses
the factors which are resulting in evolutionary product
changesand to the growth of the market. It identifies and
describes the main product generationslikely to evolve over
the next 10 years, and projects the size of the marketfor
them. The market forecasts are broken downby the main
country-market groups, and cover mostproducts and ser-
vices, by value and volumefor shipments and installations.
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